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Abstract
The vertical MOSFET (YMOSFET) is a strong contender for low operating power devices
on the ITRS road map, which is presently at the 65 nm technology node. VMOSFETs have
already found applications in the power device market and also shown feasibility as both
digital and analogue/RF devices. The proposed VMOSFETs are CMOS technology
compatible and can be fabricated with a channel length down to sub-0, lpm without the need
for expensive deep submicron lithography. This provides an opportunity to fabricate highperformance RF blocks with a low cost process and integrate them with digital ones. On the
other hand, VMOSFETs suffer from much higher parasitic capacitances which limits its
operation frequency. They can also suffer from severe short channel effects which shift the
threshold voltage and increase the off-current.
Previous research has demonstrated the feasibility of some novel concepts to address the
above limitations: overlap parasitic capacitance by fillet local oxidation (FILOX) and shortchannel effect by junction stop (JS). In this work, I have investigated in detail, the properties
of devices with the above features through experimental, analytical and numerical modelling
studies. Furthermore, device performances at RF frequency have been measured and
analysed. Finally, a set of compact model parameters has been extracted targeting on the
lOOnm short channel device with FILOX using EKV model approach.
Through the characterisation and numerical simulation of the VMOSFET-JS, we have
investigated electrical anomalies and relevant underling physics in different parts of the
device through analytical model study and parameters fitting. Numerical simulation also
showed the individual impact of symmetrical and asymmetrical junction depths with regard
to charge sharing and drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) which allowed further
improvement in the device design, in particular, the possibility of allowing lower body
doping and hence higher channel mobility and on-current. It is also shown that there is a
critical junction depth above which the JS effect on SCEs reaches its maximum.
FILOX technology has been incorporated into ultra-thin pillar capacitors and assessed by
C-V and I-V characterisation. Feasibility for incorporating FILOX into fully-depleted
VMOSFET structures is demonstrated. Low levels of leakage current were observed. A
VMOSFET-FILOX incorporating a retrograde channel has been designed and fabricated.
Theoretically the new design brings increased on-current while maintaining the off-current
level. A number of anomalies in experimental devices are explored.
A surface potential based analytical model for source series resistances has been
developed. The model shows good agreement with the source series resistance extracted
from the 2D simulations using the Z parameters method. Suggestions are made to address
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the series resistance limitation on cut-off frequency, fj which is shown to be related to
FILOX thicknesses and associated process conditions.
Cut-off frequency characterisation has shown that VMOSFET-FILOX with frame gate has
only half the ft of double gate contact which is shown to be able to achieve a maximum fTof
8.6 GHz. The effects on fy of bias, channel length, width and FILOX thickness have been
investigated in some detail. 3D simulation studies address performance including the
influence of comers on the electrical characteristics. The numerical simulation calibrated
with the process has suggested the best ff can be achieved can reach 30.5GHz for a 60nm
FILOX. Device simulation also suggests that if the junction abruptness is improved to an
ITRS requested level for a 50nm channel length, the peak fx can be boosted to 99.4GHz.
Therefore, an almost three-generation-hop in RF performance that can be achieved using a
0.35pm lithography stepper compared to the advanced lateral MOSFETs at the same
lithography technology node.
The extraction of the EKV parameters, which model both DC and AC performances, has
been conducted using the VMOSFET-FILOX devices with a double gate contact. In the
process, some modelling issues have been raised. The problems of realising a truly Tong
channel device’ for model fitting in contrast to the good fitting for the short channel model
and device variations for S-parameters fitting highlight challenges in the compact modelling
of vertical MOSFETs. Finally, suggestions to improve process steps are made in order to
refine the device performance in accordance with RF requirements.
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1.1 The Market Value of RF Applications

“The wireless telegraph is not difficult to understand. The ordinary telegraph is like a very
long cat. You pull the tail in New York, and it meows in Los Angeles. The wireless is the
same, only without the cat.”
Albert Einstein, 1938

70 years ago, Einstein’s description of the wireless telegraph, an old fashioned word
which today translates to “radio frequency”, may have already portrayed an image that it
should not be too difficult a task for people to understand the concept of wireless
communication products. Manipulation of the products should not be more difficult than
pulling a cat’s tail. Indeed, along with the many years development of the semiconductor
industry, wireless communication in the forms of products and services have penetrated
into peoples’ daily work and life with a tremendous growth rate. Nowadays, wireless/RF
applications have become a necessity for most electronic products. As many customer
surveys have suggested, the market for wireless/RE applications of which the main areas
are illustrated in Fig 1.1, is now huge. The latest report in 2008 (Millward Brown) on
consumer awareness of wireless technologies has suggested that in Mainland China,
Germany, Japan, Taiwan, US and the UK, 85% of consumers recognize Bluetooth, and
for others such as Wi-Fi: 53%, Wireless technology Wireless USB: 57%, IrDA: 53%.
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is now capable of reaching virtually every comer
of the world. WLAN worldwide service revenues were projected to reach $9.5 Billion by
2007 and the looming global rollout of WiMAX will push its way into 3G market and
generate $53 billion in mobile revenue in 2011 (Alexander Resources). It can further be
quantified that excluding the market value of other communications, semiconductor
2
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wireless/RF products have become the 2nd largest market only after data processing
electronics. In 2007, the total viable market of the entire wireless/RF industry reached $47
billion. The market also has grown steadily every year in size and product variety
extending the accessibility worldwide e.g. wireless-chip market has outpaced wireline-chip
market in 2007 (The Linley Group).

Fig 1.1 (a) Wireless application coverage (b) established and emerging markets [1].

From the technology point of view, the increasing deployment of wireless networks has
been pushed by the demand for higher data transmission rate. In order to maintain this
technology push of faster transmission speed, the industry is required to make large
investments in infrastructure hardware. The base station for wireless signals, which serves
as an interface between the antenna for broadcasting the signal and the fixed line
telecommunication backbone, is one of the important infrastructure components. Since the
power amplifier is also recognized to be the most expensive portion of the capital expenses
in a base station, technology that can reduce the complexity and cost of these components
is of great interest to the wireless industry. In the base station architecture, the power
amplifier is an important block as illustrated in Fig 1.2, with transistor devices serving as
core components inside [2]. All together with other semiconductor components, they serve
3
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the purpose of boosting the strength of the RF signals to a level essential for consumers to
access the wireless applications over long distance. Similarly transistor devices are also the
core components in RF power amplifier for RF blocks in handset devices. Therefore an
incredible amount of research has been undergoing in the field of wireless/RF circuits and
the related semiconductor components.
This project is largely motivated by the drive for more cost-effective transistors with
better RF performance, which especially benefit the medium and small semiconductor
companies. The scope of this thesis is focusing on the investigation of the feasibility of
CMOS process compatible Vertical MOSFET (VMOSFET) for RF applications. In the
next section, variants of RF transistors and their development over the last a few decades
will be reviewed.
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F ig 1.2 B lo ck diagram o f a typical base station [2],

1.2 The Trend of RF Device Research

1.2.1 III-V Transistors

About 15 years ago, the field of RF transistors has been clearly dominated by III-V (e.g.
GaAs based) Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBTs) and HEMT-FET transistors. Even
4
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now GaAs HBT technology (an advanced structure is shown in Fig 1.3) is still currently in
widespread use for cell phones. In GaAs technology, the electron mobility and saturated
electron velocity are higher than those of Si thus improving the high frequency
performance. A further major advantage of GaAs technology over Si, is the ability to form
a good semi-insulating substrate which in turn brings a considerable reduction in losses at
frequencies in the high GHz regime. The best GaAs HBT shows maximum frequencies of
oscillation fmax in excess of 200GHz while the cut-off frequency fr is limited to about
150GHz. [3] The basic structure of a GaAs/AlGaAs HEMT is demonstrated in Fig 1.4. The
basic operation of the GaAs depletion-mode FET such as high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT) is very similar to that of the JFET. The device consists of a barrier junction
controlled by the gate electrode. Through changing the negative bias on the gate the output
current conducting across the base also changes therefore inducing a changing current
between two ohmic contacts. Heterojunctions are used with a highly-doped wide-band-gap
n-type donor-supply layer (AlGaAs) and a non-doped narrow-band-gap channel layer with
no dopant impurities (GaAs) to boost electron mobility in the channel. The electrons
situated in the n-type AlGaAs thin layer are transferred into the GaAs layer thereby
forming a depleted AlGaAs layer. The different band-gap materials form a quantum well in
the conduction band on the GaAs side where the electrons can move quickly without
colliding with any impurities because the GaAs layer is undoped. This feature enables the
transistors which can operate at significantly high frequencies typically over 500GHz. It
should be noted that currently GaAs HEMTs are the most widespread commercial GaAsbased RF FETs. However, a major disadvantage is that the substrate of GaAs wafers is not
a good thermal conductor and thus has to be thinned for optimum performance in power
amplifier applications. Furthermore GaAs is more fragile than silicon resulting in a
relatively lower yield of GaAs ICs than the silicon based IC and as a consequence, higher
fabrication cost. The fabrication process allows realization of very fast transistors with
5
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“relatively” cheap GaAs substrates but still more expensive than Si. Si is also more
abundant and this, together with the relative ease of scaling wafer diameters, leads to lower
cost of substrates and processing. Also similar to MESFET devices, the DC operation of
GaAs HEMTs is depletion mode thus requiring both positive and negative supply rails
which makes it less popular in circuit design.

Matai 2
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Fig 1.3 Cross sectional diagram of npn GaAs HBT [4].
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Figure 1.4 Cross sectional diagram of GaAs/AIGaAs HEMT.

1.2.2 SiGe HBT BiCMOS

The recent development of RF transistors has formed a comprehensive answer to the
question of “Why has the Si based technology become the preference in the RF devices
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industry”. Compared to compound semiconductor such as GaAs, silicon is the richest
natural resource that is abundant on the Earth’s crust. Alternatively speaking the economy
of scale available to the silicon industry has consisted of a solid precondition of the
adoption of silicon. Secondly, silicon dioxide has been seen to be one of the best insulators
for device application and can been easily incorporated onto silicon circuits. GaAs does
not form a stable insulating layer which precludes the realisation of the enhancement mode
devices required to make CMOS. The third major advantage for Si technology to be
become a mainstay of wireless/RF industry is that it benefits from the well-developed and
thus mature applications of bipolars and MOSFETs devices in digital circuits. In the field
of bipolar, SiGe HBT has already been accepted to satisfy the requirements for making
high speed transistors which can be applied in the rapid growing communication market.
The concept of combining silicon and germanium into an alloy in the silicon bipolar was
developed largely, by IBM. An example of cross-section of a SiGe HBT is shown in Fig
1.5. Comparing to CMOS devices, BJT devices offer the advantages of excellent noise
performance and an improved transconductance. Furthermore, for RF low-noise amplifiers,
SiGe HBT circuits occupy one-quarter to one-third of the area of CMOS circuits of
equivalent functionality [5]. It was also found that for wireless/RF communications
circuits, SiGe HBT consumes much less power than CMOS to achieve the same level of
performance due to excellent noise performance and an improved transconductance [6],
The real strength of SiGe lies in its ability to integrate analogue, RF and digital on a single
chip using existing CMOS foundries. The SiGe BiCMOS process allows enhancement of
CMOS performance by the addition of SiGe HBTs. A representative structure of SiGe
BiCMOS is shown in Fig 1.6. The fastest SiGe HBTs have greater than 370 GHz cut-off
frequency and greater than 350 GHz maximum oscillation frequency [3]. However, the
drawback is that fabrication cost of BiCMOS technology is high and also large area is
always needed for the digital part.
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Fig 1.5 Cross sectional diagram of SiGe HBT by IBM.
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Fig 1.6 Cross sectional diagram of SiGe HBT based BiCMOS by IBM.

1.2.3 CMOS technology

In the past, MOSFETs were considered as slow devices because the electron mobility in
Si is lower than that in GaAs; meanwhile the shortest gate length that can be achieved in
MOSFETs was always longer than GaAs MESFET. However, continuous aggressive
scaling of feature size not only made the MOSFETs smaller, but also much faster, so as to
become qualified as good RF devices. With sub-lOOnm channel length, fT and fmax are
above 200 GHz for MOSFET technology [7]. Today, consumers demand wireless/RF
systems to be low-cost, power efficient and reliable. High-level integration has proven in
practice to be an effective way to reduce cost and achieve compactness simultaneously for
high volume applications leading to entire systems on a single chip using CMOS
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technology [7]. However, it has proved difficult to achieve good power amplifiers (PA) in
Si. Presently, PAs with III-V compound semiconductors are still the most commonly used
devices from the view of manufacturer due to lack of competition from the Si based side.
In order to breakthrough this bottleneck for making wireless product fabrication more cost
effective, the final challenge is now to integrate the PA, transceiver IC, digital baseband
and power management module on a single silicon chip.
Next, silicon MOS devices for Pas are investigated and reviewed. Si LDMOS technology
was primarily developed for RF power application [8], A typical structure is demonstrated
in Fig 1.7. The original motivation for LDMOS is to produce short channel devices that
could be immune to low breakdown voltage by spatially separating the n+ drain to gate
control using a lightly doped drain extension area which is often called the drift region.
The limited current drivability due to long channel length and high series resistance in the
LDD region have limited LDMOS transistors to an operation frequency below 5GHz. Its
fabrication process is similar to standard CMOS but with added fabrication steps and hence
cost.

Fig 1.7 Cross sectional diagram of a typical Si LDMOS.

Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) technology has gained momentum for RF application based
on advantages associated with the high resistivity substrate which also results in low noise
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and provides good linearity in low noise amplifier (LNA) circuits [9]. The ease of
integrating SOI with high-resistivity substrates, normally higher than 1000 ohms-cm,
reduces substrate noise coupling and losses allowing designs of on-chip inductors and
varactors with more than 60% improvement in the quality factor, Q. This allows further
reductions of 60% in power consumption for RF blocks. It also benefits from reduced
parasitic capacitance and leakage current. A cross-sectional diagram of basic SOI is
demonstrated in Fig 1.8. However, the disadvantages of floating body effects and the
additional cost to eliminate them, together with the high cost and limited availability of
substrates, have made SOI-CMOS technology less popular than bulk CMOS which so far
has the best performance-to-cost ratio of all the device technology contenders for
wireless/RF application.

Fig 1.8 Cross sectional diagram of a typical SOI.

CMOS was originally invented purely for digital integrated circuits and in turn drives the
scaling for CMOS dimensions and increasing of the intrinsic speed of high performance
Micro-processor Units. The scaling road map for all physical and electrical parameters is
described in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) [10], The
ITRS has recently revised its projection for targeted printed gate length for MOSFET in
high-performance logic circuit for 2003 from 80nm in 1999 to 65nm in 2003 and for 2007
the value finally has reached 42nm. Continuous MOSFET scaling has simultaneously
increased the number of transistors in the increasingly complex integrated logic circuits
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while reductions in device size continue. For example, in the beginning of 2008, the Intel
Tukwila Micro Process Unit has reached 2 billion transistors per chip with a mainstream
frequency of 2GHz compared to 2300 transistors in Intel 4004 with a speed of 1MHz in
1971 [11].
Needless to say, also benefiting from the annual scaling, wireless/RF integrated circuits
implemented in CMOS are making a strong appearance. Therefore combined with
significant performance improvements in the digital part, CMOS has become the dominant
technology that is believed the best vehicle at present time to realise an entire system on a
single chip at a reasonable cost.
However, a significant limiting factor of conventional CMOS for RF applications is
associated with packaging because any parasitic PCB, packaging or bondwire in
combination with ESD protection network and packaging pin capacitances will strongly
degrade RF signals. From the technology point of view, in the past a major factor in
compromising MOSFET RF performance was the relatively low on-current drivability and
high parasitics such as gate-drain/source overlap capacitance, gate resistance, drain/source
resistances and losses to the substrate.
Double gate (DG) and gate all around (GAA) technology offer the best solutions to
control short-channel effects, increase the channel width and hence boost the on-current
drivability. However, both the planar DG and GAA MOSFET [12, 13] require very
complex fabrication processing which limits their integration within a standard CMOS
process flow. Using a FinFET structure, double gate devices can be realised with a CMOS
compatible process [14]. However, one drawback is that to achieve good gate to channel
electrostatic coupling, the width of the silicon fins needs to be a fraction of the channel
length of the devices which requires advanced sub-lithographic techniques. The devices
also suffer from inhenertly high series resistance which can severely limit on-current.
Defining the MOSFET in a vertical Si pillar was considered to be a very effective way to
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avoid the need for exacting fabrication processes while retaining DG/GAA structure as the
vertical pillar is itself a natural structure for double/surround gate architectures. Simplified
views of the above mentioned structures are shown in Fig 1.9 to allow comparison.
Secondly, as scaling of ordinary planar MOSFET now faces significant technology
challenges, vertical MOSFETs with a channel length defined by non-lithographic methods
provides further opportunities for cost reduction. There are three other main implications
that make this technology attractive for RF and especially power applications. First, by
defining the channel length vertically, significant increase of the packing density is
allowed due to smaller footprint of each device. This feature has been exploited in
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) technology where maximum packing density
is a key factor. Secondly, by reducing the pillar width to the range of channel region
depletion region width, partially/fully depleted devices can be achieved which can provide
excellent short channel effect control, similar to the ultra-thin-body SOI MOSFET and
FinFET. Lastly, despite defining MOSFET vertically, other pocket, retrograde channel and
even high K dielectric technologies are still compatible within the fabrication process
allowing potential for further improvements in device performance.

1.3 Si Based Vertical MOSFET

The recent development of vertical MOSFETs (VMOSFET) has been largely driven by
two factors observed by the industry, firstly the potential as a strong non-classical CMOS
contender in continuing the ITRS roadmap in 21st century and secondly the potential for
applications in low standby power and RF devices market due to its low cost process and
compatibility with CMOS technology. From the point of view of technology, the recently
reported VMOSFETs can be mainly classified into two types according to the two different
12
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fabrication processes in defining the channel and source/drain regions, namely by epitaxy
and ion-implantation respectively.

DG-Vertical

GAA-Vertical

Fig 1.9 Basic structures of a Si based planar double gate, planar gate-all-around, FinFET,
vertical MOSFETs with double gate and surrounded gate.

A classical epitaxially grown VMOSFET with channel length down to 70nm was
reported in [15]. The channel length was precisely defined by the thickness of a silicon
film using Reduced/Low-Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition (RP/LPCVD) A cross
sectional diagram of the first sub lOOnm epitaxial vertical MOSFET is shown in Fig 1.10
where the thickness of the P-doped layers were chosen to provide final channel length after
reactive ion etching to form the pillar. It was reported that without utilizing silicided
junctions and channel engineering, the vertical pMOSFET attained a fT of 4GHz for a
channel length of 130nm with uniformly doped body. Further experiments using similar
process but defining channels on sidewalls with different orientations suggested that the
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current in the <100> is 1.4 times higher than that in <110> [16]. The sidewall interface
quality was enhanced by the deposition and etching of a sacrificial oxide layer before the

%

Fig 1.10 Cross sectional diagram of selectively grown epitaxial p type VMOSFET [12].
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Fig 1.11 (a) Simulated electron concentration for delta local doping; (b) corresponded
doping profile along the pillar height at the surface [17].

gate oxide growth. However, this device suffers from severe parasitic phenomena such as
short channel effect (SCE), floating body effect and high gate-drain/source overlap
capacitance.
In order to suppress the SCE without compromising on-current, a technology was later
reported using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) instead of LPCVD to grow a highly doped
thin layer in the center of the body as a “junction field stopper” while maintaining
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homogenously doped channel region confined to the Si/SiC>2 interface [17, 18]. The doping
profile of the delta region is shown in Fig 1.11. Compared to the entirely homogeneously
doped body, this delta doping profile maintains the benefit of high mobility but also
reduces hot carrier effects due to the reduced average drain electric field along the channel
and thus improves the breakdown voltage and reliability. However, the application of this
device in RF applications is limited because of the large overlap capacitance between the
gate and the drain/source. A selective epitaxy method solves this problem by depositing the
poly gate layer previously to the selective epitaxial growth of the p+np+ junctions
therefore reducing the overlap regions [19]. The final structure of this sandwiched gate
stack with the selective epitaxial grown body is shown in Fig 1.12. Because floating body
effects still remain an important issue inducing severe parasitic bipolar effect in the
aforementioned epitaxial devices, a SiGe source layer was developed to suppress hole
accumulation and delay avalanche breakdown [20]. The SiGe layer is shown with the
device in Fig 1.13. For an ultra short channel device, especially with p type channel,
SiGeC layers were also seen as important technology to suppress the dopant diffusion from
the drain and source, which would lead to a severe bulk punch through [2 1 ],

Source

Fig 1.12 Overlap capacitance reduced by depositing Si02/PolyGate/Si02 layers in a
selective epitaxy grown VMOSFET [16],
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Fig 1.13 SiGe source VMOSFET for parasitic bipolar effect reduction [17].

The suppression of overlap capacitance for the epitaxial VMOSFET has also been
addressed by a replacement gate process [22]. In that work, after etching of the dummy
gate, the poly gate was self-aligned with the previously grown channel and therefore the
overlap region was significantly reduced. In the device, the junction depth could be
controlled by solid source diffusion (SSD). However, shallow junctions were still difficult
to form because of the high thermal budget required for annealing. A process for threshold
voltage adjustment involving only a borosilicate glass (BSG) film has been reported in [23]
to allow the Si body surface doped accordingly, thus precluding the poly gate doping. The
main drawbacks of using epitaxial deposition to define channel length, however, are
expensive fabrication cost, poor compatibility with mainstream CMOS planar technology
and thus low throughput.
VMOSFETs fabricated through an etching and implantation process were first
introduced in 1991 [24] where unlike previous epitaxial processes, the channel, drain and
source regions are defined by ion-implantation. The structure is shown in Fig 1.14 where a
gate all around architecture was also first applied to vertical MOSFETs. In the process, a ptype well region was first formed on the ( 1 0 0 ) plane of the silicon substrate for defining the
threshold voltage through boron implantation. This resulted in a nearly constantly doped
substrate region for a depth of 2pm. The pillar was then formed by etching followed by a
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sacrificial oxidation step to remove surface damage. The entire pillar, including the
channel length was then covered by a thermally grown gate oxide and etched n type
polysilicon gate. Drain and source region implantation was then carried out and the
process was finished with contact hole formation and aluminium metallization. This kind
of process has the advantages of simplicity and full compatibility with conventional planar
CMOS technology. Moreover, other performance enhancement processes such as surround
gate for higher drain current drivability, body floating effect suppression, short channel
effect and gate overlap capacitance reduction have been successfully integrated without
using additional epitaxy steps. The etch-implantation defined vertical MOSFETs with
double gate adopted similar process and suggested that it was possible to achieve narrow
pillar width for better channel control [25] which is shown in Fig 1.15.

Fig 1.14 First reported ion-implanted defined vertical MOSFET with a GAA structure [24],
Advanced lithography techniques have later also been adopted to fabricate ultra-thin
body with sub-50nm ridge thickness with a better quality [26, 27]. The on-current in such
implanted devices can be enhanced by incorporating Ge ion implantation into the channel
region followed by solid phase expitaxial regrowth [28], As a result, the enhanced drive
current is attributed to higher hole mobility in the SiGe channel. Furthermore, a narrow
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band-gap source by incorporating a SiGe layer [29] at the pillar bottom proved an effective
solution to suppress the floating-body effect due to the more efficient removal of charge

Fig 1.15 First reported ion-implanted defined ultra-thin-body vertical MOSFET with a
double gate structure [25],
tocrti

]0 1 1 )

20 nm

Fig 1.16 TEM picture of the gate oxide at the pillar comers featuring different surface
orientations, (a) 1 0 nm oxide thickness at the (0 0 1 ) sidewall (b) 14nm oxide thickness at
the (011) sidewall; (c) 12nm oxide thickness at the llV 2 sidewall [30].

(holes) and less electron back injection into the body compared to conventional
VMOSFET [30]. The impact of the sidewall interface orientations on the gate oxide
thickness, interface state density and effective electron mass thus the inversion layer
mobility, was examined in [31] where it was shown these parameters depend strongly on
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the shape and orientation of the trench sidewalls. The orientation dependent oxide
thicknesses are compared in Fig 1.16.
The issue of high overlap capacitance in implanted VMOSFET was addressed by using a
simple self-aligned process which is less complicated than the reversed gate formation and
replacement gate processes for epitaxial channel devices [32]. However, the performance
of these devices was degraded by the onset of short channel effects and limited by the fact
that only the overlap gate capacitance at the pillar bottom can be reduced. One proposed
solution to address short channel effects was to implant a graded channel doping which has
high doped end near the source [33]. In this way, the source junction barrier is enhanced
that provides suppression of drain field penetration and also bulk punch through. The
lightly doped drain end channel serves to increase the carrier mobility and reduce the
impact ionization rate. The disadvantage of this approach is that the highly doped source
end channel may have the high band to band leakage to be the device must also be biased
in source on top mode to allow aforementioned benefits to be realized. A solution to
address the large overlap capacitance at both top and bottom of the pillar was proposed in
[34] where a poly-Si mask was used to protect the top encroaching oxide from being
overetched. Therefore the remaining oxide thickness further reduced the overlap
capacitance at the pillar top. More recently, an ultra thin vertical channel nMOSFET
process that can improve on current and simultaneously address the short channel effect
and part of the overlap capacitance was reported in [35] with an outline of the key process
steps illustrated in Fig 1.17. In this device, a SiN isolation layer was used to limit the
overlap capacitance regions between the top drain region and the replacement gate but the
LDD drain region self-aligned underneath the gate in the vertical body still suffers from a
high overlap capacitance. At the same time, the ultra thin body efficiently suppresses the
SCE with the aid of a gate adjusted threshold voltage by using boron-doped poly-Sio.5 Geo.5
material and shallow junction depths which were naturally defined by the width of the
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ultra-thin body. However, it also brought the problems of high series resistance due to the
contact interface and ultra-shallow junction depth. Also it has poor sidewall interface
quality because of the difficulty of incorporating the sacrificial oxide layer.

1.4 VMOSFETs in this Project

In this project, the advantage of adapting the cost-effective CMOS compatible process is
maintained when fabricating Si based vertical MOSFETs defined by implantation and etch.
In addition, two techniques have been integrated into the process to address the main
VMOSFET draw backs, namely the large gate overlap capacitances and severe short
channel effects. In previous research, a local and self-aligned oxidation process known as
fillet localised oxidation (FILOX) serves to increase the oxide thickness in the gate overlap

Fig 1.17 Brief fabrication process of the ultra-thin-vertical-channel MOSFET. (a) Field
isolation, AS/P/BF2 implants, SiC>2 deposition, and phosphosilicate glass (PSG) formation;
(b) borosilicate glass (BSG) formation; (c) Trench etching; (c) Trench etching; (d) a-Si
deposition, AS/BF2 implants and annealing; (e) drain patterning (f) Gate formation [34],
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region thus reducing the overlap capacitances both at the pillar top and bottom, was
reported [36-38]. Later on, a junction stop (JS) architecture, or “dielectric pocket”, was
proposed by Donaghy and Hall et al. [39] which allows formation of a shallow top
junction. Experimental devices were reported in [40, 41].
Fig 1.18 shows a simplified flow of the FILOX process produced by simulation [42]. As
described in [34], the initial wafers were p-type <100> which were then implanted with
boron followed by a drive-in annealing in dry and wet ambient for 10 and 30 minutes
respectively. A light field photo-resist layer was spun onto the wafer to protect future pillar
areas. After hard-baking the wafers, the pillars were anisotropically etched using HBr. The
photo-resist was then removed in a plasma asher. In the following steps a thin pad oxide
layer was grown and a thick nitride layer was deposited. The active area was defined using
a lithography process where thick LOCOS was grown at a high temperature in a
hydrogen/oxygen ambient. The nitride fillet was left on the vertical pillars after the nitride
and the pad oxide was anisotropically etched. The fillet local oxidation was then performed
(a)
-I

i
F f*
\ Î
FILO X

•-Í

Pillar Etch

Drain/Source implantation

Nitride Spacer Deposition

Gate Oxide Deposition

Fillet Local Oxidation

Rapid Thermal Annealing

Fig 1.18 Fabrication process of an ion implanted Vertical MOSFET with a Fillet Local
Oxidation (FILOX).
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at a high temperature in a hydrogen/oxygen ambient allowing the oxide to become viscous.
Through this self-aligned process, unlike defining oxide by lithography, the FILOX does
not need to take into account any alignment tolerance and can thus grow closer to the
channel without affecting the channel area. A P+ type contact ring was then implanted to
contact the substrate from the surface. It was followed by drain/source implantation of
arsenic where the implantation tilt angle could vary from 0 degree to 7 degree depending
on the needs. During the angled implantations, four times of repeats with directions of
north, south, east, west were needed to avoid shadowing effect that could prevent the
dopants to reach the pillar bottom. In the next stage, the nitride fillets were removed in
orthophosphric acid along with the remaining pad oxide, using HF dip etch solution for 40
second to leave the silicon sidewalls exposed. After an RCA clean, the gate oxide was
grown on the pillar sidewalls.

A thick, in-situ phosphorous doped polySi layer was

deposited to form a uniformly doped gate. After an anisotropic poly-Si etch, the poly-Si
fillets surrounding all vertical surfaces were left followed by the poly-Si removal mask
lithography and isotropic silicon etch where the poly-Si filets were thinned. A rapid
thermal anneal (RTA) was performed to activate implanted dopants. Finally, contact
windows were etched and the probe pads and the metal tracks were deposited.
Characterisation showed that for a device with lOOnm channel length, 3nm gate oxide
to

o

thickness and body doping of 2x10 cm' an on-current of 100 uA/um with a off-current of
5x10'

A/um was achieved. More importantly, the gate overlap capacitance can be

reduced up to two times compared to conventional devices without FILOX if an initial
60nm FILOX have encroached into top and bottom side of the pillar.
In the design of VMOSFET with a JS, the junction stop is located between the drain and
the body of the device that allows formation of shallow top junction and prevents the
penetration of drain dopant into the pillar centre. The introduction of a junction stop was
first proposed in a lateral MOSFET [43] as an alternative to pocket ion implantation in
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order to suppress short channel effects. In this approach, the conventional pocket is
substituted by buried dielectric spacers allowing uttermost part of drain/source extended as
shallow junctions.
The incorporation of both a junction stop and an epitaxial layer in vertical MOSFET has
its channel length defined by dry etched pillar height and the epitaxially deposited by an
undoped silicon layer between the body and the polysilicon drain of the device. A timecontrolled oxide over-etch provides a recessed junction stop which permits the seeding of
the epitaxial channel. The fabricated vertical MOSFET with an epitaxial channel and
junction stop by Takashi at all [44] indicates the possibility of this approach in providing
reasonable device performance for the on-current and SCE. At the other hand however,
this process also introduces a high level of complexity into the fabrication. The growth of
the epitaxial channel of the device is difficult to control because of the differing
orientations of sidewalls and substrate. Moreover, epitaxial growth is a low-throughput
process.
A simpler approach was reported by the same team [40, 41]. The complexity is largely
reduced by establishing the connection between the drain and the body of the device by a
thin polysilicon spacer. At the same time the channel is free from epitaxy and simply
defined by the height of the pillar and out-diffusion of the vertical junction depth from the
polysilicon. The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig 1.19.
First, the 600nm thick LOCOS was used in order to define the active area of the devices
on a p-type body which was formed by boron ion implantation (5xl0 14cm'2, 50keV),
followed by a drive-in anneal. Then the junction stop layer was grown by dry thermal
oxidation to a thickness of 10-20nm. A 300nm thick amorphous silicon layer was
deposited by low pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD). The native oxide from
the pillar sidewall was removed by a short wet etch in hydrofluoric acid. An undoped
amorphous silicon layer was deposited by LPCVD at 560°C in order to form the spacer
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connection between the poly drain the silicon body. This is a standard, high throughput
CMOS process step. The channel was then defined by anisotropic dry etch in a HBr plasma
where the length was controlled by timing the dry etch. After this, a 6 nm sacrificial
oxidation was done at 800°C and then was selectively removed by wet etch in hydrofluoric
acid to eliminate the dry etch damage from the silicon surface. Another sacrificial LTO
layer was then deposited to protect the channel from the drain/source ion implantation.
(b)
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Fig 1.19 Fabrication process of an ion implanted Vertical MOSFET with a Junction Stop
structure (JS) [32].

Then the sacrificial oxide layer was removed together with the LTO hard mask by wet etch
in hydrofluoric acid. A 3nm gate oxide was thermally grown at 800°C followed by
deposition of lOOnm thick poly-Si layer, which was doped by tilted phosphorus ion
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implantation. The poly-Si gate was then dry etched followed by realisation of contacts.
Finally RTA (Rapid Thermal Annealing) at 1050°C for 20 sec was performed for dopant
activation. The process finished with standard back end metallization process.

1.5 Summary

Nowadays, wireless networks have reached almost every comer of the world through
cell phone network, WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS and other forms. In the semiconductor industry,
the wireless-chip has overtaken the wire line-chip market in 2007 and is still growing with
an increasing rate annually driven by the demand for more advanced wireless technology,
for example 3G. Although silicon bipolar RF transistors were predominantly used until
1995, silicon RF MOSFETs have now become the dominating force in the market and
have completely displaced bipolar in network base-stations. The trends of being more costeffective and hence capable to integrate with the digital block have further made CMOS
compatible Si RF devices relatively more attractive compared to GaAs HBT and HEMT,
SiGe HBT, SOI, LDMOS and SiGe BiCMOS. In principle, vertical MOSFETs offer the
potential to replace advanced planar devices whilst maintaining its advantage of cost
effectiveness. Two fabrication routes have been reported. The first one is to use selective
epitaxy to grow the required layer sequence. The interface between the epitaxial layer and
the mask for epitaxy is used as the active area. The second method is to define the drainchannel-source by implantation. The sidewall of pillars is used as the active area. The
literature has suggested that vertical MOSFET defined by ion-implantation and etch offers
the best route for process compatibility and also for maximizing the RF performance to
cost ratio. Innovations have been applied to the conventional VMOSFET structure, such as
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surround gate, junction top and FILOX architecture, to enhance device performance and
suppress inherent disadvantages.
In this project, the essential goal is to examine the feasibility of CMOS technology
compatible vertical MOSFETs developed based on the previously proposed technologies
developed by collaboration between Liverpool and Southampton Universities, for RF
applications. The measurement and analysis results of this collaboration will be discussed
and presented in this thesis
In Chapter 2, the theory of long and short channel MOSFETs along with some concepts
associated with RF aspects and compact modelling are described. The characterisation of
experimental VMOSFETs with a junction stop (VMOSFET-JS) followed by related device
simulation studies to explain the results, are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the
influence of the junction stop (JS) for suppressing SCEs in a sub-lOOnm channel length
device is studied using numerical simulation, in some detail. The simulation study provides
physical insight into the influence of junction depth on SCEs, in particular for the case of
the asymmetric junctions inherent in vertical devices. In Chapter 5, the feasibility for
integrating ultra-thin body and retrograde body with FILOX technology are examined.
Chapter

6

investigates the influence of drain and source series resistance on fx in short

channel VMOSTFETs with FILOX (VMOSFET-FILOX). An analytical model is
developed and compared with numerical simulations.

Proposals are made for

modifications to the fabrication process to mitigate high series resistances. In Chapter 7,
the fx characteristics of second batch VMOSFET-FILOXs with a range of layouts are
measured across the wafers. A maximum fx of 8 .6 GHz was found while the simulation
suggested that the fT can go up to 30.5GHz. Factors that limit the fx in these devices are
found to arise from contact resistance, large overlap capacitance in frame gate design and
high junction sheet resistance. These are indentified with the assistance of process
generated 2D and 3D numerical models. Simulation also shows that with 0.35pm
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lithography stepper, up to three-generation-hop in fy can be ultimately achieved with
VMOSFETs if 50nm channel length is targeted using the junction abruptness required by
ITRS road map. In Chapter 8 , the extraction of EKV model parameters for both DC and
AC aspects on a double gate contact VMOSFET-FILOX with a lOOnm channel length is
presented with some modelling issues identified and discussed. The thesis is concluded in
Chapter 8 which also contains suggestions for further work.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Considerations
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2.1 Introduction

The underlying theory for MOSFET operation, oxide conduction mechanisms and RF
performance merits, are presented in this chapter to provide the necessary context for the
interpretation of associated work on device characterisation, analytical, numerical and
compact modelling. Particular attention is given to the short channel effects in MOSFETs
as these are studied in some detail in later chapters for both device design and also
interpretation of experimental results. Theory regarding to oxide conduction is also
important as it prepares for characterisation on devices where there are particular
challenges in realising good quality gate oxides on the etched, vertical pillars which
constitute the device channels. The principles of device RF performance assessment and
modelling are also introduced through the RF figures of merit, fr, fmax and the device
equivalent circuit at RF.

2.2 Basic Current-Voltage Characteristics in Long Channel
MOSFET

In a long, n-channel MOSFET, when no voltage is applied to the gate, there is no current
flowing between the drain and source. Under these conditions, the MOSFET acts like two
back-to-back diodes with only a low level of drain junction related leakage current. When
a sufficiently large positive voltage is applied to the gate, the silicon surface is inverted
into n-type which forms a conducting channel between the n+ source and drain. The gate
voltage induces minority carriers into the inversion layer while the drain voltage
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establishes a lateral electric field which causes charge to drift along the channel. The basic
structure of MOSFET operation in inversion is illustrated in Fig 2.1.

Fig 2.1 Basic structure of an nMOSFET. “Y” direction is along the channel; “X” direction
is perpendicular to the channel.

2.2.1 Universal Drain-Current Model

The inversion layer in an n-channel MOSFET can be considered as homogeneous n-type
silicon with an average, free-electron volume density, n. By neglecting any hole current
component, the drift current density in the inversion layer under a lateral electric field
C gives
Jn,drift — ft ‘

n

•

• p e ff

Eq. 2.1

where q is electronic charge equal to 1.6x1 O' 19 C, peff is an effective electron mobility in
the inversion layer.
If the carrier concentration is not uniform along the channel, carriers will diffuse under
the influence of the concentration gradient. The diffusion current density is
Jn.diff

= k • T • Peff • —

Eq.

2 .2

where Y is the lateral distance along the inversion layer, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
absolute temperature.
The total current density in the inversion layer from the source to the drain is the sum of
the drift and diffusion current densities:
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In =

q•n •

• H e ff +

k • T • fleff ' ^

Eq. 2.3

Hole current and the generation and recombination currents are assumed to be negligible in
the channel region due to the very low level of majority carriers in the vicinity of the
channel.
By considering the electrostatic effect of the lateral electric field (Y direction only), an
expression for the drain current density can be derived using the ID Poisson equation.
Then the current density is related to quasi-Fermi potential V as in [45]:
T

Jn = - q - n - q e f r

/d ip s

k-T

dn \

dV

= - q - n - q efr —

_ ,

Eq.2.4

where vps is the surface potential and V is the quasi-Fermi potential for electrons along the
channel.
The general drain current model assumes a gradual channel approximation (GCA) which
first considers that the variation of the electric field along the channel is much larger than
the corresponding variation perpendicular to the channel. This allows the use of Poisson’s
equation in the ID form, to derive the inversion layer charge density. The inversion charge
can then be associated with the gate bias by considering the continuity of the displacement
vector across the gate oxide/substrate boundary. In the following derivations, the source
electrode is taken as connected to the body electrode and also to ground. By integrating
equation 2.4 with respect to the drain bias,
Id = Heff • 7 • J 0VD[-Qinv(V)]dV

Eq. 2.5

where W is the channel width, L is the effective channel length, peff is the effective
mobility which is a function of vertical and lateral electric field and is assumed to be
constant along the channel, Vd is the bias applied to the drain electrode, Qinv(V) represents
the inversion layer charge density which varies along the channel.
It is further assumed that the inversion layer charge is located at the silicon surface as a
sheet of charge and there is no potential drop or band bending across the inversion layer:
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the so-called charge-sheet approximation [45]. After the onset of the inversion layer at
i]js = 2i]/b -I-V, considering Qinv(V) = QS(V) - Qd(V) the drain current can then be
expressed as
ID = H t f r r - J o 'V ( Q sO O - Qd(V))]dV

Eq. 2.6

where Qs is the total charge density per unit area in the substrate side induced by the gate,
Qd is the depletion region charge density per unit area under the gate,
Qs

= -C 0 x(VG - Vfl, -

2

i|/b

- V)

Eq. 2.7

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, Vfl, is the flatband voltage;

2

i|/ b is

the

Fermi potential condition for the onset of surface inversion.
The depletion region charge density under the gate can be related to the surface potential
at the threshold voltage condition using
Qd

where

= -q N aWd°m = —V 2 £siqNa( 2 vliB +V )

Eq.

2 .8

Na is the acceptor density in the silicon substrate; Wdm is the long channel

depletion region width under the gate at the threshold condition; £si is dielectric constant of
silicon. Equation 2.6 is integrated with the above definitions for Qs and Qd, the drain
current is related to the gate and the drain voltages as follows:
Id = Mrff • ” • CodfVc - V«, - 2 v|/b -

VD -

[(2<|)„ + VD)f - (2l|.B)! ]]
Eq. 2.9

2.2.2 I-V Characteristics in the Linear and Saturation Regions

The equation 2.9 can be expanded into a power series in VD. Keeping the first two terms,
a good approximation to the drain current is given by
Id = Heff • " ■Cra[(vG - Vfc -

2

i|/b -

Vd _

The three terms following VG can be grouped as the threshold voltage
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V2£sjqNa2\{jB

Eq. 2.11

Vt — Vft, + 2 ijjg ■+

m is the body effect coefficient which typically lies between 1.1 and 1.4.
m=

1

+

VesiqNa/4i|fB

Eq. 2.12

m can be expressed as a sub-threshold slope factor Ss which is defined as the voltage to
kT

produce an increase in Id of one decade; that is, Ss = m —^n(10). Thus Ss describes the
q
sensitivity of drain current to gate bias below threshold voltage and is usually expressed as
mV/decade.
If the applied drain voltage, VD satisfies the condition: VD « VG — VT, then the drain
current can be simplified to
Id * M-eff *7 *C0x(VG - VT)VD

Eq. 2.13

that is, there is a linear relationship between drain current and voltage for a given gate
voltage. This explains why this regime of operation can be termed ‘ohmic’.
The drain current saturates in value when the drain bias is increased such that a condition
where the charge density at the drain end of the channel is zero occurs. This corresponds
to a condition of zero vertical electric field in the oxide near to the drain end of the device.
Analytically, the condition occurs when the product of quasi-Fermi potential at the drain
end and the body factor, nrVD, equals to or higher than VG — VT. Further increase of the
drain voltage does not further increase the drain current as predicted by equation
in fact predicts a decrease in current after VD

vg- V t

m

2 .1 0

but

This condition is unphysical and in

reality, the charge to voltage relationship does not behave as equation 2.10 for VD >
vr _ vT
—-----. The additional drain voltage drops across the depletion region at the drain end of
the channel. So when the drain current saturates, equation 2.10 reaches its maximum at
(VD =

yr _ yT
—) and thereafter becomes independent of VD as shown in Eq.2.14:
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Eq. 2.14
where Vq can be related to the surface potential iJjs through
Eq. 2.15
Eq.2.15 arises from the consideration of the continuity of the displacement vector across
the oxide/semiconductor boundary (see also the derivation of equation 2.5) and also using
Poisson’s equation to relate the semiconductor electric field to the surface potential. It can
be seen from equation 2.15 that increasing the gate bias causes the surface potential to
increase hence increasing the drain current.

2.2.3 I-V Characteristics in the Sub-threshold Region

The charge in the substrate can also be related to the surface potential by solving
Poisson’s equation [45] and applying Gauss’s law to give:
Eq. 2.16
where <fs is the vertical electric field in the semiconductor and m is the intrinsic carrier
density. The first term in the square bracket arises from the depletion charge density while
the second term, is from the free charge density.
When the device is operating in the sub-threshold region, it is assumed that the free
charge density is relatively small. The total substrate charge density, which is also the
inversion layer charge density, can be expressed as
Eq. 2.17
Therefore substituting Qinv into equation 2.5, the drain current in the sub-threshold region
is obtained as;
Eq. 2.18
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The surface potential is related to gate bias by equation 2.15.
For i^ b < i|js < 2vJjb, Vg is seen to obey a linear relationship with vJjs with gradient
given by the body factor, m. Id can then be related to the gate bias by an exponential term.
qvc
ID oc emkT

Eq. 2.19

2.3 Short Channel Effects

2.3.1 Charge Sharing and Drain Induced Barrier Lowering

The essential effect caused by shortening of the transistor channel length, is that the
penetration of the lateral electric field from the drain and source increases the magnitude of
the surface potential along the channel region or alternatively, it reduces the barrier height
for carrier injection into the channel. In the sub-threshold regime, the mobile carrier
density in the channel under the gate is negligible compared to the ionized acceptor
concentration, Na in the depletion region therefore the vertical electric field is mainly
determined by Na. The influence of the vertical and lateral electric field can be interpreted
by examining the two-dimensional Poisson’s equation (2.20 and 2.21) which describes the
potential and field relationship to charge in the depletion region. The vertical direction X
and lateral direction Y are marked out in Fig 2.1,
d2i|j(Y,X) . d2ip(Y,X) _ qNa
dX2

+

dY2

£si

Eq. 2.20

Or
d%s j d%s
dX

dY

qNa
£si

where <fs is the vertical electric field in the depletion region under the gate.
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The first part of equation 2.20 and 2.21 on the left hand side is controlled by the gate
field in the vertical direction while the second part is controlled by the source-drain field in
the lateral direction. Consequently in the short channel MOSFET, the barrier height at the
source can be reduced further by the lateral field and not only by the vertical field induced
from the gate-source bias.
The charge sharing effect (CS) is related to the lowering of the threshold voltage by the
contribution of the built-in potentials of source and drain junctions, to the depletion region
under the gate, at low drain bias. The physical picture is that under very low drain bias, the
built-in potential of the drain and source depletion regions contribute about equally to the
depletion region under the gate. This is demonstrated by Fig 2.2 where the arrows
represent the electric field strength. For a shorter channel length, the laterally supported
depletion regions constitute a greater portion of the total depletion region under the gate.
As a result, less gate bias is needed to support the depletion region with the consequence
that the threshold voltage is reduced.
The shift of the threshold voltage is due to the charge sharing between the gate and
drain/source. However, the division of depletion charge between the gate and the source
and drain is somewhat arbitrary. The short channel sub-threshold theory states that the
minimum surface potential along the channel determines the minority injection rate and
also the minimum depletion region width under the gate at the threshold condition WdmThe minimum surface potential can be found at the channel location corresponding to Wdm
and therefore is also the location of the maximum source barrier height as depicted in the
band diagram of Fig 2.3.
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Fig 2.2 The electric field contours in a lateral MOSFET with a gate bias above threshold
voltage and with low drain bias. The charge sharing (CS) effect is defined in a symmetricjunction structure, where the triangle regions are depletion charges supported by the drain
and source alternatively reducing the gate supported depletion charge which is seen to
shrink to a trapezoid region.

Sou rce

C h an n e l

D rain

Fig 2.3 Potential and band diagram along the channel where the magnitude and the
position of minimum surface potential determine these values for the source barrier height.

Therefore the threshold voltage shift is considered in terms of a shift of the minimum
surface potential Av|/min. By differentiating equation 2.15, an expression for the factor m,
can be obtained in the form:
dVG

dunlin

=

1

+ 3t°x = m
^dm

Eq. 2.22

thi case. The factor
where Wdm is labelled in Fig 2.2. It is defined as equal to l2ESil|,min in this
yj qNa
of 3 in equation 2.22 arises from the ratio of the dielectric constants of semiconductor and
oxide. If vjjmin is not known, the value of Wdm can still be estimated iteratively with
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relation to the long channel depletion region width W^m, channel length and oxide
thickness according to the equation 2.23, as presented in [46].
i j e - T T L /2 (W d + 3 t o x )

vwd+3 tox/ V

Eq. 2.23

The product of the shift of the minimum surface potential due to the lateral field which is
in the square bracket in Eq. 2.24 and body factor, m, gives a useful expression for the
threshold voltage shift due to the influence of the lateral electrical field [46],
-W d m + 3 t ox

V'I'biOI'bi + VD)e -" L/ 2 <w«>'”+3 to*)] • m

Eq. 2.24

where v[»bi is the p-n junction built-in potential.
Because of the exponential factor in equation 2.23, the threshold shift is very sensitive to
the factor Wdm. As a ‘rule of thumb’, to avoid excessive short channel effects, the value of
channel length should be at least 2-3 times that of Wdm. The charge sharing effect is
quantified by subtracting the threshold voltage in the short channel device to that of the
long channel device, typically with VD=50mV.
Under the off-condition, the source barrier height prevents carrier injection from the
source over the barrier. When the drain bias is high, however, the minimum surface
potential is further increased; hence the source barrier height is, in turn, lowered to the
same degree. This latter effect is referred to as drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL). The
consequent shift in threshold voltage caused by this drain field penetration can be
estimated from equation 2.23 by substituting a large Vq.
Alternatively, the DIBL can be evaluated from the gate voltage shift in the transfer
characteristics of high drain biases of IV at zero gate bias and low drain bias of 50mV at a
gate bias for the same sub-threshold drain current.
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2.3.2 Sub-threshold Slope Degradation

In the short channel device, the sub-threshold slope factor term, Ss is modified to better
model the short channel effects and is given by equation 2.25. The term in the square
bracket describes the degradation of the surface potential variation sensitivity to the gate
bias , as presented in [46].
WT
Ss * 2.3m —
q

- ttL

1

iit 0
-I- wdn : e 2(W d m + 2t ox)

Eq. 2.25

The above equation shows the sensitivity of Ss to the variation of the minimum surface
potential which dictates the value of Wdm.

2.3.3 Channel Length Modulation and Velocity Saturation

As the drain-source voltage V ds, is increased beyond the saturation voltage Vosa t , the
surface channel starts to pinch-off at the drain end and then moves towards the source end
as V ds is increased.

The voltage difference V d - V dsat is dropped across the region

between the saturation point and the drain. The effective channel length is shortened by a
fraction, AL. which is the distance between the pinch-off (saturation) point and the drain
end. AL is referred to as the degree of channel length modulation (CLM) by the drain
voltage. The voltage difference V d - V dsat is dropped across the region between the
saturation point and the drain. The drain current is then increased by a factor of (1 —
A L /L )" 1.
I

_

i d ~

Id s a t

Eq. 2.26

^

Where Idsat is the current at the voltage V dsat- The drain current above V dsat continues
to increase as a result of the decreasing effective channel length with increasing drain bias.
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Short channel MOSFETs also experience a lowering of saturated drain current as a result
of the saturation of the carrier velocity. When the field strength along the surface is low
enough, the carrier velocity increases with the electric field strength according to Ohm’s
Law. When the field strength becomes comparable to or greater than a critical field, Ç the
velocity of the carriers no longer increases with field but saturates at a constant level, usat
which is related to f by
^C = —
Uûff

Eq. 2.27

In order to maintain a constant saturation velocity, the effective mobility needs to
decrease with increasing electric field strength so that the saturation drain current no longer
obeys equation 2.14, rather it becomes
In
—i
D

Meff

-W • c r

i l*effv P ‘ L

(VG—VT ) 2
2m

Eq. 2.28

u s a tL

where peff is lowered by a factor of 1 +

Heffv D

u sa tT

to account for the velocity saturation effect.

As a result, velocity saturation tends to lower the drain saturation current and this
lowering effect becomes more significant as the channel length is scaled further.
Additionally, the drain current reaches saturation at a lower value of VD in the short
channel device than in a long channel device as a result of velocity saturation. The above
velocity saturation phenomenon is restricted to the drift-diffusion model, which treats
carrier transport in thermal equilibrium with the silicon lattice. However, the drift-diffusion
model breaks down under sufficiently high field because a fraction of carriers may acquire
kinetic energy higher than kT as a result of non-localized scattering. So it is possible that
the carrier velocity exceeds vsat and this is a phenomenon known as velocity overshoot.
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2.4 Avalanche Breakdown

When the electric field in the drain region exceeds mid-105 V/cm, impact ionization
takes place close to the drain, leading to an abrupt increase of drain current. The
breakdown process happens when carriers gain sufficient kinetic energy from the field as
they move along the channel and collide with bound majority carriers in the drain side of
the channel, to generate secondary electrons and holes. The generated minority carriers add
to the drain current while the majority carriers flow through the body to the substrate
contact. The current flow through the bulk substrate resistance induces a potential drop
which serves to reduce the threshold voltage and hence increases the channel current which
in turn, increases the breakdown current. The forward bias can also significantly forwardbias the source junction to allow carriers to be injected into the substrate. A fraction of
these will be collected by the reverse-biased drain. Thus a positive feedback process is
initiated. In effect, a parasitic bipolar transistor appears in parallel with the MOSFET.
Breakdown often results in permanent damage to the MOSFET as large amounts of hot
carriers are injected into the oxide particularly in the gate-to-drain overlap region.

2.5 Off-state Drain-source Leakage

When a deep sub-micron MOSFET is biased in the off-state, there are four major
mechanisms contributing to the total drain-source leakage. A schematic diagram showing
these leakage currents is illustrated in Fig 2.4.
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Fig 2.4 Drain/source junction leakage mechanism in deep sub-micron

The current Ii is the sub-threshold conduction and the I2 represents the bulk-punch-through
[47]. The diode leakage current I3 , has the two components, namely electron-hole pair
thermal generation in the depletion region [48] and also electron tunnelling from the pregion into the n-region if both regions are heavily doped [45]. The band-to-band or Zener
tunnelling occurs when the electric field across a reverse-biased p-n junction approaches
106 V/cm causing a significant number of electrons to tunnel from the valence band in the
p-region to the conduction band of the n-region. A further leakage mechanism arises for
the case of increasing negative gate bias as the electric field underneath the gate oxide in
the overlap drain depletion region also increases causing a narrowing of the associated
depletion region width. In this region, the probability of band-to-band tunnelling of
electrons becomes higher due to the intensified field strength, and consequently the drain
current is seen to increase with gate bias. This extra leakage that is intensified by the
vertical gate field, is termed gate induced drain leakage, GIDL (I4 ) [48, 49]. GIDL is an
important mechanism in determining the storage node discharging in the DRAM trench
transistors [50], The basic model of GIDL, which was proposed by [51], is based upon
equation 2.29,
Bb

ID = Aa-^maxe
imax
•max
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where Aa and Bb are the constants associated with the effective mass and the energy band
gap, ^max is the maximum electric field within the gate induced depletion region at the
Si/Si0 2 interface in the proximity of the drain junction.

2.6 Gate Oxide Leakage Mechanisms

There are two prevalent carrier conduction mechanisms in the SiC>2 namely direct
tunnelling and Fowler-Nordheim injection. The dominant conduction mechanism is
dependent on the dielectric thickness, trap density, and electric field strength.
In modem deep sub-micron devices, gate oxide thickness have been scaled into the sub
3.5nm region and the gate leakage level is consequently much larger than that in thicker
oxides. The dominant oxide conduction mechanism in ultra-thin oxide is the direct
tunnelling of electrons [52] as illustrated in the band diagram of Fig 2.5 which shows
electrons tunnelling through the oxide from the inversion layer to the metal electrode.

M e ta l
S i0 2

c;
Si

Fig 2.5 Band diagram of direct tunneling mechanism.

The tunnelling current is determined by the electric field, oxide barrier height and the
carrier effective mass in the oxide. The magnitude of the tunnelling current does not have a
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direct relationship to the carrier density in the electrodes: the silicon side in this case. This
is because the rate of electron tunnelling from the potential well is very small compared to
supply capability. This allows a direct evaluation of the quantum mechanical probability
without considering the carrier supply [53], to produce the following expression:

Eq. 2.30

I dir = A GA g xexp

where Ao is the gate area, ^ox is the oxide electric field that can be related to gate bias by
subtraction of the surface potential, Vox is the oxide voltage, Og is the barrier height for
electrons for emission from semiconductor to dielectric. A and B are variables related
carrier tunnelling in oxide as listed below, for the case of injection from a metal electrode:
q 3_Ee_

A=

m ox

_

1.54 x 1 0 - 6 -2^-

___________ m ox

8 n h p <DB

8

Eq. 2.31

-rthpOB

J>B
8 it 2 mox<
\
= 6.83x10 7
B ____
=
3qhp

liH o x 0 3

m,

B

Eq. 2.32

where hp is Planck’s constant, m e is the free electron mass, m ox is the carrier effective
mass at the conduction band edge in oxide, m is the free electron mass, and the following
assumptions are made: 4>B=3.2 eV and

mox

= 0.35.

For thicker oxide, the probability of carriers tunnelling through the entire potential
barrier height becomes very low, but given a sufficient high electric field, they are still able
to tunnel through the narrow part of the trapezoid shape energy barrier into the conduction
band of the oxide. This latter mechanism is named Fowler-Nordheim conduction and is
further explained with the aid of Fig. 2.6.
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Fig 2.6 Band diagram of Fowler-Nordheim mechanism tunnelling (Note that carriers
tunnel mainly from the inversion layer).

For Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling, the analytical model can be expressed as
IFN = AGA ^ xexp (¿^)

Eq. 2.33

SO X

A and B are as expressed in equation 2.31 and equation 2.32. Note that A and B are
appropriate for tunnelling from a metal electrode.

Tunnelling from semiconductor

inversion or accumulation layers requires consideration of sub-bands in those regions and
gives rise to different expressions for the constants. However, in fact, the absolute values
of the constants are of similar magnitude, as pointed out by Weinberg [53],
Besides direct tunnelling and Fowler-Nordheim conduction, which are one-step
tunnelling processes, carriers can tunnel through the dielectric by multi-step paths; the socalled trap-assisted tunnelling (TAT). The TAT mechanism is often known as stressed
induced leakage current (SILC) and is generally present under low gate bias in a dielectric
which has been pre-stressed by high field. The consequence of repeated stressing is that
more traps are created allowing conditions for multi-path tunnelling of carriers. An
analytical model is presented in [54] where the energy difference between the conduction
band in the dielectric and the energy level of the trap is needed for detailed calculations.
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2.7 RF Performance Figures of Merit

This investigation of Si-based vertical MOSFET for radio frequency circuit applications
involves an assessment of the suitability of fabricating devices with good DC performance
using standard CMOS compatible process as well as the suitability of the device
performance from the RF point of view. CMOS compatibility is a pre-condition in the
design of a fabrication process scheme. In a PA circuit design stage, the device efficiency,
gain, noise and linearity are the most common metrics to consider. The efficiency can be
optimized by adopting dynamic bias, voltage and load during the circuit design [55], but
should also be taken into account where maximum current and power gain and minimum
power consumption are targeted.
The second important figure of merit is the gain of device, which is closely related to
the efficiency, whereby increasing the gain brings the possibility of achieving higher
efficiency. On the other hand, the possible highest frequency to obtain useful gain is
determined by two commonly used figures of merit: the gain-bandwidth product, fr and the
maximum oscillation frequency fmax. The if is the frequency when the current gain falls to
unity while fmax measures the frequency when the power gain fails to unity. The derivation
of the analytical expressions of the above two figures of merit is described below.

Input 1 = Gate

Output 1 = Drain

C gd

=

"

<

____ II___

C gs =

«<
</>

Input 2 = Source

ora
3

____________ II________________
" Cds Output 2 = Substrate

Fig 2.7 A simplified two port network of a MOSFET at RF.
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In the RF operation regime, a MOSFET can be represented by a two-port network as
shown in Fig 2.7 where the simplified equivalent circuit of the intrinsic part is contained in
the box. It is considered here that the influence of the substrate network is negligible and
the effect of parasitic resistances (Rd, Rs) are already accounted for in the transconductance
parameter, gm. Hybrid (h) parameters are needed when the current amplifier property is
required at the output. The h-parameters can be extracted from a two-port network which is
used to represent a device. Knowledge of the parameter I121 is of most importance as it
defines the input and output current gain of the transistor at a specific input frequency and
in terms of the admittance parameters Yn and Y21 as defined in equation 2.33 below.
Consequently, I121 can be expressed analytically as a function of gm, gate-to-source
capacitance Cgs and gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd with help of admittance parameters Y 11
and Y21 through equation 2.34 to equation 2.37.
r
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Eq. 2.34
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Eq. 2.36
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If the operation frequency satisfies the condition,

1 ^ 2 1 1

Eq. 2.35
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i»)(CgS+C gcl)
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= 2nf « —

Cgd

Eq. 2.37

when h2 i falls to unity, then the corresponding frequency can be defined as:
f

«

Eq. 2.38

2 T t( C g S + C g d )

The fj is proportional to the transconductance gm, and reciprocally to gate to drain/source
overlap capacitances. The transconductance, gm in the saturation region of MOSFET
operation can be expressed using equation 2.39 where Vr and X take into account the
drain/source charge sharing, DIBL, and CLM phenomenon while |ieff and usat take into
account the velocity saturation phenomenon.
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^effc o x Y (VGS_ V r ) ( l+ ^ V DS)
8

m

Eq. 2.39

1 , ^ e f f v DS
u s a tL

The g can be further linked to the saturated drain source current and expressed as

8m ~ ^2

Eq. 2.40

Cox ^^DS

and the transconductance gmin the linear region of operation can be expressed as

8

m

M^eff^ox "j~ ^DS

Eq. 2.41

When the device operates in the saturation region, the reciprocal of 2TrfT can be also
defined as the transit time x, associated with electrons travelling from source to drain in the
channel. The transform of fr to x is outlined in equation 2.42 where the following
conditions are considered ( 1 ) Cgs dominates among the parasitic capacitance components
(2) Cgs * \ LWC0X (3) V gs-V t =V ds

-g s _

T =
2 ir ft

gm

fLWCoX
Y g e ffC o x (V G S -V T)

3L
2 H e ff

Xg^ V t

Vsat

Eq. 2.42

Alternatively, the value of cut-off frequency if, can be obtained from the frequency
response of current gain, h2±, which can be expressed by the S parameters.
h 21

d - s 11) ( i + s 22)+ s 12s 21

E q - 2 '43

The h2 i method allows extraction of fj from a plot of the h2 i parameter versus frequency
on log-log scales. A line with slope of -20dB/dec can be fitted by linear regression to each
roll-off curve and the intercept on the frequency axis yields ff.
The figure of merit fmax is defined as the frequency when the Maximum Available power
Gain (MAG) Gmax reaches unity according to Mason’s unilateral power gain definition.
Note that the maximum power gain of a device is defined as the power gain delivered
when both input and output ports are matched to the impedance of the source and load,
respectively. Gmax can be expressed using Y parameters as indicated below [56],
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Eq. 2.44

In accordance with the experience of circuit designers, fx and fmax need to be 10 times
and 1 5 - 2 0 times the operating frequency respectively to guarantee that the design will
satisfy the targeted gain over a specific high frequency range [57],
Based on a small-signal equivalent circuit and under the assumption of negligible losses
through the substrate network, the analytical expression of fmax can also be expressed as
follows [58, 59, 60]
fT
fmaX “

2 V (2 n R g fTCgd +gds(Rg+Rs)

Eq‘ 2 '45

where Rg is the gate resistance, Rs is the series resistance related to source junction and gdS
is the output conductance.
The fmax parameter is generally more dependent on layout than fx as the gate resistance
plays an important role. The value of Rg depends on (a) the distributed resistance of
polysilicon (b) the metal to poly contact resistance. A significant reduction of gate
resistance is achieved when the gate is connected by more than one contact.
The fx and fmax parameters are both affected by the values of the drain and source series
resistance which serve to limit the DC bias current and so in turn, the value of
transconductance gm. It is worthwhile to note that fmax is more sensitive to Rs than is fx
because of the additional contribution of Rs in determining the denominator term of
equation 2.44.

2.8 MOSFET RF Equivalent Circuit

When the MOSFET device operates up to high frequencies, the characteristics such as
the unity current and power gains start to degrade. This degradation arises as the intrinsic
channel region of the device experiences a non-quasi-static effect (NQS) [61] which affects
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the transconductance. More importantly the extrinsic parasitic components of the device
have a significant impact in limiting the fr and fmax values at high frequencies. Thus from
the modelling point of view, to accurately describe the device performances in the RF
frequency range, it is important to model accurately both the intrinsic and extrinsic
components of the device. The basic characteristics of the intrinsic part has been briefly
introduced in the above sections, while the extrinsic parasitics can be represented by the
resistance, capacitance, diode components in the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig 2.8.
These components such as gate resistance, source/drain series resistance, gate overlap
capacitances and the substrate network can be extracted through the analysis of the small
signal parameters characterised from the two-port network [62], The extraction of series
resistance using small signal parameters will be further discussed in Chapter 6 .
Gate

Fig 2.8 Equivalent circuit of a MOSFET at RF frequency range.
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3.1 Current-Voltage Characterisation

3.1.1 Sample Preparation

The general fabrication process of vertical MOSFETs with a junction stop structure and
its novelty is described and summarized in section 1.4. In this chapter, the DC electrical
characteristics of the VMOSFET-JS fabricated in different process conditions with channel
lengths down to 70nm are investigated. Device simulation was performed in order to
quantify some physics related device parameters and establish a numerical model that can
be used for short channel effect studies.
The junction stop structure is reviewed in Fig 3.1 where a shallow junction vertical
transistor can be realized by incorporation of an oxide cap or junction stop (JS). This
structure is referred to as ‘VMOSFET-JS’. The shallow drain junction is created by outdiffusion from an n-doped polysilicon drain through a self-aligned polysilicon spacer. The
junction stop structure brings a number of advantages and importantly, allows formation of
a shallow junction at the pillar top which in turn to mitigate the problems of charge sharing
(CS) and DIBL. The JS structure prevents junction dopant penetration into the centre of the
pillar, which could exacerbate bulk punch through. The channel length is defined by
anisotropic dry etch and a connection is established between the drain and the body of the
device by a thin polysilicon spacer. The poly-drain spacer width at the drain-body
connection part is limited by the polysilicon layer thickness.
To thoroughly study the electrical characteristics of VMOSFET-JS devices, the transfer
characteristics and the output characteristics were measured using a H4155B parameter
analyzer. The carrier conduction as a function of gate bias condition in the gate to
drain/body/source oxides was assessed from measurements conducted with the Hewlett52
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Packard IV rig where the delay time of each DC sweep step was 0.4s and the rise time was
.

0 0 2

s.

Fig 3.1 Vertical MOSFET structure with a junction stop beneath the poly-Si drain contact.

In order to study the impact of the channel length and drain spacer width parameters of
the JS devices, the process designated for further IV investigation was divided into 4 splits
(#1, 3, 5, 6 ) where with the same channel length, drain spacer width varies from 50 nm to
30 nm, while, with the same spacer width, the channel length varies from 130nm to 70nm.
Process split #3 featured, a thinner junction stop of nominally 1Onm. In process split #7,
devices were fabricated with a 6 nm thick sacrificial oxide which was thermally grown at
800°C on the pillar sidewall and then selectively removed by wet etch in hydrofluoric acid
in order to eliminate dry etch damage, which can cause high interface state density. Process
split #

8

had no junction stop layer but only an amorphous Si drain on the pillar top to

allow comparison of the electrical property of devices with and without the JS structure.
Therefore in split #8 , devices have a drain junction out-diffused from the amorphous drain
all over into the pillar top. The key conditions of interest for research presented in this
section are shown in the table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Splits of JS batch devices
Process Split
1

3
5
6

7*
8

Drain Spacer
Width (nm)
20
50
10
30
50
20
20
30
50
20
Control Device ( No JS )

JS Thickness
(nm)

Channel
Length (nm)
130
130
70
70
130
250

RTA
Temperature °C
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

*Sacrificial oxidation was grown and etched before gate oxide growth

3.1.2 Comparison of Transfer Characteristics

The reliability of the fabrication process of VMOSFET-JS devices is justified by
successful reproduction of similar transfer and output characteristics among different
devices on the same wafer from the different process splits. Two examples of the transfer
characteristics from two separate devices in each process splits are plotted in Fig 3.2 - 3.7
to allow comparison. The transfer characteristics were measured with drain biased at 1.OV
and 0.1V in drain-on-top (DoT) mode which applies to the case when the drain is assigned
to the top of the vertical pillar and source-on-top (SoT) mode to the case when it is
assigned to the bottom contact. The same characteristics are stable and repeatable after
several gate bias sweeps. Note that “W”, represents the channel width of the measured
device.
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VGS(V)
Fig 3.2 Transfer characteristics o f d evices in split # 1: W =32um

VGS(V)

Fig 3.3 Transfer characteristics of devices in split # 3: W=52 um

v GS(V)
Fig 3 .4 Transfer characteristics o f devices in split# 5: W =52 um
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v GS (V)

Fig 3.5 Transfer characteristics of devices in split#6 : W=27 um

VGS(V)
Fig 3.6 Transfer characteristics o f d evices in split#7: W =27 urn

(a)

(b )

VGS(V)

^GS (V)

Fig 3.7 Transfer characteristics of devices in split#8 : (a) W = 27 um with a high Vx; (b) W
= 27 um with a low Vx.

The above transfer characteristics allow extraction of some DC parameters such as
threshold voltage Vx, on-current, off-current, drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL), and
sub-threshold slope, Ss, for VDs=0.1V and Vds= 10V. The electrical characteristics of the
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best devices with the highest Ion per channel width from each individual split are used for
parameter extraction and comparison. The results of threshold voltage, on/off-current, sub
threshold slope Ss for both DoT and SoT are listed in table 3.2. On-current is the drain
current taken at
V ds= 1-0V

V ds= 1 -0 V

and

V gs= 1-5V

while off-current is the drain current taken at

and V o s= 0V . The devices with nominally 250nm channel length in split # 8 have

two categories of characteristics measured: one has high threshold voltages and the one has
low threshold voltages. Note that all the devices have nominally a body doping/substrate
level of 3xlOl8 cm' 3 and gate oxide thickness of 3nm. The characterised on-currents show
that the best value of 2 0 uA/um was found in split #7. However it is still 26 times lower
than the ITRS data at the 70nm technology node due to a combined effect of its high body
doping and additional series resistance. The simulation from an ideal structure assuming no
additional series resistance effect shows that the on-current should have a value of 380
pA/pm that is about 18 times higher than the best characterized Ion. Further investigation of
Ion rectification by the additional resistance is discussed in section 3.3.5. The cause of this
resistance is thought to be due to a thin native oxide layer residing between the polysilicon
drain and silicon body.
Table 3.2 Electrical charactersitics parameters of JS batch devices
V |( V )

Ion (uA/um ) loir (pA/um )

Ss (m V/dec)
(VDs=I.0V )

DoT

SoT

DoT

SoT

DoT

SoT

DoT

SoT

Split 1

1.1

1.1

6.02

1.83

5.43

6.47

100

100

Split 3

0.95

0.95

10.98

3.17

1.57

3.17

117

117

Split 5

0.78

0.83

15.9

2.8

8.89

4.78

118

155

Split 6

0.95

0.95

10

3.0

1.54

8.98

117

158

Split 7

0.7

0.7

20.3

8.4

3.0

4.04

89

89

Split 8 (a)

1.28

1.28

1.42

0.53

11.5

8.3

102

118

0.5

11.6

0.7

377.8

156.7

102

118

Split 8 (c) 0.48
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(b)

(a)

Split#
F ig 3.8 Com parison o f (a) V T (b ) Ion/I0ff in D oT and SoT m odes in different process splits.

The comparisons of Vts and Ion/Ioft ratios are illustrated in Fig 3.8 (a) and (b). In Fig 3.8
(a), for devices in split # 1 (L=130nm), the Vt under low drain bias is 90mV higher than
the ideal values estimated from the bulk MOSFET threshold voltage calculator in the road
map calculation tool kit MASTAR [63] where charge sharing effect on VT is taken into
account. In the calculation 50nm junction depth and the defaulted fitting parameters for
charge sharing effect, effective channel length were used. For devices in the splits # 3, 7
(L=130nm) the Vts are 60.4mV and 309.8mV less than the ideal value respectively. The
main reason for this significant shift could be explained by the presence of negative gate
oxide charge or a shorter than expected channel length. Note that the latter explanation
could arise from over-etching of the reduction of the pillar height. The long channel
devices in split #

8

(250nm) were divided into two groups: one with a high Vt which is

0.15 V higher to the ideal value of 1.13V; the other one with a value of around 0.5V. Note
that the ideal devices with 130nm, 250nm and long channel lengths have almost the same
Vts due to high body doping. For the second group of devices, a level of 4.5x10 12 cnfi2 of
positive fixed gate oxide charge or a channel reduction of 193nm is needed to account for
the 0.63 V reduction in Vt from its expected value. On the other hand, for the short channel
devices in split # 5 and

6

(L=70nm), Vts are either lower or higher than the expected
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values. If not considering channel length variation, this shift indicates the presence of
positive and negative gate oxide charge of the order of mid-1011 cm'2. Such a level of oxide
charge is feasible in these experimental devices made with a non-optimised process.
In Fig 3.8 (b), it is shown that the I 0n/I0ff ratios in DoT are significantly higher than that
in SoT due to a higher Ion. The asymmetry of Ion in DoT and SoT is caused by the
additional resistance that is connected in series to the top junction. Further analysis is
deferred to section 3.3.6. The comparisons of sub-threshold slopes in SoT and DoT under
V ds= 1 0 V

is illustrated in Fig

mode for splits # 5,

6

,

8

3 .9

(a). An extra Ss degradation is observed clearly in SoT

. These phenomena are almost certainly associated with the

presence of higher interface state density at the pillar top regions of the sidewalls that
cause Ss higher in SoT than in DoT. Before the final metal deposition and RTA, a
polysilicon gate track etch is necessary to allow the gate spacer to surround the pillar
without covering the entire pillar top. However, over-etching of the polysilicon can cause
the top segment of the thin gate oxide exposed during the gate etch and plasma damage is
induced on it especially at the top of the pillar. As a result, a high level of interface state
density Dlt can be present in the top region of the pillar. A diagram is plotted in Fig

3 .9

(b)

to assist the explanation where the top gate oxide is exposed to plasma damage. The pillar
bottom segment is immune to the damage due to un-etched segment of the polysilicon
gate. In split # 7 where sacrificial oxidation was used to passivate surface prior to gate
oxide growth, the Ss for both SoT and DoT are low due to the fact that the interface trap
density was largely eliminated.
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(b)

(a)

Thin g a te oxide
Exposed

Poly-Si G ate
O ve r-e tc h in g

Fig 3.9 (a) Comparison of sub-threshold slopes in SoT and DoT; (b) indication of the
location of the high interface states density induced during the Poly-Si gate over-etching.

3.1.3 Comparison of Output Characteristics and Substrate Currents

The output characteristics of devices which were chosen for data collection in the last
section are shown in Fig 3.10-3.15 where the gate bias is varied from 0 to 2.4V in 0.4 V
steps. The strong asymmetry in linear and saturation currents for SoT and DoT modes at
high gate bias is explained as due to the presence of additional series resistance at the top
junction as previously discussed. Further detailed analysis will be presented in section
3.3.6.

CO

o

Vos (V)
Fig 3.10 Output characteristics of a device in split# 1 W=32um.
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V^CV)
Fig 3.11 Output characteristics of a device in split#3 W = 27 um.

VDS(V)
Fig 3.12 Output characteristics of a device in split#5 W=52 um.

Vos 00

Fig 3.13 Output characteristics of a device in split# 6 W=27um.
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Fig 3.14 Output characteristics of a device in split#7 W=27 um.

E
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Vos(V)
F ig 3.15 Output characteristics o f a d evice in split#8 W = 27 um.

The other striking feature of the output characteristics is the asymmetry of breakdown
voltage Vbd in SoT and DoT modes where Vbd in SoT is always lower than in DoT. The
breakdown phenomenon is caused by avalanche impact ionization by the hot carriers at the
drain end where a hot electron induces other electron and holes pairs. The holes flow into
the body thus the substrate and form the body current. The body current at high drain bias
serves as an indicator of the avalanche impact ionization. The body current is measured as
a function of gate bias with different drain biases in both SoT and DoT modes and is
shown Fig 3.16 (a) - (f) for all the splits.
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(b) Split#3

(a) Split #1

(d) Split# 6

(c) Split #5

-002 ---1---•---1---'---1---1---1-------*---1---1---1---*—
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

20

25

3.0

(f) Split# 8

(e) Split #7

Fig 3.16 Comparisons of IbVgs curves for both DoT and SoT modes for all the
splits with varying drain biases.
Both values of avalanche breakdown voltage

V

bd

and maximum body current

I bmax

in

SoT and DoT modes of all the cases are listed in table 3.3. Note that Vbd is defined at a
drain-source voltage where saturated drain current starts to increase dramatically due to
impact ionization with V gs=2.4V.
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Table 3.3 Breakdown voltage and ratio of maximum body current in DoT and SoT
Split #

Breakdown Voltage (V)
DoT
SoT
4.1
3.0
3.2
3.7
3.9
2.9
3.5
2 .2
4.75
3.75
3.2
3.5

1

3
5
6

7
8

I bmax

DoT
0.043
0.029
0.038
0.03
0.043
0.08

(uA/um)
SoT
0.19
0.036
0.17
0.124
0.28
0.136

The values of V bd and ratio of maximum body currents of the two modes under different
drain biases are illustrated in Fig 3.17 (a) and (b) for all the splits. The

V bd

asymmetry

between the two modes reaches its maximum in split # 5 and minimum in split # 3 and 8 .
Note that split # 3 has a lOnm thick junction stop and the split #

8

has no junction stop.

The rest of the splits have 20nm thick junction stop that sufficiently screens the drain field
penetrate into the top of the pillar resulting in much weaker avalanche impact ionization in
DoT than SoT where no junction stop is present at the pillar bottom. The relative symmetry
of the body current for DoT and SoT in split 3 # devices suggests an ineffective junction
stop as a result of a tail of drain dopant penetrating into the centre of the pillar to form the
deep top junction. This is a similar situation to that of the control devices in split #

8

where

the impaction ionization at the drain end is not suppressed giving similar Vbd irrespective
of DoT or SoT.
The weak junction stop suppression of impact ionization in split # 3 and
by comparing the

I bm a x

found for split # 3 and

8

8

is also evident

in SoT and DoT ratios to the rest splits. The lowest values are
indicating the least asymmetry of maximum body current in the

two modes therefore a weak or absence of the junction stop suppression on impact
ionization at the pillar top.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 3.17 Comparison of breakdown voltage and the ratio of maximum body current in DoT
and SoT modes.

3.2 Carrier Conduction Mechanism in Gate Oxide

Before the deposition of the polysilicon gate of the VMOSFET-JS devices, a 3nm thin
gate oxide was thermally grown covering the entire device surface. Consequently the
oxides between the polysilicon gate and body/drain/source regions all have equal thickness.
Two-terminal current-voltage measurements have been taken between gate and body
electrodes with the maximum of the gate bias below |2.5V| in order to avoid an electric
field strength of lOMV/cm that could cause the oxide to break down. Typical gate to body
oxide leakage measurements with floating drain and source electrodes are represented by
symbols and shown in Fig 3.18. The overlap of the data indicates the reproducibility of the
measurement among the four devices on the wafers.
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v GB(V)

•
Q 9
Fig 3.18 Gate to body oxide current vs. gate bias; toX=3nm; area=2.1xl0'm' ; the source
and drain electrodes were set to be floating.

In Fig 3.18, the data represented by the symbols shows a low current level which varies
from lxlO*14 A to lxlO' 8 A as the gate bias sweeps up to positive and negative 2.5V. In
such thin oxide, it is presumed that direct tunnelling dominates the carrier conduction
mechanism [52]. This can be confirmed by the fact that low level Igb-V gb characteristics
demonstrates a good functional fit to the direct tunnelling theory expressed in equation
2.28 where the surface potential in the silicon surface is also taken into consideration. The
theoretical model is represented by the red line in Fig.3.18. Note that the higher current in
the negative gate bias region compared to that predicted by the theory, is attributed to the
likelihood of a lower barrier height for electrons when injected from the poly-Si gate into
the oxide due to field intensification at interfacial roughness. The dominant DT mechanism
can also be confirmed by the fact that this tunnelling current has weak dependence on
temperature which varies from 15°C to 70°C. Results are shown in Fig 3.19.
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V GB ( V )

Fig 3.19 Temperature dependence of the gate to body oxide leakage.

The tunnelling carrier oscillation at the low field region is caused by the partial reflection
of the wave function of the tunnelling electrons at the interface with the oxide. This
reflection from all boundaries in the oxide leads to an additional item when calculating the
tunnelling probability using the WKB model [64],

3.3 Device Modeling and Calibration
A general fitting of the numerical model and the experimental device transfer and output
characteristics was conducted allowing further understanding of device properties such as
fixed gate oxide charge, interface state density and series resistances. In addition, this
physically based fitting of the numerical model allows for a reliable simulation study into
short channel effects which are the key points of interest in the design of the junction stop
structure.
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3.3.1 Simulation Structure Construction

Fig 3.20 illustrates a 3D view of a surround gate VMOSFET-JS structure where the
channel width is 30 pm. To avoid complex computation, a 2D cross-sectional structure
which is shown in Fig 3.21 was used for device simulation. In accordance to the structure
of a fabricated device in split

#6

observed from the SEM cross sectional diagram of the

pillar, the simulation structure has a channel length of 70nm [65]. The gate oxide has a
nominal thickness of 3.0nm. The channel width in the 2D simulation is taken
conventionally, as lum. The junction stop thickness is 20nm. The top and bottom junction
depths are both 30nm with the body doping set to be around 3x10 cm' accordingly. The
peak of the drain junction doping level is 1 x 1 0 cm' .

P* Substrate

Fig 3.20 3D view of a surround gate VMOSFET-JS structure; W= 30pm.

Fig 3.21 2D view of VMOSFET-JS structure with a 70nm channel length.
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3.3.2 Calibration of the Sub-threshold Regime

The simulation study was conducted to attempt fits with the measured transfer
characteristics under low and high drain biases and results are shown in Fig 3.22. The
simulated sub-threshold region characteristics are calibrated with the experimental data by
fitting two device parameters namely the threshold voltage V-p and the sub-threshold slope
parameter, Ss. The threshold voltage equation is:
~

n _ _ .

VT = Vfb + 2y B + V-Es»qNaM,B + f a

Eq. 3.1

Where Vfb is the flatband voltage, Na is the body doping, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance
per unit area, T s is the surface potential, Qox is negative fixed oxide charge. As the first
four parameters are kept constant Qox is adjusted to fit the calculated and simulated Vj.
The lateral shift gives the extraction of Qox to be 2.9x10 cm' . In this case, DoT mode is
used. The effect of the interface state density (Djt) on threshold voltage is omitted from
equation 3.1. The sub-threshold current is related to body factor m in a relationship as
expressed in equation 2.19 where m also determines the subthreshold slope Ss. m can
alternatively be expressed as below instead of equation 2 . 1 2
m=

1

+ t-dm+Cjt

Eq. 3.2

where Cdm is the channel depletion region capacitance induced by the gate:
_
dm

—

fcsi

Wdn

Eq. 3.3

and the interface-trap capacitance:
Cit =

ri|N itql

Eq. 3.4

The sub-threshold slope is expressed by the following equation:
Ss =

ln(10)m kT

= 60m

mV/decade
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The interface state density is a function of the body factor, m. Therefore, by fitting the
simulated sub-threshold slope to experimental value for VDs=50mV, the interface state

density can be estimated. As a result, after fitting Ss, an acceptor-like interface state Dit
along the channel was extracted to be 1x10 cm' . For ease of modelling, the mam
influence o f states was indicated by one discrete trap energy level (state) placed at a energy

depth of 0.3eV from the conduction band edge in the energy band gap. When the gate bias
sweeps approaches the measured VTand fills this trap with an electron, the presence of the
new state then shifts the simulated sub-threshold slope to a more positive direction so to fit
the measured curve as shown in Fig 3.22. The sub-threshold region of the simulated
transfer characteristic with V ds= 1V, is slightly shifted to a lower bias region due to the

presence of 70mV DIBL which is not observed in the measured data. The channel length
of the device might be underestimated from the ideal value of lOOnm in the absence of
DIBL.

VgsM
Fig 3.22 Transfer characteristics of fabricated device compared to the partially fitted device
simulation apart from on-current region. L= 70nm, toX=3.0nm, Na=3.0xl0l8 cm'3.
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3.3.3 Calibration of the Off-Current Regime and GIDL

In the low negative gate bias region -0.75V <V gs<0.3V, the off-current is insensitive to
the gate bias but dependent on the drain bias. The experimental work shows that the drain
junction diode is also temperature insensitive especially in the conditions of relatively high
drain bias and low temperature as illustrated in Fig 3.23 (a) with the junction doping
profile in (b). This provides the evidence of the band-to-band tunnelling as the dominating
junction leakage mechanism. The weak temperature dependence also suggests that the
thermal generation does not have the dominating role in the given condition as it is
stronger temperature and carrier life time sensitive. However the weak temperature
dependence shown is mostly-likely attributed to traps assisted tunnelling [54],
(a)

(b)

Fig 3.23 (a) Reciprocal temperature dependence of the large-area drain diode leakage for
different values of reverse bias. The doping level in a drain junction at the pillar top is
squared in (b). [6 6 ]

In the high negative gate bias region, the surface potential in the drain-gate overlap
region increases further due to the increasing vertical field from the higher gate bias. As a
result the surface band-bending eventually exceeds the silicon band gap Eg (1.12V) and
bends further with increasing gate bias. The band diagram at the junction surface in the Si
drain side is illustrated in Fig 3.24. Consequently with the presence of increasing electric
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field strength, more electrons are able to tunnel from the drain valence band to the drain
conduction band, thus generating an electron-hole pair. Both carriers are swept away by
the high drain electric field and thereafter holes are collected by the body contact and
electrons are collected by the drain contact. The dependence of band-to-band tunnelling
rate on the increasing field has been developed in [67]. The band-to-band tunnelling rate
in the GEDL model directly determines the GIDL current density as expressed by the
equation 2.29. The simulation fit indicates the presence of band-to-band tunnelling in the
JS device drain-substrate junction but with very low tunnelling rate which needs to be 1000
times lower than the default model. This further indicates that the junction boundary
doping is not abrupt and in fact gradually varies from 1x10 cm' to 3x10 cm' within
30nm which can be observed in Fig 3.23 (b).

3.3.4 Calibration of the On-Current

Fig 3.24 Band diagram of electron tunnelling in the drain junction surface region under
high negative gate bias.

In the on-current region of the measured device, a striking aspect of the experimental
transfer characteristics which has also demonstrated in other devices section 3.1.2, is that
the on-current in DoT mode is much higher than SoT whilst in the other operating regimes
it almost overlaps. This suggests the presence of additional series resistance in the top
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junction. It is likely to be due to the presence of a thin unintentional native oxide layer
beneath the polysilicon drain spacer and the silicon body. To further justify this hypothesis,
an external resistance, Ra(id is added to the drain contact. As a result, reasonable agreement
can be obtained between simulation and experimental on-current at Vgs=2.5V in the high
gate bias region for SoT mode with Radd of the order about 80kQ/um. By simulating the
on-current in DoT, a severe limitation of current is apparent Despite that, the trend of oncurrent asymmetry in DoT and SoT modes can still be observed similar to that of the
measured device. The lower on-current in SoT mode is because of the fact that the
effective gate-source voltage as the additional resistance causes the intrinsic source contact
to become positively biased. This bias also leads to a threshold voltage increase due to the
body effect; both effects leading to less current drivability. The above variation of the
source-gate effective voltage can be understood with assistance from a schematic diagram
of the series resistances connection shown in Fig 3.25 for SoT mode. The on-current
asymmetry can also be explained by the asymmetry of VT under high drain bias: 1.15V in
DoT and 1.3V in SoT. In order to eliminate this additional resistance, a cleaner interface
could be obtained, either by depositing the spacer layer in a cluster tool after an in-situ
surface clean or by using a high dose silicon ion implantation with a large tilt angle to
break up the native oxide layer. It can be concluded that except for the on-current region,
the fitting is reasonably good therefore a SCE simulation study can be conducted as long as
the on-current region is avoided.
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Fig 3.25 Simulated on-current vs. measured on-current: at Vgs=2.5V for SoT mode, they
agree with each other; Both the simulated and measured on-currents give evidence of a
lower value of current in SoT than in DoT modes. This is compatible with the presence of
the additional resistance connected to the top junction region.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, the DC characteristics of VMOSFETs with a junction stop structure,
were examined experimentally and numerically. The JS serves to suppress bulk punch
through and also allows acts as a hard mask to allow formation of a shallow top junction.
The threshold voltages of most of the devices differ from the ideal, in a manner consistent
with either gate oxide fixed charges or channel length variation. Through comparison of
the transfer characteristics of devices on different process splits, the asymmetry of oncurrent in SoT and DoT modes was observed for all the devices. The presence of a
parasitic series resistance at the top junction is a likely cause of the asymmetry. The
experimental on-currents show that the best value is still 26 times lower than the ITRS
value at the same technology node. The sub-threshold slopes for Vds=1V in the devices of
split # 5, 6 ,

8

show higher degradation for SoT compared to DoT mode due to the

presence of a high level of interface-state density along the pillar sidewalls at the pillar top,
as a result of over-etching of the polysilicon gate. The higher substrate current in split #
1,5,6 ,7 (20nm JS thickness) is observed in SoT mode than DoT mode suggesting that the
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presence of JS effectively suppresses the impact ionization at the top junction. In the split #
3 (lOnm JS thickness) and #

8

(no JS) the substrate current difference between SoT and

DoT modes is not so big due to the absence of the JS. Moreover, in these devices, the
breakdown voltages are smaller in SoT again pointing to the beneficial effects of the JS.
The direct tunnelling mechanism was observed to dominate the gate oxide leakage for
regions between the gate and drain, body and source. The DT mechanism dominance of the
leakage in the 3nm oxide was proven by the functional fitting of direct tunnelling theory to
the experimental data and also its weak dependence on temperature.
A 2D numerical simulation was conducted with the Atlas Silvaco simulation package
and an attempt was made for calibration with the fabricated devices. The models
underlying non-classical phenomena were carefully selected for simulating the carrier
energy and transportation statistics more accurately in a 70nm device. The fitting of the
simulation to experimental data in different transistor operational regimes provided a brief
understanding of device properties such as fixed oxide charge, interface-state density,
junction boundary doping abruptness, band-to-band tunnelling rate near the top junction
and anomalously low on-current. The simulation further served to confirm the likely
presence of a parasitic series resistance in the top junction which is the cause of low oncurrent and asymmetry between SoT and DoT modes. Modifications to the process were
suggested, to avoid this parasitic resistance.
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4.1 Introduction

A fundamental problem of vertical MOSFETs is inherently deep junctions that
exacerbate short channel effects (SCEs). In the last chapter electrical characteristics of
fabricated vertical MOSFET with junction stop (JS) were explored. It is evidently that JS
serves to suppress the impact ionization at the top junction. The formation of the junction
stop is realized by a self-aligned oxide region which is formed at the pillar top and acts as a
diffusion barrier for shallow junction formation. In this chapter the work of [39], [40] is
extended and a comprehensive study of the effects of asymmetric junction depths on short
channel effects (SCEs) in vertical MOSFETs is presented. The benefits of using a JS
structure in vertical MOSFETs for improving SCEs immunity are demonstrated by
simulations which show clearly the effect of the top junction on SCEs and bulk punchthrough. The JS structure allows the formation of a shallow drain junction, thus mitigating
the problems of SCEs namely the charge sharing effect (CS) and drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBL). The JS also reduces the propensity for single transistor latch, which is
related to deep junctions, as well as preventing drain dopant encroachment in the middle of
the pillar, which would further exacerbate bulk punch-through. Finally, the JS reduces the
drain-substrate parasitic capacitance.
In [39] the electrostatic influence of the JS in a device without significant out-diffusion
from the drain contact was explored. In that case, the JS oxide influenced significantly the
electrostatics of the drain region, although a very low thermal budget process would be
required to minimize out-diffusion. In [6 8 ], the impact of JS on SCE has been observed
experimentally from a p-type 50nm device. However, the underlying physics associated
with junction depth is not fully explained. In this work, specific role of the junction stop
and associated out-diffused drain region which is controlled to produce a shallow top
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junction is explored in some detail. According to the general guidelines for junction depth
in the roadmap [69], SCEs deteriorate with increasing junction depth. Nevertheless, little
work is reported into the underlying physics. In section 4.2 therefore, numerical simulation
is used to present a detailed analysis of junction depth leverage on SCEs in VMOSFETs.
The study is also relevant to conventional lateral MOSFETs with symmetric junction
depths. The advantages of the VMOSFET-JS are quantified in section 4.3, where it is
demonstrated, how to design the junction stop architecture to suppress SCEs and bulk
punch-through. The results show that with a shallow drain junction formed by a JS, the
charge sharing can be improved by more than 50mV and the DIBL by nearly 50mV for a
to

1

70nm channel length and a body doping of 1x10 cm’ . Furthermore, the incorporation of a
JS allows a reduction of the body doping in a VMOSFET-JS whilst maintaining similar
SCEs to a VMOSFET, thus improving the on-current. The limit of the influence of
junction depth on both charge sharing and DIBL is considered in Section 4.4.

4.2 Junction effects on CS and DIBL in A Conventional
VMOSFET

A vertical n-MOSFET with a deep top junction spanning over the pillar top and a
1o

1

lateral n-MOSFET are compared for a body doping of 1x10 c m ', a channel length of
70nm and a gate oxide thickness of 2nm. The VMOSFET has a constant top junction depth
which is 250nm. The bottom junction depth was varied from 5nm to lOOnm, with an
abrupt junction doping profile. The fixed oxide charge, interface trap densities, and bandto-band tunneling rate are defined using the semi-calibrated values from the previous
study. The CS (charge sharing) was evaluated from the threshold voltage shift, AVt at
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V d s = 5 0 iii V .

The threshold voltage was extracted using the linear extrapolation method

under low drain bias (50mV) and AVT was then given by the deviation from the long
channel value.

The DIBL was evaluated from the gate voltage shift in transfer

characteristics of high drain biases of IV at zero gate bias and low drain bias of 50mV at a
gate bias for the same sub-threshold drain current.

Drain/Source Junction Depth (nm)

Fig 4.1 (a) Charge sharing and (b) DIBL as a function of bottom junction depth for a
VMOSFET and a conventional lateral MOSFET. Three cases are compared: (1) a
VMOSFET in DoT configuration; (2) a VMOSFET in SoT configuration; (3) a
conventional lateral MOSFET with identical drain and source junction depths. The devices
were simulated with Vos=50mV and V qs= 1V for charge sharing and V ds= 1V and V qs= 0 V
for DIBL.

As highlighted in [70, 71, 72], one of the unique characteristics of a VMOSFET with an
implanted source and drain is the natural asymmetry of the junctions, with a deep top
junction usually covering the whole pillar width. The bottom junction is variable and
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dependent on lateral dopant diffusion. Because the junction depth has become an important
parameter in controlling the threshold voltage shift due to SCEs, it is worthwhile making a
comparison between vertical devices with asymmetric junctions and lateral devices with
symmetric junctions with regard to CS and DIBL. In order to investigate the effect of
junction depth on the SCEs only, the uniform body doping level was set to be 1x10 cm'
in the simulations and an abrupt junction was utilized. For the VMOSFET, the top junction
spans the top of the 250nm wide pillar and is therefore very deep. The bottom junction
depth is defined by the extent of the lateral encroachment of the bottom junction beyond
the edge of the vertical pillar.
Fig 4.1 shows CS and DIBL as a function of bottom junction depth for a VMOSFET and
a conventional lateral MOSFET. The smaller DIBL and CS values for the conventional
lateral MOSFET indicate the superiority of using symmetrical junctions. However, the
DIBL curve for the case of variable drain junction depth in SoT configuration, illustrates a
similar behaviour to that of the symmetrical structure. All three curves also show similar
limiting behaviour at large drain/source junction depths for both DIBL and CS. The
physical reason behind the latter phenomenon is analyzed in some detail in section 4.4.
For the case of varying source junction depth, the source junction has less influence on the
DIBL than the drain junction. Consequently it can be pointed out that in vertical
MOSFETs, it is more desirable to have a shallow drain junction on top of the pillar. The
SoT configuration gives better DIBL than the DoT configuration. However, good control
of both CS and DIBL is desirable for both configurations and this is explored in the next
section.
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4.3 Junction Depth Design in a VMOSFET-JS

A vertical MOSFET with a shallow top junction is achieved using the proposed junction
stop architecture illustrated in Fig 3.1. The aim of this proposed JS architecture is to assess
the benefits of a shallow drain junction in VMOSFETs using a CMOS compatible process.
This approach also brings the advantage of forming a relatively symmetrical structure
which is also important for pass transistor implementation in circuits. The drain spacer
width, the gap between the JS and the gate oxide depicted in Fig 3.1 is found to be a
critical in defining the junction depth. In the simulations of the VMOSFET-JS, the drain
spacer width is varied from 3nm to 80nm yielding a drain junction depth in the range 5nm
to lOOnm. The junction stop has a thickness of 20nm. Simulation results of SCEs are
shown in Fig 4.2 for devices biased in the DoT configuration with different JS spacer
widths and therefore different drain junction depths. The devices have a body doping of
lx l0 18cm'3 and a 30nm source junction depth. The results indicate that when the drain
junction depth exceeds 50-60nm (drain spacer width of around 30nm), the JS loses
electrical influence on the SCEs and the device behaves as a ‘conventional’ vertical
MOSFET. When the drain junction depth is reduced to 20nm, the CS and the DIBL are
reduced by nearly 50mV.
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Fig 4.2 Simulations of DIBL and CS as a function of reducing drain junction depth in a
vertical MOSFET with a junction stop (VMOSFET-JS). Improved SCEs are obtained for
shallower drain junctions. All the devices are biased in DoT configuration, with a body
doping of 1x 10 cm' and a source junction depth of 30nm.
A further advantage of the JS is that it allows the channel doping to be decreased. Fig 4.3
shows simulations of DIBL for VMOSFETs with and without a JS in the DoT
configuration, as a function of body doping. In this case, the JS devices have symmetric
drain/source junction depths which are both 30nm. It is observed that a VMOSFET with a

Fig 4.3 DIBL as a function of body doping for VMOSFETs and VMOSFET-JSs. The
devices are simulated in DoT configuration with a symmetrical drain/source junction depth
of 30nm.
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Fig 4.4 I0ff as a function of Ion for VMOSFET and VMOSFET-JS devices with different
body doping levels. The arrow shows the direction of increasing body doping. Also shown
is a point for a retrograde body VMOSFET-JS (VMOSFET-JS with RB) with a channel
doping of 5x 10 cm' and a body doping of 4x 10 cm' .

body doping of 7xl017cm'3 demonstrates a DIBL value of 166mV, but the same value can
be achieved with body doping of 5x10 cm' if a JS is incorporated.
The simulation results above have demonstrated the increasing efficacy of the JS on
D IB L

control in devices with lower body doping. Lower channel doping yields higher

channel mobility, thus a doping trade-off can be enabled to enhance the
that Ion was taken at V

ds=

V

gs=

L 0 V .

I on/Ioff

The benefits are shown in Fig 4 .4 where

ratio. Note

Ion

vs. I0ff is

plotted for both VMOSFETs and VMOSFET-JSs. For high body doping (left hand side of
the graph) the JS provides little improvement in the Wloff ratio, but at low body doping
(right hand side of the graph) the JS gives a significant improvement in the Ion/Ioff ratio. For
body dopings of 5.0xl017cm"3 and 6.0xl017cm'3 the JS gives improvements in I0ffOf 58.7%
and 37.8% respectively for a given
Ion due

Ion.

Note in the fabricated device shows a much lower

to a high body doping and large series resistance caused by the native oxide grown

between the poly drain and the silicon body.
As described in [73], the JS process also facilitates integration of a retrograde channel.
To investigate the benefits of a retrograde channel, a VMOSFET-JS with a highly doped
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body (4x10 c m ') and a low doped channel (5x10 cm' ) has been simulated. The drain
and source junction depths are both 30nm. The Ion/Ioff level for this structure is shown by
the diamond symbol in Fig 4.4, with a value of 586 pA/um for Ion and 7.64 xlO'12A/um for
I0ff, which compares with values of 0.2 pA/um and 3.3 xlO'13 A/um for the equivalent
device without a retrograde channel. The advantage of the JS-retrograde channel structure
is clear, in that it enables a further increase in Ion for a slightly increased I0ff by enhancing
the channel mobility without significantly degrading the SCEs and bulk punch-through.
The electrical influence of the JS on bulk punch-through is illustrated by simulating the
transverse electric field strength along the source junction as shown by the cut line in Fig
4.5 (a). The simulated field strength at the source junction which has a direction against the
field from the drain is shown in Fig 4.5 (b). The transverse electric field is simulated along
the source junction for VMOSFET and VMOSFET-JS devices with deep and shallow
source junctions. The junction stop suppresses bulk punch-through by screening the
electric field penetration from the drain contact and so reducing the depletion region
encroachment from the drain. This is apparent from the increase in the absolute value of
the source junction electric field in the JS structure compared to the conventional structure.
Higher field strength at the source junction in the JS structure means a higher source
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Fig 4.5 (a) Cross-section of the simulated devices showing the cut line along which the
source electric field was simulated (b) Absolute source junction field as a function of
distance along the source for VMOSFET and VMOSFET-JS devices with 60nm and 15nm
source junctions. The device was biased in DoT configuration with V d s = 1 V and
VGs=50mV.
barrier against minority carrier injection in the bulk region and thus a better immunity
against bulk punch-through.

4.4 Discussion
Numerical and analytical studies [74, 75, 46, 76] have been reported that use simplified
expressions for short channel effect modeling and recently, associated scaling trends have
been summarised in [77]. In a recent report on modeling SCEs in small geometry lateral
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devices [78], the influence of junction depths was investigated whereby the channel
depletion region width was fixed by an “undoped” channel region. The influence of
various channel depletion widths was included in the study of [79] by modeling the sub
threshold region using the voltage transform (VDT) approach. Here, the study is further
extended to clearly define the critical point where SCEs become insensitive to the variation
of the drain junction depth in the case of a VMOSFET-JS with various channel depletion
region widths.

4.4.1Drain Junction Depth Effects on CS

Firstly the charge sharing effect which arises due to the built-in potentials of the
junctions in the channel region is considered. The dependence of CS on drain junction
depth, Xjd was shown in Fig 4.2. It is difficult to define accurately the shared regions
geometrically, as shown in Fig 4.6, where a 70nm VMOSFET-JS with a bodying of
1x10 cm' is simulated. For this reason changes in the surface potential are considered
instead. The minimum surface potential determines the minority carrier injection rate into
the channel, therefore the shift of minimum surface potential At//min determines the
threshold voltage shift. It is informative therefore to investigate the shape of the channel
surface potential by plotting the conduction energy band diagram and results are shown in
Fig 4.7 (a). Note that the simulated device has a structure as described in Fig 4.6 with a
various top junction and a fixed bottom junction; it was biased at VDs=50mV and VGs=l V
with zero substrate bias. Also the drain is assigned to the top of the pillar. By comparing
the conduction band diagrams for deep and shallow drain junctions, it is observed that for
junctions with depths that are comparable to or greater than a critical point, the surface
conduction bands overlap. Shallower junctions are then very sensitive to variation in
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junction depth. The minimum space surface potential, Wmm against drain junction depth is
plotted in Fig 4.8. It is apparent that increasing junction depth degrades the charge sharing
effects, with saturation of the effect at about Xjd = 52nm. This critical value is defined as
the point where 90% of the maximum AVx is reached.

Fig 4.6 Simulated potential contours in a VMOSFET-JS device with asymmetrical drain
and source junctions. The device has a top junction depth of 50nm, a bottom junction depth
of 30nm and a body doping level of lx l0 18cm’3. The drain and source controlled charge
sharing regions (CS) are also defined at a low drain bias (50mV).

Fig 4.7 Conduction band energy (cut line shown in Fig 7) as a function of distance along
the channel for MOSFET-JS devices with different drain junction depths (Xjd).
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Fig 4.8 Minimum surface potential and channel depletion region width as a function of
drain junction depth for a MOSFET-JS device simulated with Vos=50mV and V g s = 1 V in
DoT configuration.

The dependence of channel depletion width on drain junction depth is also shown in Fig
4.8. In the region before the channel depletion region width reaches a constant value, the
relationship between Xjd and Wdmcan be summarized with the analytical expression shown
below.
W,

___ 10_
•X :
1+ 0.2 •X,jd

Eq. 4.1

Therefore the ratio of Wdm to Xjd decreases as Xjd increases. After the critical point, where
the Xjd has a depth equal to Wdm, the variation of Wdmbecomes independent of Xjd.
The critical point can be physically understood in terms of the varying channel depletion
region edge with assistance from Fig 4.6. As the junction depth increases, the channel
depletion region expands until a critical point is reached when further increase of Xjd
exceeds Wdm. At this point, Xjd no longer affects the surface potential and thus the
geometry of the channel depletion region. As a result, the triangular charge sharing area in
Fig 4.6 stays constant and consequently the threshold voltage shift also stays constant.
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4.4.2 Drain Junction Depth Effects on DIBL

c

The simulated drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) values show a similar behaviour to
that of CS. This was illustrated in Fig 4.2 where the influence of the drain junction depth
on DIBL also reaches a critical point after which the DIBL effect saturates. This result is
consistent with that of the simulation study in [79] for the case of an undoped retrograde
channel region.
The junction effect on DIBL shows the movement of the critical point to a higher value
(62nm) than that for CS. This is caused by the lateral encroachment of the drain field with
drain bias which increases the value of minimum surface potential y/min and therefore the
maximum channel depletion region width. As the drain junction depth increases, the
position of i^min in the channel moves towards the source, as shown in Fig 4.9 and the
band diagrams eventually overlap indicating the saturation of the influence of junction
depth.

Fig 4.9 Conduction band energy as a function of distance along the body surface for
VMOSFET-JS devices with different drain junction depths (Xj<j). The device was simulated
with V ds= 1V and Vos=50mV in DoT configuration.
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The limit of the influence of junction depth on both CS and DIBL suggests that for a
VMOSFET-JS design in a particular technology node, a shallower drain junction in the
deep depth regime (above Wd) allocated by the spacer width does not necessarily improve
the SCEs. Therefore an analytical concern on relating the drain spacer width to depletion
region width is required for future VMOSFET-JS design.
In the other hand, some reports such as [80] suggest that if Xj is included into the
scaling rule as an empirical element in determining characteristic channel length then the
improvement in short channel immunity by using shallow junctions essentially means a
longer effective gate length. For the junction depth itself, some other experimental data
showed that short channel immunity is insensitive to junction depth if an effective gate
length is used instead of a physical length of the poly-crystalline silicon gate [81].
However, these analyses are normally not straight forward for device design purpose.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, short channel effects in VMOSFETs have been systematically studied
using 2D numerical simulation. It is shown that the naturally occurring asymmetry of the
junctions is detrimental to the control of SCEs. The study also indicates the advantage of
employing a drain-on-bottom configuration for the suppression of DIBL. The junction stop
structure provides significantly better SCE control and bulk punch-through immunity
compared to the conventional vertical device. The simulation results also have indicated
that it is possible to provide a trade-off between the junction stop and body doping to
reduce DIBL which can lead to an improved Ion/Ioff ratio. Furthermore, the inclusion of a
retrograde channel in the JS structure gives a further significant improvement in the device
Ion/Ioff performance. In a VMOSFET with a junction stop, it is important to control
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accurately the drain spacer width which is the key parameter for controlling the depth of
the top junction. The effect of drain junction depth on SCEs in VMOSFET-JS devices is
also investigated in some detail. A critical point has been defined at which the SCEs
saturate with increasing drain junction depth.

As a result, this study has provided a

methodology for optimizing the junction depths of VMOSFET-JS devices.
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5.1 Ultra Thin Pillar Vertical MOSFET with FILOX

Thin body multi-gate devices are promising for scaling CMOS devices into the
nanoscale regime. Vertical transistors are one approach for the implementation of multi-gate
CMOS, because double or surround gates can easily be incorporated, enabling increased
packing density at a defined lithographical node as compared to standard CMOS transistors.
Introduced in Chapter 1, a simple self-aligned process was proposed to reduce the parasitic
capacitance in vertical MOSFETs using nitride spacers on the sidewalls of the vertical pillar
and a local oxidation. This Fillet Local Oxidation (FILOX) process delivered a five times
reduction in overlap capacitance compared with devices without the FILOX process.
In the past, the FILOX process was applied to very thick pillars, where the generation of
stress by the nitride spacer and the local oxidation was not an issue. However for ultimate
scaled CMOS, very thin pillars are required to provide a fully depleted body, which gives
improved electrostatic control over the channel and hence improved short-channel effects.
In this case, stress arising from the nitride spacer and the local oxidation would be a major
concern on the viability of the technology. In this chapter, a technology which is able to
reduce the overlap capacitance in ultra-thin pillar vertical MOSFETs is investigated. The
technology is demonstrated by the fabrication of ultra-thin pillar (UTP) capacitors with a
TiN surround gate. Electrical characterisation of the capacitors is performed in UTP pillar
capacitors and planar test capacitors.
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5.1.1 Technology Description

Fig. 5.1 shows a schematic of the process flow for the fabrication of the ultra-thin pillar
capacitors with a TiN surround gate which are fabricated by our collaborators at the
Southampton University. Pillars with thicknesses down to 20 nm were defined using
electron beam lithography and an anisotropic etch was used to create the ultra-thin pillars
(b). A thin, stress-relief oxide was then grown and a silicon nitride layer deposited by
chemical vapor deposition and anisotropically etched to expose the stress relief oxide on
the horizontal surfaces and to leave nitride spacers on the sidewalls of the pillars (c). Local
oxidation was performed for different times to give FILOX oxide thicknesses in the range
8-40 nm (d). After removal of the nitride spacers by wet etching, a thermal gate oxide was
grown and a TiN layer was deposited and anisotropically etched to create the surround gate
(e). Fig 5.2 shows an SEM cross-section through the vertical edge of a completed pillar
capacitor test structure. The FILOX oxide can be seen on the horizontal surface at the
bottom of the pillar and the TiN surround gate can be seen on the pillar sidewall.
Each UTP capacitor test structure incorporates 200 ultra-thin pillars with surround gate,
as shown schematically in Fig 5.3. Each pillar has a width of 10 pm and a height of about
0.22 pm. The arrangement allows the capacitance to be measured from the vertical gate
metal to the substrate and includes the influence of any encroachment by FILOX. The gates
are deposited along vertical sidewalls only. Two sets of capacitors were tested, where one
has varying FILOX thicknesses and the other one has varying pillar thicknesses. The “pillar
bottom” (PB) planar capacitor test structure is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 where the gate covers
the entire planner and perpendicular area. According to the geometries, the area for UTP
was estimated to be 50,262 um while for PB the area is 50,907 um .
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Fig 5.1 Process flow for fabrication of TiN surround-gate, ultra-thin pillar. [82]
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Fig 5.3 Test structure of surrounded gate pillar capacitor (fully depleted device);
tox = 8.0nm, tpiLox = 8.3nm.
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Fig 5.4 Test structure of a pillar bottom capacitor where Hsw: the height of a pillar.

5.1.2 Capacitance-Voltage Measurements

It is shown in Fig 5.5 that the 20 nm thick UTP capacitors with 8 nm thin FILOX exhibit
recognizable C-V characteristics. However, the 20 nm thick pillar capacitors with 16nm,
24nm and 37 nm thick FILOX show less reasonably behaved C-V characteristics where the
flat band voltage and the

C mjn

are different in the low(quasi-static) and high frequency

curves. The reason is unclear. The lack of saturation in accumulation is likely due to the
impact of leakage in these small value capacitors. The gate oxide thickness varies in a
manner dependent on the FILOX thicknesses and the associated oxide encroachment under
the gate, known as the bird’s beak. The average gate oxide thicknesses enhanced by
encroachment were estimated from Cacc from C-V plots, as approximately 8nm, lOnm,
13nm and 15nm corresponding to FILOX thickness of 8nm, 16nm, 24nm and 37nm
respectively. The FILOX thicknesses were informed by ellipsometry and SEM [82]. The
oxide leakage for UTP capacitors fabricated by different FILOX processes is shown in Fig
5.6. Electron injection is from the gate electrode. It is observed that for devices with four
different FILOX thicknesses, the leakage levels are of the order 1 pA until the leakage level
becomes visible at circa 6-7 MV/cm, apart from the 37nm thick sample. The upturn in oxide
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leakage current at the high gate bias is seen to reduce with the increasing thickness of
FILOX, leading to an increasing average gate oxide thickness. However, for the device with
37 nm FILOX thickness, the leakage current becomes evident at a lower gate voltage and in
fact almost coincides with the curve for the device with 8 nm FILOX at the same gate bias.
Both leakage currents reach a level of 10 nA at 8 V. The cause of this increasing oxide
leakage may be related to a dislocation-induced leakage path [83]. Dislocations could arise
as a result of mechanical stress induced by the FILOX process, as suggested from early
research where the trace of silicon dislocation due to the stress is clearly seen in TEM [36],
A thicker FILOX will almost certainly generate more mechanical stress than thinner ones.
The simulation in Fig 5.7 shows that the stress level along a cut line through a 40nm thick
FILOX is over 30 times that of the lOnm thick FILOX near the pillar bottom region. In
addition, the stress effect is likely to be the cause of the degradation in yield of working 20
nm ultra-thin pillar capacitors. The yield drops from 80% for 20 nm FILOX to 50% for 37
nm FILOX.

(b)

(a)

vG(V)

V G (V )

Fig 5.5 C-V characteristics of ultra-thin pillar capacitors with (a) 8nm vs. 37nm FILOX;
(b)16nm vs. 24nm (Tpjiiar, Tfilox, T filox represents the pillar, FILOX, average oxide
thickness respectively. HF, LF represents the high, quasi-static state C-V curves
respectively.)
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Despite the above stress-related issue, ultra-thin pillar capacitors with 37 nm FILOX with
various pillar thicknesses show a consistency in C-V characteristics as illustrated in Fig 5.8.
This provides evidence that the FILOX process has been successfully applied to ultra-thin
pillar devices without significantly degrading the electrical performance in thin pillar
capacitors and indicates the potential of the technology.

Table 5.1 FILOX Thickness vs. Gate Oxide Thickness in UTP capacitors
T filox (nm )

A verage Tox (nm )

8

8

16

10

24

14.6

37

13.3

Fig 5.6 Gate oxide leakage current as a function of magnitude of negative gate bias on 20
nm ultra-thin pillar capacitors are with different FILOX thicknesses.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 5.7 Mechanic stress comparison in 20 nm ultra-thin pillar capacitors with lOnm and
40nm thick FILOX.
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Fig 5.8 C-V characteristics of ultra-thin pillar capacitors with four different pillar
thicknesses. FILOX thickness is 37 nm.
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5.1.3 Other Capacitor Properties
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Fig 5.9 HF and LF curves for Pillar Bottom (PB) device with TiN gates.

Fig 5.9 illustrates the HF, LF curves of Pillar Bottom Devices with structures shown in
Fig 5.4. The slight frequency dependence of the Cacc is consistent with the influence of
series resistance [84]. The nominal FILOX oxide thickness of 8.3nm, is used to calculate a
device area of 5,4000 um2. Because the FILOX thickness was assessed by ellipsometry, the
accuracy of the oxide thickness on the planar surface of 8.3nm is considered to be reliable.
Thus, compared to the expected area of 50,262 um , the effective area of the device should
be increased by about 7%. It is suspected that the enlargement of the effective total area is
due to edge effects associated with the LOCOS.
Using the quasi-static state curve of the UB sample illustrated in Fig 5.9, the Cmin and
Cmax iteration method was used to find the doping density according to:
Eq. 5.1
where Cmin and Cmax can be determined from the quasi-static state C-V plot; Ac is the
device area for the pillar bottom device.
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The quasi-static state C-V plot indicates Cmax = 220 pF and

C mjn

= 8.7pF which is the

capacitance when the device just enters the inversion regime, before the upturn. After four
rounds of iteration, the substrate doping was found to be 3.3 x 1014 cm'3. This is in good
agreement with the 3-4x1014cm'3 which is generated from the nominal substrate resistivity
of 17-33 ohm cm.
The upturn anomaly on the HF curve in the inversion regime of the PB device is magnified
in Fig 5.10(a). This is likely to be due to the well-known effect of peripheral inversion
regions caused by oxide positive fixed charge in the LOCOS. Fig 5.10 (b) shows the crosssectional diagram of the capacitance with increased active area due to this effect. This
additional inversion region allows the AC signal to modulate minority carrier electrons
around the edge of the active area. Therefore the effective active area for the capacitance is
increased, resulting in an increase in Cjnv even with a high frequency signal. The effect is
exacerbated by the low substrate doping of circa 3xl014cm'3. Further evidence of the
additional inversion layer is proven in Fig 5.10 (c) by the frequency response of the high
frequency C-V curves among which lower frequency signal allows more inversion
capacitance to be added to the total capacitance. Due to the larger area of inversion
capacitance, the C-V curve at 10 KHz testing frequency has a similar behaviour as the one
at quasi-static state as shown in Fig 5.8.
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Fig 5.10 (a) Magnified LF & HF curves for the pillar bottom device; (b) Schematic
diagram of the influence of oxide charge in the LOCOS; (c) Frequency dependent upturn.

A method based on the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot of Fig 5.11 was used to determine
the work function of the TiN gate [85]. A pillar top (PT) capacitor with an area of 0.25x1 O'
4 cm’2 was used. The PT capacitor is similar to the PB one but without perpendicular gate
regions around the perimeter. The oxide thickness was measured as 8.3nm using
ellipsometry [82], The barrier height at the TiN-oxide interface is first determined from the
associated FN plot, using negative gate bias which produces an injection of electrons from
the gate. Taking the electron affinity in the oxide as 0.9eV, allows an estimation of the
work function. The gate current shown in the inset of Fig 5.10, was measured by sweeping
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the gate bias from OV to -12.5V in steps of 0.2V. The FN current is only evident beyond
8.2V which corresponds to an electric field of about lOMV/cm.

7.00E-008

8.00E-008

9.00E-008

1.00E-007

1.10E-007

1.20E-007

1/Em(cm/V)

Fig 5.11 Gate current vs. gate bias of the PT capacitor with the Fowler-Nordheim plot
included. Eox ( £ox) is the electrical field of gate oxide.

The potential barrier height was extracted as 2.4 eV from the FN plot of Fig 5.11
according to equation 2.30 and 2.31 using the intercept A on ln(J/£0X ) axis at — =
Eox
0 cm/V and slope B of the linear part. Values of parameter A and B are e '136 A/V2 and O

t

3.6x10 A/cmV respectively. It is worth noting that in the calculation of the barrier height,
a value of electron effective mass is not required in the extraction of the barrier height as
the niox/m terms cancel each other out. The work function of TiN gate as a sum of oxide
barrier height and oxide affinity is evaluated to be 2.4eV + 0.9eV = 3.3eV. This low value
indicates that the barrier height has been underestimated. If further assuming that the
positive fixed oxide charge has an amount of 5.2x101'em'2that resides in the oxide near the
Si/SiC>2 interface, the effective voltage across the oxide is reduced by 0.2V according to
AV0X

Eq 5 2
'- 'O X

Where AV0X is the gate oxide voltage shift, Nox is the fixed oxide charge.
The corresponding oxide electric field becomes
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W =

Lox

Eq 5.3

With this new gate oxide electric field, the two axes in Fig 5.11 are recalculated resulting
in A = e"150 A/V2 and B=-3.35xl08 A/cmV. Substituting the new A and B into equation
2.30 and 2.31, the oxide barrier height becomes 3.3eV. The total TiN work function is then
evaluated to be 3.3 eV +0.9 eV = 4.2 eV.

5.2 VMOSFET-FILOX with a Retrograde Body

A retrograde profile is a standard solution to mitigate short channel effects without
compromising on-current, as the lower surface doping level avoids carrier mobility
degradation. A comparison of a conventional and retrograde lOOnm/sub-lOOnm n channel
MOSFET was made using a numerical simulation study [86, 87]. However, only a few
experimental evaluations on implanted retrograde profile were successfully carried out in
conventional MOSFET [88]. In this section, an attempt to realise retrograde profile in
VMOSFET-FILOX devices through implantation is described.

5.2.1 Analytical Model

In Chapter 4, the numerical study on the relationship between the threshold Vt voltage
and the corresponded minimum depletion region width Wdm at the threshold condition has
clearly shown that the threshold voltage shift due to SCE increases with a wider Wdm.
Therefore in deep sub-micron devices, the underlying physics to maintain threshold
voltage with immunity to severe SCE deterioration is to maintain narrow Wdm. In practice,
this was conventionally achieved by using an adaptive substrate doping Na of lx l0 18cm'3
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for MOSFETs with a channel length around lOOnm. In Fig 5.12 the threshold voltage shift
due to charge sharing and DIBL evaluated using equation 2.21, for an nMOSFET with
90nm channel length and gate oxide thickness of 3nm is plotted against Wdm. It is shown
that to constrain the total SCE value within 200mV, the Wdmneeds to be within 49nm.

Minimum channel depletion region width @ VT Wdm(nm)

Fig 5.12 Total VT shift as a sum of CS and DIBL vs. Wdm
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Fig 5.13(a) Schematic diagram of an ideal retrograde body; (b) Wdmdecreases with Ws; (c)
VT shift due to SCE decreases with Ws

However in order to further improve the surface mobility and thus enhance on-current, a
retrograde body profile is introduced whereby a relatively low doped region is achieved in
the surface. A schematic of an idealized retrograde body with a vertical channel is
demonstrated in Fig 5.13 (a) where Ws is the width of the surface low doped Ns region
with a level of 1x10 cm' while the rest of the body Na is 1x10 cm' . It is very important
to note that Ws should also be kept as narrow as possible in order to avoid an excessive
impact on Wdm- From the Poisson equation 5.4 relating total charge in the depletion region
to the depletion region width at the threshold condition, the surface potential can be
expressed as a function of the Wdm and Ws which is shown in equation 5.5. Therefore the
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Wdm expansion due to Ws can be inversely related to fully inversed surface as concluded
by equation 5.6. The relationship of above two terms is quantitative illustration shown in
Fig 5.13 (a). The maximum Ws needs to be 36nm to maintain Wdm within 49nm. The
relationship between Ws and V j is expressed in equation 5.7 where the last two potential
terms together attribute to the total charge in the expanded depletion region at the threshold
condition. The difference between the short channel (90nm)

Vt

and long channel

V to

is

further plotted as a function of Ws in Fig 5.13 (b). It is shown that for a Ws of 36nm, the
total threshold voltage Vj shift is found to be about 245mV which is due to the SCE. This
value is about 20% higher than the value of SCE predicted in Fig 5.12, but it gives some
confidence that the maximum Wdm needs to be 45 to 49 nm in order to achieve a SCE
value around 200mV which is the limit of an adequate threshold voltage shift for lOOnm
MOSFETs. Therefore, ideally for a 100 nm channel length MOSFET, device performance
enhancement can be achieved with a SCE of around 200mV by using an abrupt retrograde
profile that varies from 1x10 cm' to 1x10 cm' within 50nm while retaining the lowly
doped region within 36nm.
e
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5.2.2 Numerical Model

It is clear from the literature that an ideal step doping profile as shown in Fig 5.13(a) is
difficult to achieve. Using Atomic-Layer Doping and Post Low-Energy Implanting
Selective Epitaxy can create delta profiles that have a steepish retrograde doping [89, 90,
91]. In these cases, doping concentration at the Si/SiCh interface can be more than one
order magnitude lower than the peak concentration in the body within a small distance.
However, these processes are incompatible with the fabrication process for the VMOSFET
devices studied here.
In this work, a retrograde body (RB) profile is implanted into the vertical pillar sidewalls
through the exposed silicon surface after removal of the nitride spacer and stress relief
oxide from the sidewall. The key steps of the process are outlined in Fig 5.14. The peak
concentration underneath the sidewall surface provides the high acceptor (boron) doping
level at the edge of the gate depletion width and low doping level in the sidewall surface
region. However the retrograde profile after the thermal processes is further degraded.
Therefore, in order to achieve the steepest retrograde profile possible, process simulation in
Athena has been conducted for selecting the best combination of the initial p-well
implantation, RB implantation energy, titled angle and boron dose level. Comparison of
final retrograde doping profiles along the cut line one using various implantation
conditions after the rapid thermal annealing is shown in Fig 5.15. A large tilt angle of 60
degrees can provide a steep retrograde profile near the surface, the maximum implantation
tilt angle that can be used is 45 degrees due to limitation of the implanter. A boron dose
level of 4xl013cm'3 with implantation energy of 45 keV or a boron dose level of 5xl013cm'
3 with implantation energy of 55 keV, gives the steep boron doping roll-off at the surface
so could be used for the retrograde body. Since both combinations give the same RB
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profile, the first combination is chosen simply for a lower energy is used that it might
reduce the implantation damage. The resulting body doping profile is illustrated in Fig 5.16
where the net doping level varies from 5.0 to 7.3 xlO cm' at the surface from pillar top to
io

o

bottom to a level of 1.0 xlO cm' at the edge of the Wdm. The device simulation confirmed
that this Wdm is about 45nm when the channel is fully inverted. P-well implantation needs
to have a dose level of 1x10 cm' with energy of 75keV as it produces a low doping level
of 1x10 cm' for the background boron concentration. This resulted in a p-type substrate
that has a low doped background doping on the surface for the channel but is high enough
to prevent the body punch through in the bulk. That means that the drain and source
arsenic implantation has to use zero degree tilt in order to avoid countering doping the low
doped channel region. At the same time, to maintain the channel length at around lOOnm,
an arsenic dose of 6x10 cm' at 145 keV is used. The rapid thermal annealing condition is
set to use the shortest time of 10s and a temperature of 1100°C for dopant activation and
damage repair while maintaining the retrograde body gradient. The chosen key step
conditions are summarized in table 5.2.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 5.14 Key steps for retrograde body doping process (a) Drain/source implantation after
FILOX growth; (b) Retrograde body implantation after nitride fillet and pad oxide growth;
(c) Final net doping contour after RTA.

The electrical characteristics of above designed retrograde body device were simulated
in Atlas where the models describing the relevant physics are as stated in section 3.3. The
transfer characteristics with VDs=50mV and VDs=T5V are illustrated in log scale in Fig
5.17 and in linear scale in Fig 5.18 with comparison to uniform body devices which have a
net body doping level of lxlOl8cm'3 and 5xl017cm'3 respectively. For the RB device the
channel length is estimated to be llOnm and the oxide is 2.4 nm. The comparison of the
physical and electrical parameters of the three devices is summarized in table 5.3. The net
body doping profiles along the position of cutline 1 for the three devices are shown in Fig
5.19. Comparing the RB device to the low doped body device, the SCE is sufficiently
suppressed in by the RB design. The threshold voltage is increased by 60% with DIBL
improved by 40% whilst sacrificing only 10% on-current. Compared to the device with a
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high doped body, the threshold voltage of the RB device is lowered by 28% with only
about 15% DIBL deterioration.
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Fig 5.15 Boron doping profile comparison along the body depth (cut line 1) using different
implantation conditions.
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Fig 5.16 Net doping profile along cut line 1 after 45KeV and 45° RB implantation 10s
1100 °C RTA.
Table 5.2 Designed key step conditions summary of RB device fabrication
l e i 3 cm'2,

P-well

75keV

Drive-in

1100 degree

Arsenic Implantation

1 time, 6 e l 5cnT2, 145 keV

Body Implantation

4 e l3 c m '2, 4 5k eV , 45°
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Fig 5.17 Transfer Characteristics under low and high drain biases of the devices with (a)
uniform body with a doping level of 5xl017cm'3; (b) retrograde body with a doping profile
varies from of 4.8xlOl7cnT3 to lxlOI8cm'3 with Wdm; (c) uniform body with a doping level
of lx l0 18cm'3.

Fig 5.18 Linear plots of transfer characteristics under low and high drain biases of the three
devices.

Fig 5.19 Comparison of body doping profiles along the body depth (cut line 1).
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Table 5.3

Device parameter comparison of the three cases

Devices

(a) Uniform (b) Retrograde Body (c) Uniform

tox

2.4nm

Na (cm'3)

4.8xl017

L (nm)
VT(V)
DIBL (mV)
Ss (mV/dec)
(VDs=0.05V)
u s(cm'VsV)
Vds=Vgs=1.5V
Ion (uA/um)
Vds=Vgs= 1-5V
I0ff (nA/um)
Vds=VGs=1.5V

2.4nm
5.0 x l0 ‘;

2.4nm
1.2 xlO18

100
0.2
50

1.2xl018
110
0.32
35

120
0.45
30

86

83

88

26.5

19.2

14.5

976

882

738

21.9

3.4

0.17

The on-current, Ion of the retrograde device is only 20% higher than that of the highly
doped body device. This ratio is not as high as expected. From the 28% reduction in Vr,
32% increase in mobility, 8% reduction in channel length by RB profile a total 80%
improvement of on-current should be apparent in accordance with an approximate
estimation using equation 2.13; the latter assuming that both devices have the same body
factor. The 60% unexpected extra degradation of the on-current is most likely due to the
combined effect of lower body factor and degraded series resistance due to lower junction
net doping level [92].

5.2.3 Device Characterisation

The fabrication of VMOSFET-FILOX devices with lOOnm channel length and
retrograde body doping profile were carried out at KTH, Sweden. These devices also have
a structure of gate-all-around poly-Si gate with double gate contacts (DGC) and a P+ ring
region that surrounds the device active area. A plan view is shown in Fig 5.20. The DGC
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was designed to enhance the small signal circulation in the surrounding poly-Si gate,
aiming to reduce the gate resistance compared to a single contact structure. The P+ ring
was designed to enhance the boron doping in the area underneath the surface body contact
surrounding the active area [93], This design aims to reduce the substrate resistance. The
threshold voltages measured using linear extrapolation methods from the transfer
characteristics with VDs=50mV are plotted in Fig 5.21. It is shown that all the devices have
high threshold voltage averaged around 1.28V. The threshold voltage values of the devices
with a P+ ring are generally not significantly lower than those without a P+ ring. This

Fig 5.20 Layout structure of a GAA device double gâte contacts and P+ ring area
surrounding [93].
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Fig 5.21 Threshold voltages measured from the RB, DGC and P ring devices under SoT
mode, with comparison to a uniform body DGC, P ring device [93].
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indicates that the body resistance is small enough so that the P+ ring has little effect on the
body resistance.
It is also shown in Fig 5.20 that the threshold voltages of the 100 nm retrograde body
devices are 3 - 4 times higher than that of a lOOnm uniform body device reported in [94],
Since the substrate resistance has little effect on threshold voltage in this case and the gate
oxide is unlikely to be thickened [95], the only possible reason for such a high threshold
voltage is due to a high body level. The body doping level can be extracted by fitting the
body factor calculated at each body bias with the two average body factors characterized in
low and high body bias regimes. In Fig 5.22 (a), In the V j against Vgs plot in Fig 5.21 (b),
the body factors are then extracted to be 0.778V and 0.444V from the slopes of the linear
fit of the

Vt

vs.

body bias curves in low and high body bias regions. The average doping

level Na in the body can thus be evaluated by fitting the average calculated body factors
using equation 5.9 to the characterized body factors in low respectively and high body bias
regions.
dvT _

dVbs

V E siqN a/Z Ç ^B + V B s)

Eq. 5.9

Cox

>/E siqN a 2v|>B _ A/E Siq N a /2 ( 2 i|;B+V B s) _ ^ y
r

r

T

Eq. 5.10

The Na value is found to be about 5.0x1018cm'3 in this sample. A similar result can also
be obtained from equation 5.10 by substituting each body bias and corresponding threshold
voltage shift and taking the average value of the calculated Na. This body doping range is 5
times higher than the originally designed doping level which is 1.0xl018cm'3. As a result, it
is illustrated in Fig 5.23 that the characterized on-currents are in the order of 10 - 100 times
lower than that of the devices with uniform body doping. It can be concluded that the
retrograde body design has not been realised and the body is in fact a high doped region.
The reason might be related to a mistake in the processing whereby a zero degree
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retrograde body implantation was used and this has resulted in a doubling of the boron
doping level at the pillar top.

(b)

(a)

V GS ( V )

Fig 5.22 (a) Vt extraction from the IdVg curves under low drain bias at varied body biases
using linear extrapolation method; (b) Calculated average body factors fitted to
characterized body factors in low and high body bias region.
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Fig 5.23 On-currents of double gate contact devices for SoT and DoT modes.

The other anomaly in Fig 5.23 is that on-current for DoT mode is always higher than
SoT. This is due to a higher DIBL effect in DoT mode that results in a lower threshold
voltage, therefore increasing the on-current. In Fig 5.24(a), if comparing the lateral shift
between the transfer characteristics with VDs=1.5V and VDs=50mV for both DoT and SoT
modes, the most striking feature is the asymmetry of the DIBL for SoT and DoT where the
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DIBL value for DoT is about 190mV whilst no DIBL is observed for SoT. The
asymmetrical DIBL values for SoT and DoT are also observed in most of the devices and
illustrated in Fig 5.24(b). In the output characteristics shown in Fig 5.25 (a), it can be
clearly seen that the breakdown voltage for DoT is 2.25 V while the breakdown voltage for
SoT is 5V. At high drain bias the substrate current for DoT is clearly higher than SoT as
shown in Fig 5.25(b). It is worthwhile to note that the maximum values for
observed where Vgs~V ds/2 is expected.

ISUb

are

It can thus be concluded that the saturation

current enhancement for DoT is a result of combination effect of degraded DIBL and
increased body current. While compared to the SoT even at high drain bias, the on-current
curve remains saturated.
All the above drain field related phenomena suggest that the body doping in the channel
region is not uniform in the drain to source direction. In fact, it suggests that the boron
doping level at the pillar top end is higher than at the pillar bottom end. That is, the DIBL
and the on-current are both suppressed in SoT due to a high barrier height at the source end
caused by the high boron doping level at the pillar top. At the pillar bottom end, the lower
boron doping level induces a small Emax. Consequently, the impact ionization and therefore
the substrate current and the breakdown are suppressed in SoT mode. In contrast, the
characteristics for DoT are due to a high Emax at the drain end and low barrier height at the
source end caused by this non-uniform body doping profile.
The DIBL asymmetry effect is investigated further by conducting a simplified device
simulation. The simulation structure with an abrupt body doping profile is shown in Fig
5.26 (a) where the doping level is 60 times higher at the pillar top than that at the bottom
with a channel length of lOOnm and a gate oxide of 2.6nm. The net doping profile is
illustrated in Fig 5.26 (b). The simulated threshold voltage shift due to
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that for the DoT mode the DIBL value is further increased by 1lOmV compared to the SoT
mode.
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Fig 5.24 (a) Transfer characteristics under low and high drain biases in a sample device; (b)
DIBL values for DoT and SoT in the rest of the devices.
(b)
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Fig 5.25 Measured (a) output characteristics; (b) Substrate current vs. gate bias under
different drain biases for DoT and SoT.
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Fig 5.26 (a) Simulation structure of a presumed non-uniform body doping device; (b) the
•
.
.
.
.
1 8 s
17
o
body doping profile along the cut line in the pillar varies from 6x10 cm' to 1x10 cm' .
In Fig 5.28 (a) the gate current versus gate bias characteristics of oxides between gate
and the body shows that devices exhibit good quality gate and FILOX oxides. The current
can be fitted with the direct tunnelling model over the level of lxlO'uA at the negative
gate bias region. At the positive gate bias region above 2.5V, the characterised gate current
becomes lower than the predicted value. In the analytical model, the carrier effective mass
in the oxide mox and the free electron mass m ratio and the barrier height are set to be
0.35eV and 3.2eV respectively with a gate oxide thickness of 2.86nm. The reasonable
agreement between measured and modelled curves in the negative gate bias region
suggests that the leakage is dominated by the direct tunnelling (DT) mechanism in the gate
oxide. The gate oxide is also robust against dielectric breakdown with an oxide electric
field of 21MV/cm at V gb=-5.5V. For the gate-to-source overlap region, the oxide thickness
varies from the nominal thickness of 2.6nm to the nominal FILOX thickness of 40nm. The
dominance of the DT mechanism is also observed in Fig 5.28 (b). Since the DT mechanism
is associated with the thin oxide region, it can be concluded that the leakage in the entire
overlap region oxide is dominated by the leakage in the thin oxide. Oxide robustness is
also seen, as the gate bias can reach -5.5V without breakdown.
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Fig 5.27 Simulated transfer characteristics under high and low drain biases suggest that
DIBL is 110 mV higher in DoT than SoT.
(a)

(b)

VobM

VgsM

Fig 5.28 (a) Direct tunnelling current is observed in the gate to body oxide with tox=2.6nm
(b) Direct tunnelling current is observed in the gate to source overlap region with tFiLox =
36 nm.

5. 3 Summary

In this chapter, C-V measurements on 20nm thick Ultra-thin Pillar capacitors with 8nm
FILOX indicate the potential for integrating the FILOX process with ultra-thin pillars which
could be used to realize fully-depleted vertical MOSFETs. However, capacitors with 16nm,
24nm and 37 nm thick FILOX show less well-behaved C-V plots. The leakage of the oxides
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shows that with 37nm FILOX the gate oxide leakage coincides with that of the 8nm FILOX
sample. Simulations indicate that the thicker FILOX induces more mechanical stress to the
pillar bottom which in turn, may a dislocation-induced leakage path and so enhance oxide
leakage. This stress effect is likely to be the cause of the poor yield of 20 nm ultra-thin pillar
capacitors which show a decrease from 80% for 20 nm FILOX to 50% for 37 nm FILOX.
The ultra-thin pillar capacitors with 37 nm FILOX and various pillar thicknesses show a
consistency in C-V characteristics. This consistency provides evidence that the FILOX
process has been successfully applied to ultra-thin pillar devices. The work function of the
TiN gate is estimated to have a maximum value around 4.3eV if 2xl012cm'2 positive fixed
oxide charge is assumed at oxide Si/oxide interface.
A VMOSFET-FILOX with a retrograde body device was first designed with the aid of
an analytical model. The calculations show that the maximum gate induced depletion edge
in the body does not exceed 50nm and the low doped surface region does not exceed 36nm
for 245mV.However, 2D numerical modelling has suggested that the best retrograde body
profile that can be achieved within the constraints of the current fabrication process is from
5.0 to 7.3 x l0 17cm"3 at the surface to 1.2 x l0 18cm'3 at the edge of the Wdm- The simulated
RB profile efficiently suppresses the SCE. However, the on-current is not increased as
expected, presumably due to the combined effect of lower body factor and degraded series
resistance due to lower net doping at the junction boundary.
All fabricated devices have high threshold voltages. The cause is related to a higher than
IQ

expected body doping level which was found to be around 5.0x10 cm" . The anomalously
high body doping has over-doped the intended retrograde body profile. The asymmetrical
on-current in DoT and SoT modes has shown to result from asymmetrical DIBL. A
simulation study confirms that the explanations

for the electrical results

is due to

asymmetrical body doping level from top to bottom of the pillar. The peak concentration
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close to the top junction needs to be 60 times higher than the doping level close to the
bottom junction to give the experimental DIBL asymmetry of llOmV. The substrate
currents and the breakdown voltage measured from DoT and SoT also show significant
differences. The cause is presumably due to the same doping variation as that for the DIBL
asymmetry. The leakage current in both gate oxide and gate-to-drain/source overlap region
is dominated by direct tunnelling mechanism through the thin oxide layer. Both oxides
show good robustness against dielectric breakdown.
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6.1 Introduction
As RF MOSFET scaling enters the deep sub-micron regime, the channel resistance in
MOSFET scales with the effective channel length. The series resistance starts to play an
important role in determining the current drive capability and thus the RF figures of merit
fr and fmax which are defined in section 2.4. Therefore more attention is required on the
influence of the drain and source series resistances on the overall device performance. It is
already known that Rs and R^ exhibit gate bias dependence in MOSFETs [96]. It is also
known that the device electrical performance and reliability, including the key performance
indicators saturated drain current Ion, transconductance, noise figure, cut-off frequency and
degradation due to hot carriers, depend more on source resistance Rs than the drain
resistance Rd [97]. Therefore, in this work it is of interest to investigate series resistances in
each junction of the VMOST-FILOX structure. Due to the asymmetrical characteristics of
top and bottom junction regions and the unique FILOX structure, it is important to obtain
physical insight into the gate bias dependent series resistance by an analytical model in
relation to key metrics for further performance optimisation. The series resistances are then
extracted from a device generated from process simulation, using a small signal impedance
method based on a practical RF measurement methodology. Results from the RF extraction
and the analytical modelling are compared. Series resistances for devices with different
FILOX thicknesses are studied based on the device simulations and therefore an optimal
value is identified for optimizing fj. Other key process parameters are identified in order to
maintain low series resistances.
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6.2 Analytical Model of the Bottom Junction Resistance
The current conduction paths from the source to drain in a simulated VMOSFETFILOX under low and high drain bias but with high gate bias are illustrated in Fig 6.1.
Along the paths, the series resistance components can be modelled using an equivalent
circuit schematically shown within the device structure in Fig 6.2. In the channel region,
the resistance component is dominated by the channel resistance in the inversion layer
while in the top and bottom junction regions the series resistances are formed of three
components: overlap region resistance RoV, sheet resistance RSh and contact resistance Rc0.
However, due to asymmetry of the junction geometry, the overlap region resistance Rov in
the two junctions needs to be analyzed and modelled separately. The circuit models of
overlap regions in the top and bottom junctions are illustrated in Fig 6.3 (a) and (b) for the
DoT mode where the drain is assigned to the top junction while the source is assigned to
the bottom junction.

(a)

(b)

Fig 6 .1 Current conduction path in VMOSFET-FILOX under a) V d s = 0 . 1 V
V ds = 1 - 5 V V gs = 1 - 5 V ; L=100nm; FILOX=40nm.
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Contact

FILOX
Contact

Source
Rco

Fig 6.2 A VMOSFET-FILOX structure with an equivalent circuit of the series resistance.

Fig 6.3 Resistance components in the overlap region of the (a) bottom and (b) top junction.

6.2.1 Analytical Model for Accumulation Resistance, Racc
Once the conduction current has entered the bottom (source) region, it first flows close to
the surface in the lateral depletion region of the metallurgical junction where the overlap
oxide above remains equivalent to the gate oxide. The electrons which travel through this
region are accumulated at the surface underneath the gate oxide. The resistance formed
through this path, is referred to as the accumulation layer resistance Racci as shown in Fig
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6.3(a). As the current later flows out of the lateral depletion region at the junction
boundary, the current sees two components of resistance. The first is a surface
accumulation layer resistance underneath the FILOX-encroached oxide region and the
second is the region where the current spreads into the junction bulk. The latter is referred
to as the spreading resistance Rsp in the deep junction bulk region. It has an increasing
cross-sectional area and hence forms a relatively smaller resistance path for current to
conduct [98]. These two parallel components known as RaCC2 and Rsp in Fig 6.3 are further
in series with the parallel combination of accumulation layer resistance Ra c c 3 and the sheet
resistance RShi in the junction bulk underneath the thick FILOX. When the current flows
out of the overlap region, it conducts through the rest of junction bulk sheet resistance RShb
and at last reaches the metal contact window through the contact resistance Rc0.

Fig 6.4 Accumulation layer in the junction depletion region. Note that the Gaussian curve
is used to approximate the doping variation along x which is also along the accumulation
layer length.

The derivation of Racci is started by using the surface potential to evaluate accumulation
charge in the depletion region, Qacc as marked out in grey strip in Fig 6.4. The total charge
is related to the surface potential through Gauss’ law as described in equation 6.1. Note
that under positive gate bias, the donor charge in the junction depletion region is not
modulated by the surface potential which is set by the gate voltage but rather by the lateral
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electrical field. Therefore in the following derivation only the accumulation layer charge in
the junction surface is taken into account in Qacc which is set by the gate bias. In the
evaluation of this charge, the gradual doping profile of the lateral Arsenic diffusion tail is
modelled by a Gaussian diffusion expressed in equation 6.2.
0.5

-q\j/s

Qacc(Vs>X) = V2 -8si-k -T -N d(X) '

T r +( i i . ) _ i
k -T

Eq. 6.1

where x is the position along the distance lext which is between the Ndmax point and the
junction boundary and equals to 70nm in this case. It is parallel with the junction and
uniform oxide thickness above as illustrated in Fig 6.4. Ndmax is 1/3 of the maximum
doping level in the bottom junction. The varying background doping level Nd(x) is
N d(x) = N dmax •exp( —^ y )
^diff

Eq. 6.2

where the Ldifr is the characteristic slope of the Gaussian curvature region and it can be
calculated by substituting Na, Ndmax and the total distance lext into equation 6.3 [99]. Ldiff is
calculated to be 31.1 nm
0.5

k difF —

-L
N„
ln(
N d max

Eq. 6.3

Unlike in [98] where the junction surface potential was neglected in deriving the
potential drop across the overlap gate oxide, the use of surface potential in equation 6.4
provides a more accurate model for the dependence of accumulation charge to gate bias
where the poly-Si gate depletion effect is also taken into account by the third term [100],
Note that the gate oxide thickness above the depletion region equals to 4nm.
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VG(vi/s) = Vfb+ii/s +

QaccOKs) 2 , Qacc(Vs)
2 - q - e si -N gate

Eq. 6.4

Where Qacc(v|/S) is evaluated by equation 6.1 using the average doping level in the
depletion region.
Therefore,

R acci

is calculated after integration of the local resistivity over the lateral

depletion region width of the bottom junction. The equation 6.5 suggests that the higher
carrier charge in the accumulation layer induces a higher conductivity.

J

R accl(V s)=
^ext

^dep

dx
Eq. 6.5
W -Heff -Qacc(Vs>X)

where p eff the effective mobility which is extracted from the numerical model within in
along the accumulation layer within Wdep. From the numerical simulation, an average
value of effective mobility in the lateral depletion region near the junction boundary is
extracted to be 102 cm /Vs, neglecting the small gate bias dependence. This value is used
in the rest of the derivation. Wdep is the lateral depletion region width and can be obtained
by fitting the maximum electric field at the junction boundary using equation 6.6 where
Emax is obtained through numerical simulation,

I„
Jf

E max =

^ext ^dep

q - N dmax *exp(----- T)
--------------------- ---------dx
s si

Eq. 6.6

From the above equation, the total Wdep can be evaluated to be around 15nm. The final
Racci

values as a function of gate bias are plotted in Fig 6.5. Its dependency on

suggests that a higher V

qs

yields a lower R a CCi .
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Fig 6.5

R a e d v s .V gs -

6.2.2Analytical Model for Spreading Resistance, Rsp

As the current travels further beyond the depletion region and spreads into the region
underneath the FILOX-encroach-gate-oxide, it experiences a larger cross section of the
junction bulk and hence tends to spread out with an angle that is determined by the
junction geometry, depletion region width in the junction and accumulation layer thickness
which approximately equals to the inversion layer. Here the inversion layer thickness is
used instead of the accumulation layer thickness as these two values are approximately
equivalent in this case and the first one is easier to be evaluated as a function of gate bias.
The determination of the angle is described in equation 6.7 with a geometrical illustration
in Fig 6.6 where the angle varies with the inversion layer thickness in the channel region,
which is a function of the surface potential. The inversion layer thickness, tinv, is evaluated
as a summary of the classical thickness and the additional thickness due to quantum
mechanical mechanism as expressed in equation 6.8 [101]. Note that Qinv(Vs) is evaluated
using the same approach as for Qacc0)/S) with a constant body doping level.
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Fig 6.6 Spreading resistance geometry: a is the spreading angle and is determined by the
geometry parameters.

tana (v|/s)

X; - W dep ^inv(Vs)

Eq. 6.7

-w
"dep

Where Xj is the junction depth; t jnv is the inversion thickness as a function ofv|/s, the
average surface potential in the channel region;

3 •k •T
)+
tinv (Vs) = 1classic(V.) + t quantumn (Vs) = --- q

9 •h 2
4 •me q

Eq. 6.8

Qinv(Vs)

where h is Planck’s constant, me is the free electron mass.
The spreading resistance can thus be obtained by integrating the local resistivity over the
distance of the current spreading part that runs parallel with the surface, neglecting the
doping variation along the vertical direction. The local resistivity is expressed in equation
6.9 as a function of the distance along x where the background doping profile has a
Gaussian distribution. The integration of resistivity over the lateral spreading distance is
described in equation 6.10 and the results are plotted in Fig 6.7.
p(x) = -----------------------------Eq. 6.9
W -q-Pb -N dmax - e x p c - ^ y )
L'diff
Where pb is the carrier mobility in the bulk of the junction.
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The spreading resistance is evaluated in equation 6.10
________ tinv(V,)-p00________ •dx
Oov - Wdep) • tan a(\)/,) + 1jnv(\]/s)

Eq. 6.10

The overall resistance in this region is the spreading resistance, Rsp, in parallel with the
accumulation resistance, Racc2 - hi the derivation of Racc2 , the average value of thickness of
the encroached oxide is taken as the oxide thickness value. The accumulation layer
resistance under the rest of the FILOX-encroach-gate-oxide region excluding the lateral
depletion region is calculated using equation 6.1 - 6.5 using constant doping level. The
gate bias dependence of RacC2 is illustrated in Fig 6.8. It can be concluded that Rsp is the
dominant component in this region.

Fig 6.7 Rsp vs. VGs

Fig 6.8 Racc2 vs. Vos
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6.2.3 Analytical Model for Rshl in Parallel with Racc3
The electrons then enter the junction bulk underneath the thick uniform FILOX region
and conduct at a direction parallel with the surface. The overall resistance thus consists of
two components, accumulation resistance

R acc3

and the sheet resistance

R Shi.

Using

equation 6.11 the sheet resistance of the junction bulk outside the gate overlap region is
calculated to be 6.2 ohms'um.
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Fig 6.9 Racc3 vs. Vqs

*sh

}

dx

R *> = Jo W - q - l i - 3 N dmax- X J

Eq 6.11

Where 3Ndmax is the peak doping level in the bulk of bottom junction.
Comparing the Ra c c 3 value which follows the same method, the results are illustrated in
Fig 6.9, where it can be seen that the total resistance in this region is dominated by the
much smaller RShi.
The contact resistance model used in this study takes into account the current crowding
effect analytically described in [102]. The study shows that the major of the current flows
into the metal contact through the edge rather than the entire contact size. The flowing
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electrons avoid further conducting through the surface underneath the rest of the metal
square. This is due to (1) a remarkably higher sheet resistance in silicon than metal; (2) a
transition resistance in the contact region is comparable or even smaller than the silicon
sheet resistance. The total Rc0 evaluated using its simplified model is 205Q-pm.

6.2.4 Discussion on Series Resistance in Bottom Junction and Top
Junction
The total resistance in the bottom junction is therefore:
R

-R

R

-

•R

R
•R
1 acc3 lv shl , n

acc2 ' JVsp

total — ^ a c c l _r

~r

R acc2 + R sp

n
------------------+ K shb + K co
R acc3 + R shl

Eq. 6.12

Where R shb is the sheet resistance in the bottom junction bulk calculated using the same
equation 6.11.
The comparison of R acci,

R Sp

and R totai shown in Fig 6.10 indicates that the total value of

series resistance is dominated by
dependence trend with

R acci.

R acci

and consequently shows the same gate bias

This means that the bottom junction resistance exhibits a

smaller series resistance at high gate bias.

Fig 6.10 Racci, RSp, Rtotai vs. Vqs of the bottom junction.
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For the top junction, it is difficult to conduct a similar analysis in quantifying each series
resistance component in the gate overlap region because the current tends to spread into the
junction bulk region as soon it enters the junction depletion region. This is associated with
the fact that the drain contact is on top and displaced from the junction surface. Because of
this geometrical effect, it can be predicted that Racci varies along the distance into the
junction near the top junction boundary. Despite this, it can still be predicted that it is an
important parameter similar to the situation in the bottom junction where Racci is constant.
It is also presumed that the distance between the drain contact edge and the vertical pillar
surface influences the drain resistance, Ra by affecting the current spreading position that
in turn influences the Racci and Rsp.
As a conclusion, in order to significantly reduce Racci, as represented by the analytical
model, two key processes steps are identified related parameters namely the junction
implantation dose that affects the doping level in the Gaussian doping profile region and
FILOX thickness encroachment that affects Cox- Significantly, these parameters are
different at the top and bottom of the vertical pillar as are the respective influences of the
gate bias dependence and the asymmetrical resistance values. FILOX tends to encroach
more towards the junction boundary position at the pillar bottom for this case. In the next
section, device simulations are used for a further investigation of the impact of processing
on the series resistances in both junctions.

6.3 Rd and Rg Extraction using an RF-Impedance Technique
Many methods of extracting the combined series resistance (drain and source) from DC
measurements have been reported and are summarized in [103]. In these methods, an array
of devices with a wide range of channel lengths, L are required and significant errors can
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be introduced for small values of L. Despite this shortcoming, the L-array methods have
been widely used as a key technology indicator. In fact a few DC methods [104, 105] are
able to extract

and Rs separately and also take account of the gate bias dependence by

using a single transistor. These techniques are suitable for the case of vertical MOSTFETs
with a small range of channel lengths. However, most of these methods require accurate
determination of Leff and complex calculations. In order to avoid the aforementioned
disadvantages, in this work the series resistances are extracted from impedances of a
MOSFET two port system.

6.3.1 Technique Description
The device is biased in the strong inversion region with V ds=0V and the transconductance
and intrinsic gate track to substrate capacitance are neglected. Since the device is biased
above threshold voltage, the channel resistance Rch screens the substrate effects at low
frequencies. Therefore the device can be represented by the equivalent simplified circuit
depicted in Fig 6.11 [106] which was derived from the original cold FET method in [107].
The series resistances are extracted by applying a small signal to the four terminals at a
relatively low frequency range such that the impedances of junction-bulk capacitances can
also be neglected.

Fig 6.11 The simplified equivalent circuit of a MOSFET [106].
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The impedance parameters Z matrix Z\\, Z\i, Z2 1 , Z2 2 are extracted by applying a 50mV
small test signal at the four terminals of the numerical device for various frequencies. Each
Z parameter can be expressed in terms of external resistance components Rg, Rs, and R<j
and the Z parameters at the four terminals of the intrinsic part Z\ of the MOSFET. The Z
parameter matrix is illustrated by the equation set 6.12.

z„ —Rg+Rs+Zjn
Z12= R s

+

z n2

Z21= R s

+

Z i21

Eq. set 6.12

Z 2 2 = R d + R s + Zj22
where Z\ are derived from the Yj parameters matrix and its determinant shown through
equation set 6.13.
- ^ - + jcoCds+jo)Cgd
_ **-ch
¿"ill
D
] ojC gd
/
=
^il2
D
7

Eq. set 6.13

j^ g d
D
j ^ ( Cgs+ C gd)
^¡22 —
D
^¡21 _

where D is the determinant of the Yj parameters matrix at the four nodes of the intrinsic
part. The angular frequency a is equal to 2-nf .
Rs

and R i then consist of the real parts of the Z 12 and Z2 2 parameters;

a>

, Rch, and Cx are

given by the expression shown in equation 6.14 and 6.15. Given that the first three
parameters are already known, knowing the values of Cx and Rch allows both R s and Rd to
be calculated. From a linear regression fit between the -o)/lm(Z2 2 ) and

00

described in

equation 6.16, Cx and Rch can be extracted from the slope and the y axis intercept
respectively.
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R d —Re(Z22) R s

Rd —Re(Z22) R

R ch

l + (CxcoRch)2
R ch

Eq. set 6.14

l + (Cx®Rch)

Im( Z 22) = -----raCxR ch
1 + a>2C x2R ch2
Where

r -r

.

cc

gs gd

and Rch represents the resistance between the drain and
—^ds + p
p
Ugs + '-'gd

the source in the channel.
A sample of the linear regression fit for a device generated from process simulation is
shown in Fig 6.12. The device fabrication process included a 40nm FILOX, 0° tilt
source/drain arsenic implant and a 40s RTA at 1100°C. The small signal frequency was
chosen as 100MHz to avoid distortion from the substrate network and junction impedance
which are omitted in the equivalent circuit of Fig 6.11. In the extraction, DoT mode was
used, that is, the drain is assigned to the top junction. As a result Rd and Rs which represent
the series resistance in top and bottom junctions are 479 ohms'um and 541 ohmsum
respectively at V gs=2V. The extracted results of Rs under four different V gs conditions are
illustrated in Fig 6.13 where the values agree with the analytical model of the series
resistance in the bottom junction through a functional fitting. The fitting confirms that the
series resistance decreases with increasing gate bias. The code for the process simulation
used to generate this device is listed in Appendix B. The extracted Z parameters at variant
of frequencies under V gs= 1V, 2V, 3V are attached in Appendix C.

6.3.2 The Effect of FILOX Thickness on

and Rs

To clarify the influence of FILOX thickness on the series resistance, Rd and Rs were
extracted from simulation of devices with FILOX thicknesses that vary from 20nm to
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Fig 6.12 -co/lm(Z2 2 ) vs. co2 of the sample at V gs=2V with frequency from 100MHz to
9GHz.

Fig 6.13 Extracted and analytical Rs vs. Vos frequency FILOX=40nm, 0° S/D implant, 40s
RTA, VDs=0V.

60nm. The results are illustrated and compared in Fig 6.14 which shows that series
resistances experience a dramatic increase when the bottom FILOX thickness increases
from 50nm to 60nm. At a gate bias of 2V, the drain and source resistance increases from
581 Q pm and 479 Q'jxm for 40nm FILOX to 1510 Q -pm and 4650 Q-pm for 60nm
FILOX respectively. Here the thickness relates to the uniform portion of the FILOX bulk.
For 60nm FILOX, the analytical model indicates that the dramatic increase of Rs is mainly
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due to enhanced encroachment that has caused thickening of the oxide above Racci and
reduction of the arsenic doping level by a screening effect of the FILOX on the implant.
The thickness variation of FILOX encroachment (toX-FILOX) generated by the numerical
simulation is demonstrated in Fig 6.15(a) where for the bottom junction, the average toXFILOX above the Racci region is 4nm for 20nm FILOX, toX-FILOX is 7.2 nm for 60nm
FILOX. It is difficult to explain the FILOX thickness effect on R<i in detail without the
assistance of an analytical model. For the top junction with thicker FILOX, nonetheless it
is presumed that R<i increases less than Rs with gate bias because of the much reduced
FILOX encroachment into the oxide above Racci- The R<j is still significantly higher in the
60nm FILOX device than the 50nm FILOX Rs due to the combined effect of increased
FILOX encroachment and the reduced doping level at the Gaussian doping profile region
at the junction boundary. In Fig 6.15(b) the doping levels of these two cases at the junction
boundary are compared where the device with FILOX 60nm has lower doping level.
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(a)

20nm FILOX

60nm FILOX

(b)

Fig 6.15 (a) FILOX Encroachment above the thinnest (20nm) and the thickest (60nm)
bottom junctions (b) Doping profile at junction boundary under FILOX thicknesses of
50nm and 60nm for top junction.

The devices with thinner FILOX show much less variation in series resistances. The small
differences also indicate that for these devices, less asymmetry between Rs and Rj is
evident, due to significantly less FILOX encroachment into the sidewall near the bottom
and top junction boundary, resulting in less variation of Racci- However, apart from FILOX
thickness and encroachment difference, the other reason for the fact that the Rj is always
smaller than Rs is presumably related to the geometry difference in the junctions. The
contact position is at the center of the pillar top, the current is thus ‘splited’ earlier and
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intends to spread into the junction bulk at a lower location compared the location in bottom
junction. Therefore spreading resistance in the top junction has more effect in lowering the
total series resistance in the top junction rather than the bottom junction. The simulation
results have shown that reducing the distance between the top contact edge and the
sidewall by 50nm in the top junction causes about a 10% increase in R^.

Fig 6.16 Ion, fr vs. FILOX thickness; VDs=VGs=1.0 V.

Table 6.1 Cov at V g s = 1 -0 V vs. FILOX thickness
t f il o x

(n m )

^overlap

20

30

40

50

60

3.96

3.76

3.15

2.94

1.88

(fF/um2)

The

fx

and Ion for the simulated devices at

V

d s= V q s=

L 0V

are shown in Fig

6 .1 6 .

It can

be seen that fx increases with the increasing FILOX thickness up to 40nm and starts to fall
thereafter. The increase in fx is due to the effect of decreasing overlap capacitance; the
extracted total overlap capacitance values are listed in table. 1 where a reduction with
FILOX thickness can be seen. The decrease of fx beyond 40nm of FILOX is a result of the
dominance of series resistance which limits Ion and hence the transconductance, gm.
Therefore an optimal FILOX thickness of 40nm is proposed for VMOSFETs for a
maximized fx.
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6.3.3 The Effect of Drain/Source Implantation and RTA on R<j and
Rs
A comparison of series resistances for varying tilt angle of the source/drain
implantation and RTA process conditions is made and shown in Fig 6.17. The RTA
temperature is fixed at 1100°C for all the cases. The results for Vos=2V are listed in table
2. It is observed that for 40nm FILOX, either 40 second RTA or 15 degree implantation is
a necessary process step to maintain the series resistances at low level. This is because
compare to 10 second RTA, it extend the junction around the bottom comer and further
into the pillar to avoid compromise of series resistance by FILOX encroachment. This is
further assisted by using higher implantation energy that additionally increases the overall
junction doping level. However, this is not true when the energy becomes so high that the
peak of the doping profile moves away from the surface of the bottom junction.
Consequently Rs deteriorates due to a reduced surface doping and less junction extension.
In this case the short channel effect also becomes more severe due to a shortened channel
length.

Fig 6.17 Rd, Rs vs. Vos for cases of a) 0 degree s/d implant, RTA=10s; b) 15 degree s/d
implant, RTA=T0s; c) 0 degree s/d implant, RTA=40s; all with FILOX=40nm, VDS=0V.
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Table 6.2 R<j, Rs vs tilt angle, RTA time with Vos=2V
Tilt Angle (°)

RTA time (s)

Rs (O'pm)

Rd(Q'pm)

0

10

2860

1610

15

10

589

562

0

40

581

479

6.4 Summary
An analytical and simulation study of series resistance components in VMOSFET-FILOX
was presented. The key parameters that influence the R<j and Rs gate bias dependence and
asymmetric device aspects were identified. The analytical model allowed insight into the
dominant resistance components whereby apart from lowered junction boundary doping
level, the FILOX encroachment additionally increases Rs. To examine the dominant
process steps that affect the series resistance, a ‘virtual experiment’ using an impedanceRF method was used to extract Rd and Rs from devices with different FILOX thicknesses
using 0° tilt source/drain arsenic implant and a 40s RTA at 1100°C. A conclusion can be
drawn that once the thickness at the pillar bottom/top increases above 50nm the series
resistance increases significantly. The reason for the increase is related to the FILOX
encroachment and lowering of the doping at the junction boundary by a screening effect.
At a gate bias of 2V, the drain and source resistance increases from 581 Q-prn and 479
Q'fim for 40nm FILOX to 1510 Q pm and 4650 Q pm for 60nm FILOX respectively. An
optimal fT of 15GHz was seen for a FILOX thickness of 40nm at

V gs= V ds= L 0 V

which

represented a trade-off between the dominance of series resistance limited Ion and the
overlap capacitance. Finally the work also suggested that by using a 10s RTA time, the
series resistance is increased significantly higher than the processes using a 40s RTA time
or 15 degree angled tilt arsenic implantation for source/drain junctions. This is because the
later ones sufficiently extend the junction boundary further away from the FILOX
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encroachment around the comer region at the pillar bottom and thus the low series
resistance is maintained.
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7.1 Calibration and De-Embedding
The characteristics of the cut-off frequency, fy presented in this chapter were initially
derived from Y-parameter measurements on VMOSFET-FILOXs with uniformly doped
body. An Agilent network analyzer (NWA) was employed, in conjunction with a Cascade
RF probe station with a 175um pitch, that connected to the RF layout of the test structure
as shown in Fig 7.1, to deliver DC and AC signals. Within each RF layout, there are ten
devices with the same structure connected in parallel with each gate, drain and
source/substrate pads tied to the rest respectively. Before the Y-parameter measurements
took place, a system calibration process on NWA impedance was run with first ensuring
the NWA port power was set correctly. A typical RF signal level for modelling transistor
was set to be -40dBm which corresponds to a RMS voltage of 2.2mV.
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Fig 7.1 RF Layout with ten identical devices connected in parallel where source pad is tied
to body using a ring type contact; drain and source pads are deposited separately within the
ring.

The Integrated Circuit Characterisation and Analysis Program (IC-CAP) was used to
control the NWA and also as a platform for analysing the Y-parameters. In this way, the
initial power setting in the NWA was also preset through IC-CAP. These ‘soft’ settings
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along with frequency settings were then sent to NWA to match its hardware settings. The
output impedance of NWA was then calibrated by contacting the probes to one of the ISS
substrate Calibration Standards; resistance value of 50 ohm in this case. After the
calibration, Y-parameters were able to be accurately measured and subsequently
transferred to h parameters to allow extraction of fj values and S parameters for de
embedding. The ICCAP set-up for if characterisation and EKV extractions are listed in
Appendix D.
In the process of de-embedding the pad parasitic of the RF layout, the frequency
response of Sn and S2 2 showed that only an open on-wafer dummy structure was needed to
extract the parasitic components, as shown in Fig 7.2,. The Su and S2 2 parameters are
plotted in the Smith chart of Fig 7.3 where the frequency is swept from 1GHz to 20GHz
with the trace running from the right to left.
(a)

(b)

Fig 7.2 (a) 2D schematic diagram and (b) 3D diagram of an open dummy structure for pad
parasitic de-embedding.

The traces confined on a close circle in the negative half do not turn into the positive half
or other circles. When the frequency increases, the S-parameter follows a circle of equal
resistance from the right half into the left and approaches the purely resistive line
indicating the decrease of capacitance impedance only. This verifies that there is no
effective inductive component in series with resistive components in parallel with the
contact pads to the ground or connected between the gate/drain to body/gate contacts. The
negligible magnitudes of S12 and S21 also suggest the absence of resistive and inductive
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components between the gate, drain to source/substrate pads. Thus the equivalent circuit
represents that the pad parasitic and the device under test (DUT) have only capacitive
components as illustrated in Fig 7.4. Therefore the ‘short’ on-wafer dummy structure
which has been designed to de-embed any inductive components is not needed.

Fig 7.3 Smith chart: the frequency response of Sn (blue) and S2 2 (red) as frequency
increases from 1GHz to 20 GHz.

Gate
Pad

DUT

«

«

-------

Drain
Pad

Source/Body
Pad
Fig 7.4 Pad parasitic circuitry without inductive components but with capacitive
components only.

The real/imaginary graph in Fig 7.5 (a) and the Smith Chart in (b), show that the
magnitudes of Y 12 (S12 ) and Y21 (S2 1 ) parameters extracted from the open dummy structure
are negligible compared to those of Yu (Sn) and Y2 2 (S2 2 ) parameters. Therefore the first
two sets of parameters have very limited impact on the small signal parameters extracted
from the device under test (DUT). The last two parameter sets are important as they reflect
the impact from the parasitic. The Y-parameters extracted from a DUT are represented by
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Ytotai- The Y-parameters after de-embedding, are represented by Ysub. Therefore YSUb
parameters are equal to Ytotai parameters subtracted from the Y-parameters of the open
dummy structure, Yopen- The transformation of the Ytotai to YSUb is thus concluded in
equation 7.1. The values of Ytotai and Ysub represent small signal properties before and after
de-embedding and are compared in Fig 7.6 where it is shown that only Yu and Y22 are
affected by pad parasitic.
Ysub

YfQbai

Yopen

Eq 7.1

P M te ln e tr ta c _ W l_ C 2 3 _ D 1 l/o p e n _ sv \f.sp a m _ l

Fig 7.5 Comparison of (a) Yu, Y i2, Y2i , Y22 and (b) Sn, S]2, S2i, S22.
Y22
(sub/total)
B*/Ai Deembeded

Fig 7.6 Comparison of Y-parameter before de-embedding ( Y totai) and after de-embedding
(Ysub)-
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7.2 fT Characterisation of Second Batch VMOSFET-FILOX
7.2.1 fTExtraction Techniques

Two approaches have been tried for fx characterisation, technique on the same device
which has a lOOnm channel length, 30um channel width, 40nm FILOX and double gate
contact. The first method is to extract f p from the intercept of the unity current gain, h2 i
axis with the -20dB/dec roll-off line which is extended from the linear part of the log plot
of I121 vs. frequency curves. Fig 7.7 shows this technique was applied for four gate biases
varying from 0.6V to 1.5 V with a 0.3V step and a constant drain bias of 1.5V. The
maximum value of fx is extracted to be 7.8 GHz when

V

qs

= 1.2V and

V

ds

= 1.5V. Note

that the source and substrate contacts are always grounded in the rest of this chapter.
The second fx extraction technique simply follows the cut-off frequency definition by
which its value is equal to the product of the magnitude of I121 for a particular frequency. In
this way, fx values for various gate and drain biases can be extracted conveniently. The
results are plotted in Fig 7.8 where |h21| • fr e q is plotted against different gate biases with
drain bias values of 0.9V, 1.2V and 1.5V. The fx at Vos=l-2V and V

ds=

1-5 V

is extracted

to be approximately 7.8 GHz again in excellent agreement with the result extracted using
the aforementioned -20dB/dec method.
In the following fx extraction results, a range of devices is employed. The second
technique was preferred due to its simplicity and speed for taking many values. In the
following sections, the influence of bias, gate type, channel length, channel width, and
FILOX thickness will be explored.
VMOSFET-FILOX devices with two gate types: double gate contact (DGC) and frame
gate contact (FG) structure with different channel length, width, FILOX thicknesses were
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Fig 7.7 Technique A: tx extracted trom tne unit current gain axis with the -20dB/dec roll
off line from I121 vs. frequency curves. fx~7.8 GHz when V qs = 1.2V, Y ds = 1.5 V.

Fig 7.8 Technique B: ft —|h2i I • fr e q where fx=7.75 GHz when Vqs= 1.2V, VDs = 1.5 V.
tested. The basic structure of DGC devices has been introduced in section 5.2.3. Fig 7.9
presents the 2D schematic diagram of a VMOSFET-FILOX with a frame gate contact
where the poly-Si gate spacer covers the pillar sidewalls. The entire poly-Si gate spacer
and the area under the metal gate contact stripe are well protected from dry etched. This
thin frame of polysilicon surrounds the pillar and is intended to decrease the gate series
resistance and so aid the circulation of RF currents. Apart from the gate type, the device is
the same as the DGC device. Note that the body is uniformly doped at a level of lxlOl8cm'
3, for all the DUTs and both gate contact types.
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7.2.2 The Effect of Contact Resistance on fT
From the numerical model generated by a process simulation in accordance with [108],
the f| values are extracted and shown in Fig 7.10 (a). It can be observed that for a
VMOSFET with FILOX=40nm, the fT at V gs=V ds=1.5 V is 24GHz while for a
VMOSFET with FILOX=60nm the fT is 29GHz. Note that 100 nm thick poly-Si gate

Fig 7.9 Contact layout of a VMOSFET-FILOX with a poly-gate covering the entire pillar
sidewall of the pillar and the periphery area on the top marked by red where else is the
same with the DGC device presented in Fig 5.19 [93, 109].

overtoiling has also been taken into account. The fy values were also measured from a
fabricated DGC device with lOOnm channel length, 30um channel width and lOOnm
FILOX thickness as a function of gate bias with VDs= l-5V. The simulation and measured
are shown and compared in Fig 7.10(a) where it can be observed that the measured
maximum fy is significantly lower. In fact the maximum measured fy is about 14.2 GHz
lower than the simulation result. By connecting two additional resistances with an
individual value of 5.5kG pm to the drain and source contacts of the numerical model, the
simulated fy values can be lowered to a similar level to the measured ones as illustrated in
the plot. Thus this study suggests that the fabricated device has low fy values because of
the existence of the high additional resistance values which are most likely attributed to the
contact interfaces. The contact resistances at the drain and source sides are both higher
than the values predicted in the numerical model where ohmic interfaces were assumed.
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The rectification of these extra contact resistances on the on-current is shown in Fig
7.10(b) where a good fit is seen on the on-currents of the simulation and measurement after
adding the resistances. By using equations 7.2 and 7.3, the resistance in the intrinsic part of
device under test can be calculated to be 2240 iTpm which is about five times smaller than
the total value of the additional contact resistances. The total resistance value existed along
the current conduction path between the drain and the source in the fabricated device is
13.24 kQ'pm
TnM ' C^DUT + 2Radd) = VDS
Ions ' R-dut =

Y ds

Eq. 7.2
Eq.

7.3

Where I onM is the measured on-current and I onS is the simulated on-current at
VGS=V ds=1.5V; Radd=5.5 KQpm.

7.2.3 The Effect of Biases on fT
The fj characteristic of a DGC VMOSFET with lOOnm channel length, 30um channel
width, 40nm FILOX thickness was extracted with V ds=0.9V, 1.2V and 1.5V respectively
with gate bias varied from 0.6V to 1.5V. The results are illustrated in Fig 7.11 where most
of the extraction was carried out with the device operating in the saturation operation
region.
For each value of drain bias, fj first increases with gate bias until it reaches its maximum
value at a gate bias where it starts to fall. During the gate sweep, fj- initially increases with
the increasing saturation current level driven by higher gate voltage. Then it falls with gate
bias due to the combined effect of the increasing overlap gate-to- drain/source capacitance
and the decreasing gm. Comparing both effects, the decreasing
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Fig 7.10 (a) fj vs. V qs extracted from numerically simulated VMOSFET with 40nm and
60nm thick FILOX; (b) fT comparison of the fabricated device and the numerical model
with/without Radd (c) IdVg comparison of the above two cases.
gate-to-drain/source capacitance takes the dominant role; the decreasing gmis related to the
reduction of mobility for increasing gate bias. The comparison of gm, overlap capacitance
and the resulting fT as a function of gate bias are numerically simulated with the calibrated
on-current and results are illustrated in Fig 7.12(a) and (b). It is shown that the peak point
of fr corresponds to the point where the total gate bias dependent overlap capacitance is
near its minimum value.
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Fig 7.11 fr vs. Vg of a double gate contact VMOSFET with L=100nm, W=30um,
tFiLOX=40nm .

(a)

(b)

Fig 7.12 (a) Simulated total gate-drain/source overlap capacitance and gmvs. gate bias; (b)
Simulated fj vs. gate bias;
The on-current has been calibrated.
V

d s

=

1 - 5 V .

In the saturation region, fr increases with drain bias due to the influence of enhanced
saturation current arising from short channel effects (DIBL and CLM). In the linear region,
marked by the red square in Fig 7.11 (V gs-V t>V ds), fr exhibits less roll-off with gate bias.
This is because the gm has much less dependence on the gate bias in the linear region in
accordance with equation 2.39. The vertical field dependent surface mobility reduction
still causes gm reduction however.
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7.2.4 The Effect of Gate Type on fT

The frame gate structure brings the benefit in of protecting the channel from etch
damage which can cause creation of interface states [94], However, fr of FG devices is
lowered than DGC devices. The fj comparison of the two gate types for lOOnm and 150nm
channel lengths devices is shown in Fig 7.13. The lOOnm channel length device has
maximum fro f the FG device which is 0.47 times that of the DGC device while for 150nm
channel length devices, the maximum fyof FG is also about half that of the DGC device.
However, another striking feature is that the fj values in FG devices show less drain
voltage dependence compared to the DGC device due to a better DIBL suppression in FGC
[94].
(a)

(b)

Fig 7.13 fx comparison of double gate contact and frame gate devices with (a) a channel
length of lOOnm (b) a channel length of 150nm. 40nm FILOX.

The reason for the lower fj for FG is related to a larger overlap capacitance area per unit
width compared to DGC. This is confirmed by the 3D simulation results of the two
different gate types. The two structures, simplified for the ease of numerical convenience,
are shown in Fig 7.14. The total area of the poly-Si gate of the DGC device is 1 um2 and
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the total area of FG device is 1.16 urn2.The top poly-Si gate stripe is neglected due to its 20
times thicker oxide compared to other gate overlap area oxide. This means that the poly
gate area of the DGC device is 86% less than the FG device. The simulated gate-todrain/source overlap capacitance values are presented in Fig 7.15. The saturated regime,
total overlap capacitance in accumulation region for the DGC device is 29.1fF while for
the frame gate device it is 33.1ÍF. The total overlap capacitance of the DGC device is
therefore 88% of the FG device. This confirms that the larger poly-Si gate area in the FG
device is the reason for its higher gate overlap capacitance and thus lower fT compared to
the DGC device.
(b)

(a)

Drain Contact

Contact
Source
Poly-Si
gate

Source
Contact

Fig 7.14 Structures of double gate contact and frame gate devices for 3D simulation.
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Fig 7.15 Overlap capacitance comparison of double gate and frame gate contact devices
with structures shown in Fig 7.14.
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7.2.5 The Effect of Channel Length and Channel Width on fT
The fy of devices with channel lengths of 100 nm and 150 nm are compared in Fig 7.16.
The longer channel device shows a generally better fj performance. At the maximum point
where

V g s= 0 . 8 7 V ,

the 150nm device has a

fj

of 8.2GHz which is 5% higher than the

maximum value of 7.8GHz of shorter channel length device at

V g s = 1 -1 V .

The reason of

this anomaly is the effect of the lower contact resistance which was measured in terms of
sheet resistance of the source and drain junction in 150 nm devices: namely, 50 to 150
ohm/sq lower than the 100 nm device. This results in a better drive current and
transconductance for the longer device [110]. Ideally, the 150nm channel length device
should have 33% lower gm compared to the lOOnm device due to the channel length
difference. The comparison of the measured gm for the devices with these two channel
lengths but with a DGC structure is shown in Fig 7.17. It is evident that gmcan be higher in
the 150nm channel devices. The double hump variation of gm as a function of gate bias
may result from significant variation o f param eters amongst the 10 parallel

(b)

(a)

Fig 7.16 fr comparison of devices with lOOnm channel length and 150nm channel length
for both (a) double gate contact (b) frame gate contact. 40nm FILOX.
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Fig 7.17 gmcomparison of devices with lOOnm channel length and 150nm channel length
with a double gate contact.
connected testing devices. The cause of the sheet resistance variation among chips and
wafers is likely to be related to process problems at the implantation step.
The comparison of fx from devices with 40nm FILOX and 1OOnm channel length but
with different channel width is shown in Fig 7.18 where in (a) for the FG devices the
channel width difference shows only small impact on fTwhile in (b) for DGC devices the
width effect is bigger. The 24 um width DGC device has a fx of 8.6GHz at V gs=1-05V and
it is the highest value throughout all the test devices, lfowever, ideally fx should not vary
with channel width according to equation 2.41. The higher fx for the 24 um width DGC
device might be caused by process variations such as lower junction sheet resistance giving
higher transconductance per unit width (gmo) or lower capacitance per unit width due to
over-etching of the poly-Si gate spacers.
As shown in Fig 7.19, the device with increased active area also does not have improved
fx as no improvement is seen on the on-current [110]. The reason is related to the fact that
the series resistance component in these devices is dominated by the large contact
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(a)

(b)

(Z H 9 ) 4

Fig 7.18 fj comparison of devices with different channel width for (a) double gate contact;
(b) frame gate. 40nm FILOX, lOOnm channel length.

Fig 7.19 fy comparison of devices with and without increased active area. 40nm FILOX,
lOOnm channel length.

resistances at the drain and source contact interfaces rather than series resistance in the
junctions. Since the contact geometry is also fixed, the resistance therefore the fT value
does not varies with the active area. The small deviation of the fx curves is presumably
caused by the process variation which is not significant as the devices are in the same chip.
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7.2.6 The Effect of FILOX Thickness on fT

In Chapter 6, the deterioration of series resistance in a 60nm FILOX structure was
described. Analytical and numerical modelling of proved that the degradation is due to
higher resistance in the accumulation region in the junctions, Racci which is caused by
severe FILOX encroachment. This limitation is also evidently seen in this batch of devices
as shown in Fig 7.20 where the device with 60nm FILOX has a maximum fp only 0.6 times
of that of the device with 40nm FILOX. Both devices have lOOnm channel length and 30
um channel width. As the measured devices are located in the same chip, the large junction
sheet resistance variation is likely to have little effect. A comparison of IdVg curves for
two samples with 40nm and 60nm thick FILOX are shown in Fig 7.21 (a). Vos is varied
from 0.5V to 1.5V. A comparison of on-current in Fig 7.21(b) shows an agreement with
the previous simulation study, namely that the on-current of the 60nm FILOX device is
lower than that of the 40nm FILOX device. Note that in this case the 60nm FILOX device
suffered from severe punch-through. The reason to use this device for comparison is
because no good device with 60nm thick FILOX was found in the wafer.

Fig 7.20 fr comparison of double gate contact devices with different FILOX thicknesses.
30um width, lOOnm channel length.
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7.2.7 Comer Effect

Comer effect at vertical sidewall edges was investigated using 3D simulation and results
are shown in Fig.7.22. In Fig 7.22 (a), the results show that conduction current density is
enhanced at the sidewall comer region by the poly-Si gate coverage while in (b) without a
poly-Si gate wrapping the conduction current density is less. However the on-current is not
significantly improved by the comer contribution as indicated by the comparison of the
IdVg curves with VDs=1.5V shown in Fig 7.23. This means that in such wide devices,
current enhancement by the comers has very limited impact on the overall current drive
(a)

(b)

Fig 7.21 Drain current comparison of double gate contact devices with different FILOX
thicknesses from (a) measurement (b) simulation. 30um channel width, lOOnm channel
length.
(a)

(b)

Fig 7.22 Conduction current density contour at the body comer region in (a) the device
with poly-Si gate surrounding the comer; (b) the device without poly-Si gate surrounding
the comer.
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Fig 7.23 Transfer characteristics of devices with/without comer with VDs=1.5V where no
significant improvement on the on currents by comers is spotted W=4um.
and thus the effect on fj is negligible.

7.2.8 50nm Ideal Device Simulation

From the if values presented in Fig 7.10(a), the best fT predicted by the process
simulation generated device with lOOnm channel length can achieve 30.5GHz which is a
similar value to fj for the advanced lateral MOSFETs at the 0.35pm technology node
according to ITRS road map [3, 111]. Further ideal device simulation with 40nm FILOX
and 50nm channel length is conducted with the junction abruptness set to the ITRS
requested value of 2.7dec/nm and bodying doping of 2xlOl8cm'3 for short channel effect
suppression with the doping profile along the channel as shown in Fig.24 (a). Note that in
the structure from the previous process simulation, the junction abruptness is 10 nm/dec
which is a result of diffusions after 1100°C 10s RTA. This value needs to reduce to
2.7dec/nm for a 50nm technology node in order to meet the ITRS standards for SCE and
series resistance values [112]. This requires an advanced laser annealing technique in the
rapid thermal annealing step for ultra abrupt junctions [113].
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In the simulation structure the oxide thickness is also set to 2nm to gain sufficient gate
control against the short channel effect. The simulated if values as a function of gate bias
is shown in Fig 7.24 (b) with V ds= 1-0V. The peak fx within gate bias of 1.5V can reach as
high as 99.4GHz. At the other hand, the road maps show that fx for 0.1 um advanced lateral
Si-MOSFET varies from 100GHz to 130GHz [3, 111].

Therefore this corresponds to an

almost three-generation-hop in RF performance that can be ultimately achieved with
VMOSFETs using a 0.35pm lithography stepper with the ultra-low junction abruptness
value compared to the advanced lateral Si-MOSFET at the same lithography technology
node.

(a)

(b)
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Fig 7.24 (a) Doping profile along the drain, channel and source in a simulated VMOSFET
with 50nm channel length and 40nm FILOX; (b) Extracted fx vs. gate bias.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter, the fx characteristic of VMOSFET-FILOX devices with a number of
different structures under different gate and drain bias conditions has been presented. The
de-embedding process has indicated that there are only capacitance parasitic components
in the RF layout pads. A method that only requires measurement of the current gain at the
operation frequency enables easy assessment of fx. The highest fx obtained was 8.6 GHz,
for a double gate device with a channel length of 150nm, a channel width of 24um and
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FILOX thickness of 40nm with V ds=1.5V and V qs= L1V. The simulation of this device
generated by the process simulation shows the peak fx can go up to 24GHz for 40nm
FILOX device and 30.5GHz for 60nm FILOX device which is a similar value to fx for the
advanced lateral MOSFETs at the 0.35pm technology node according to ITRS road map.
The comparison of experimental and simulated on-currents of this device suggests that the
reason of low fT can be attributed to large contact resistances. Generally speaking gm
increases with drain bias results in an increase in fx due to short channel effects. The
simulation shows that the combination of gate bias dependent transconductance and gate
overlap capacitance determines the maximum fx and the corresponded Vos- The double
gate contact structure provides a higher fx than the frame gate contact structure due to the
lower overlap capacitance. This was further confirmed by 3D simulation. The wafers
containing 150nm channel length devices exhibit lower junction sheet resistance than those
with lOOnm channel length devices. This results in higher fx for the longer channel
devices. Width effects are ideally, likely to be negligible although narrower devices can
show higher fT due to the influence of lower junction sheet resistance. Both the measured
and simulated on-currents suggested that 40nm FILOX devices have a significant
advantage in providing a higher fx over the 60nm FILOX. The reason is believed to be
related to the impact of FILOX thickness on the series resistance. Well-meshed 3D
simulations have further provided results indicating that the comers at each sidewall edge
bring little impact on wide devices though higher conduction current density is evident at
the comer regions. Further ideal device simulation with 40nm FILOX suggests that with
the junction abruptness improved from the original lOdec/nm to the ITRS requested
2.7dec/nm for a 50nm channel length, the peak fx within gate bias of 1.5V can reach as
high as 99.4GHz. This corresponds to an almost three-generation-hop in RF performance
that can be ultimately achieved with VMOSFETs using a 0.35pm lithography stepper
compared to the advanced lateral Si-MOSFET at the same lithography technology node .
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8.1 Introduction
It is described in the Appendix E that the EKV model has the advantages of more
physics based and convenience in modelling low power RE/analogue MOSFETs [114116]. Therefore in this project, the EKV 3.0 model which provides a variety of accurate
physical description on higher-order small device phenomena was used for the
VMOSFET-FILOX batch devices. Device parameters were obtained using the EKV model
extraction tool kit implemented in the IC-CAP platform using the following steps: data
acquisition, model simulation, curve fitting, parameters extraction and optimization. These
steps are now described.

8.2 Data Acquisition

A DGC VMOSFET-FILOX device with 40nm thick FILOX, 30 um channel width and
two different channel lengths was selected because of their better if performance compared
to that of frame gate. The DGC devices near the flat on the wafer where seen to show the
lowest level of interface states and gate oxide leakage and so were selected for study. DC
characterisation of devices across the four wafers for four different channel lengths,
showed wide variations in sheet resistance and interface state density. An example of the
variation in current-voltage characteristics for wafers W2, W3 to W1/W4 is shown in Fig
8.1. It was apparent that devices from W1 and W4 had lower interface state density and
thus better sub-threshold slopes and were chosen for investigation. The W1 and W4
devices had nominal channel length of lOOnm and 250nm respectively. Both devices have
a channel width of 30um.
The input data needed for DC modelling includes
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(a) IqVg curves under a low drain bias (0.05V) and a high drain bias (1.5V) with six
body biases varies from 0 V to 2.5 V at a step of 0.5V;
(b) IdVd curves with a six gate biases varies from 0V to 2.5V at a step of 0.5V under a
low body bias (0.05V) and a high body bias (-2.5V).

VGS (V)
Fig 8.1 Transfer characteristics under VDs=l-5V from DGC devices with 40nm FILOX and
30um channel width in the four wafers.

The analysis of these two sets of data is now undertaken and the following assumptions
are made. The average junction depth of the transistor was taken as 150nm, to
accommodate for the deep top junction. The distance between the poly-Si gate to the field
oxide at the pillar bottom is set at 1.5um. A gate oxide of 2.93 nm was obtained from the
extraction results from the Ellipsometry measurements [95].

8.3 Extraction Strategy

The extraction process is summarised in [117] and re-illustrated in Fig 8.2. The longest
channel length (250nm) device was taken as the Tong and wide device’ (long device).
During the extraction of the parameters for the long device, the body doping level of
lx l0 18cm'3 should ensure reasonably good immunity to short channel effects. The Cox
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parameter was obtained by fitting against the large planar capacitor C-V plot; the threshold
voltage, body effect, and surface mobility parameters were extracted from the long device
characteristics by fitting. From the ‘short and wide’ device (short device) with a channel
length of lOOnm, the series resistance parameter, charge sharing, DIBL, short channel
effect related threshold voltage factors, velocity saturation and channel length modulation
were extracted. Through the fitting of junction and gate overlap capacitances C-V
measurement, the capacitive parameters regarding to the junction boundary doping profile,
junction area and overlap region area can be obtained. Finally, given a reliable DC model,
the S parameters fitting allows AC parameters of gate sheet resistance, substrate network
components and optimized junction/overlap capacitance parameters.

Fig 8.2 EKV model parameters extraction strategy. [117]

8. 4 Parameter Extraction

With the device information and input data imported into the EKV tool kit, the first step
is to load the simulator from the Advanced Design System into IC-CAP and then run a
simulation with default parameters. The Cox parameter was then extracted by fitting the
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simulated large planar gate oxide capacitor C-V with the measured data in the
accumulation region as shown in Fig 8.3 where the solid line represents the simulation data
and the symbols represent the measured data. The Cox value was also confirmed by hand
calculation.

VosM
Fig 8.3 COX extraction by fitting the accumulation region in high frequency C-V plot for a
large planar gate oxide capacitor (Line - Simulation data; Symbol - Experiment data as the
same for the following graphs).

The threshold voltage at zero body bias (VTO), the body factor (GAMMA), field
dependent mobility parameters were extracted from the transfer characteristics of the
250nm channel length device under low and high drain biases. The VTO and GAMMA
were extracted from the fitting of threshold voltage and sub-threshold slope for the IdVg
curve with VDs=50mV with Vbs varied from OV to -2.5V with a -0.5V step. Fitting of the
current and transconductance measurements above the threshold voltage, gave the
transconductance factor KP and the mobility model parameters E0, E l, ETA which
describes the mobility reduction due to the vertical field effect. The IdVg curve with
VDs=50mV after the fitting is shown in Fig 8.4. It is apparent that the moderate inversion
operation region at high body bias proved difficult to fit. The reason might be related to the
presence of SiCVSi interface states that influence the moderate inversion current at high
body bias.
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The parameters ZC and THC describe the Coulomb scattering dependence within the
mobility model. However, it is demonstrated in Fig 8.5, that even after using the optimizer
tool kit it was still difficult to obtain good fits for
V gs= 1-0V

I dV o

and gm with

V ds= 1-5V

above

by just tuning these two parameters.

(a)

(b)

Vgs(V)

V6S(V)

(c)

Vgs(V)
Fig 8.4 VTO, GAMMA, KP, EO, E l, EKA extraction by fitting the simulation and
measurement in (a) linear graph of IdVg; (b) log graph of (a); (c) gm; all with V Ds=50mV.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 8.5 ZC and THC extraction from measured and fitting (a) IdVq and (b) gmthrough a
auto-optimiser tool kit; VDs~L5V.

Using the lOOnm channel length device, the series resistance related parameter RLX was
first extracted by fitting both the on-current of the IdVg curves with VDs-50mV and
V

ds=

1 -5 V

consistently. The CE effect coefficient on threshold voltage LETAD and the

slope factor dependence on CS effect parameter NCS were extracted by simultaneously
fitting the IdVg curves under VDs=50mV with different body biases. The DIBL effect
coefficient SIGMAD and the corresponded factor ETAD that affects the slope were
extracted from the difference of the threshold voltage between the VDs~50mV and
V

ds=

1 -5 V

and fitting of the slopes at low gate biases.

The drain to source leakage current

characteristic at negative gate bias was left unfitted at this stage due to anomalies likely to
arise from non-uniform oxides (gate and FILOX transition in FILOX encroachment
region) and the asymmetrical junctionsstructure inherent in VMOSFETs. The final IdVg
and gm curves after above fitting are shown in Fig 8.6. The velocity saturation parameters
UCRIT and early voltage effect factor LAMBDA were then optimized from the fitting of
the short channel device
V

bs=

- 2 .5 V .

I dV

d

and output resistance characteristics with both

The final fitted curves are shown in Fig 8.7 (a)-(d).

V bs= 0 V

and

Previous research

suggested that the body doping at the pillar top can be two times that at the pillar bottom
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[66]. So the reverse short channel effect related parameters NLR was used to take into
account the non-uniform body doping effect on the body effect coefficient and thus the
sub-threshold slopes of both the long and short devices. Moreover, the value for the long
channel threshold voltage correction AVT was also used to maintain the threshold voltages
of the long device with different body biases after the previous short device fittings.
After RLX extraction from the short channel device, the simulated IdVq curve of the
long channel device under VDs=50mV above the threshold voltage now gives a lower
current as shown in Fig 8.8. The underestimated current level above the threshold voltage
suggested the influence of series resistance even exists in the long channel device because
the value of the contact resistance is evidently high as described in section 7.2.2. This also

(a)

VgsM

(c)

(b)

V^M

(d)

Fig 8.6 DL, RLX, ETAD, LETAD and NCS extraction through fitting of measured and
simulated IdVg and gmcurves of the short channel device with V ds = 0 .0 5 V (a) - (b) and
Vds=1.5V ( c ) - (d) .
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indicates that the channel length in the long device is not sufficiently long enough to
neglect the series resistance effect. Nominally in the long channel case the series resistance
should be considered negligibly small compared to the channel resistance in the long
channel device.
Since the series resistance effect was omitted in the initial simulation of IdVg curves of
the long channel device before RLX extraction, the extracted KP and the mobility
reduction factors due to vertical gate field were then underestimated as result of ignoring
RLX. However, by scarifying accuracy of the long channel device model, the fitting of the
simulated current above the threshold voltage of the short channel device could still be
maintained.
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Fig 8.7 Measured and simulated IdVo and output resistance curves of the short channel
device after extraction of UCRIT, LAMBDA: (a) I d V d with V b s = 0 V ; (b) resistance curves
with V b s = 0 V ; ( c ) I d V d curves with V bs - - 2 . 5 V (d) resistance curves with V b s = - 2 .5 V .
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(a)

(b)

Fig 8.8 Comparison of measured and simulated IdVo curves of long device using the RLX
extracted from the short device in (a) log scale (b) linear scale.

By adjusting RLX to fit the simulated currents above the threshold voltage for V ds= 1-5V
and VDs=50mV of the long device, the fitting of the short channel device would then
become poor as a result. It can be concluded therefore that the self-consistent fitting of the
transfer characteristics for both devices using a single series resistance parameter can not
be achieved. Different series resistance values in the short and long channel devices are
apparent in Fig 8.8 by comparing on-currents for V ds=1-5V. Since the channel length
difference is 2.5 times, it is expected theoretically that for the same series resistance, the
on-current of the short device should also be about 2.5 times that of the long device. This
point is substantiated by the simulation data represented by the solid line in Fig 8.9.
However, the measured on-current of the short device (circle plus line) is only about 1.4
times that of the long device (square plus line). This indicates that short channel device
has a larger series resistance than the long channel one. In the rest of the modelling, the
series resistance in the short device is used.
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Fig 8.9 On-currents comparison of the long and the short devices to the simulated short
device. Use the same RLX that is extracted from the long device fitting.
The channel length modulation (CLM) is also evident in the measured long channel UVa
curve where the induced saturation current enhancement is marked out by red arrows in
Fig 8.10. Using the extracted Early voltage and ‘critical velocity for electrons’ factor
UCRIT from the short device, the simulated saturation current for the long device shows
good fitting to the measured curves at least for gate bias below 1.5V. The remaining
saturation current difference is because the previously extracted critical velocity for
electrons from the short device is not sufficiently high enough for the long device. Note
that the long channel length is likely to be shortened by 20nm as a result of the pillar over
etching. A conclusion can be drawn that apart from the series resistance, the critical
velocity for electrons also show inconsistency between the short and long device. The
higher critical velocity for electrons induces higher velocity saturation in the long device
than originally expected from theory.
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Fig 8.10 Fitting of the measured and simulated output characteristics of the long channel
device using the channel length modulation related parameters and critical velocity for
electrons factor extracted from the short device. (RLX is extracted from the long device).

Having obtained the SCE and saturation current related parameters using the short
device, the

I d V

q

curve and gm curve with

V

d s

=

1 - 5 V

of the long channel device are re

simulated without RLX extracted from the short channel device. The results are shown in
Fig 8.11 where better fitting is demonstrated compared to the initial fitting shown in Fig
8.8. This provides some confidence of the validity of the previous extraction approach for
the transconductance factor, mobility model, saturation velocity and short channel effect
related parameters. The difference in the high gate bias regime is likely to be caused by the
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(a)

(b)

v„M

^(V)

Fig 8.11 (a) Reasonably good fitting of IdVg with V ds=1-5V in the long channel device
after using the velocity saturation and SCE related parameters from the short device. (Use
the RLX value that is extracted from the long device); (b) fitting of gmVG with V ds= 1.5V.

aforementioned underestimate of velocity saturation and SCE related parameters in the
long device.
Since the series resistance should be also be considered in the initial fitting of the IdVg
curve with VDs=50mV for the long device, the extracted transcoductance factor, mobility
model related parameters have therefore somewhat been over-estimated in order to
maintain the fit. It has also been proved to be difficult to maintain fitting consistency for
both the long and short channel devices because of inconsistency in the series resistance
and critical velocity for electrons parameter. Moreover, due to process variation across the
wafers and lack of good devices with different channel length, creating a scalable model is
impossible as a result of lack of consistent devices with a number of different channel
lengths on this batch of VMOSFET-FILOXs. However, it is observed that the short device
data shows better fitting than the long device. It can be concluded that the short device
modelling can be considered valid and the results can be used for the RF modelling.
The measurements of the drain/source junction capacitance in the device are used for the
estimation of junction capacitance area parameters which are the area component of diode
capacitance CJS/CJD, area exponent of diode capacitance MJS/MJD.
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The measurements of the overlap capacitance of the gate-to-drain/source area test
structures are used for the estimation of overlap capacitance area parameters which are the
length of the gate overlap area LOV, bias-independent overlap capacitance CGSO/CGDO
and fringing capacitance factor KJF/CJF.
The frequency responses of the measured

S

parameters of the short channel device fitted

by the simulation are demonstrated in Fig 8.12 where gate bias sweeps from 0 to 2.5V
while

Y ds

sweeps from 50mV to 1.5V. However, in order to obtain the above ultimate

S

parameter fitting, apart from the SI 1, SI2, S21, S22 parameters themselves, their
corresponded phase and magnitude curves are also used. The fitting starts with the
extraction of junction and overlap capacitance parameters as large derivation of the
(a)

(b)
«9<V)
—

0.000

---- 500.0m
1.000

—

----

1.500

----

2.000

----

2.500

S12

freq

REAL [E+0]

Fig 8.12 Fitting of (a) SI 1, (b) S12, (c) S21, (d) S22 parameter curves of the short channel
device with V qs=0, 0.5V,1.0V, 1.5V 2.0V, 2.5V and V ds=50 itiV, 0.5V, 1.0V, 1.5V. (VDs
sweeping orders not)
simulated data and measurement is seen on S parameters at the first time. Based on the
values from the CV plots, the CJD, CJS, MJD and MJS are extracted from the fitting of
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S22 and its phase curve. LOV, CGDO and CGSO are extracted from the fittings of
magnitudes of S12 and S21. The gate sheet resistance parameter RGSH and gate-to-body
overlap capacitance CGBO are extracted from the fitting of magnitude and phase part of
SI 1. The S22 curve is not very sensitive to the variation of the substrate network resistance
parameters even at 10 GHz which proves it not sufficiently high enough for these effects to
be seen. However, these parameters are used to fine tune the S22 curve.
Through the above fitting steps, it was found that the junction and gate overlap
capacitances parameters at drain side have much more significant impact on the above
three S parameters than the source. It is also concluded that higher drain junction value in
VMOSFET induces higher output impedance under high gate bias in the RF range. The
coarse fitting in S parameters curves under medium drain and gate biases is likely because
of the device variation between the one used for AC measurement and the one for DC
measurement. The ignorance of the non-quasi-static effect in the model might also be the
reason for the worse fitting seen at high frequency simulation.

8.5 Summary

The DC part of the compact model of the double gate contact VMOSFET-FILOX with
40nm thick FILOX has been constructed using the EKV3 modelling tool kit in the IC-CAP
platform. The transconductance factor and mobility related parameters are overestimated in
a representative ‘long’ channel device (250nm). This is the longest device available but it
suffers from series resistance and short channel effects which compromises the
methodology. Good fittings of the IdVg, gm and IdVd characteristics of the short (lOOnm)
device over a range of bias conditions have confirmed a good accuracy of the compact
model if only for the short device. Nonetheless, several anomalies will need to be
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considered carefully if scalable modelling is constructed in the future. Apart from the
series resistance and short channel effect that exist in the ‘long device’, the inconsistency
of series resistance among the long and short devices adds more uncertainty when
extracting some scalable parameters such as channel length dependent drain and source
charge sharing, DIBL, channel length modulation factors. Inconsistent values for critical
velocity of electrons also introduced difficulties in obtaining universal fitting among
devices with a range of channel lengths. The variation of channel length due to the pillar
height over-etch also contributes to model inaccuracy. All these inconsistency issues are
believed to arise from the relatively immature fabrication process but will be used to
inform modifications to the next run. From CV measurements, the overlap and junction
capacitance parameters are extracted. Through the fitting steps on S parameters and its
corresponded phase and magnitude curves, the junction, improved overlap capacitance
parameters extraction are achieved as well as the further extraction of the gate sheet
resistance, gate-to-body overlap capacitance and substrate network parameters. It was
found that the junction and gate overlap capacitances parameters at drain side have much
more significant impact on the above three S parameters than the source. It can be also
concluded that a higher drain junction value in VMOSFET induces higher output
impedance in the RF range under high gate bias. Some unavoidable coarse fitting of S
parameters curves under medium drain and gate biases is likely because of the
characteristics variation between the devices used for AC measurement and the one for DC
measurement.
Table 8.1 below illustrates the extracted DC and AC parameters. The physical meaning
and analytical expression of each parameter involved in the EKV3 model can found in the
user manual [118]. Table 8.2 summarises the physical effects included in the model and
also indicates those phenomena not included in this modelling process.
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Table 8.1 Extracted EKV model Parameters
COX

gate o x id e capacitance
per unit area

0 .0 1 1 8 2 5
F /m 2

*

XJ

jun ction depth

1 .5 0 E -0 7
m

P H IF

bulk fermi potential

0 .4 8 0 2 8 6
V

*

VTO

long-channel
threshold voltage

0 .3 3 2 4 7 9
V

GAMMA

b ody factor
parameter

0 .3 2 7 8 6

*

KP

transconductance
parameter

1 0 6 E -0 5
A /V 2

EO

m ob ility reduction
co e ffic ie n t I

1 .5 9 E + 0 8
V /m

*

El

m ob ility reduction
c o e ffic ie n t II

7 .9 8 E + 0
8 V /m

ETA

m ob ility R eduction due
to vertical field factor

2 .8 7 9 7 8

*

ZC

•

d ifference

1 .0 6 E -0 8
m

THC

lateral field
induced m obility
reduction factor 11

0 .0 0 2 8 3 5

U C R IT

longitudinal critical
field

1 .1 6 E + 0 7
V /m

*

LAM BDA

channel length
m odulation factor

0 .8 8 7

DELTA

order o f v elo city
saturation m odel

2

*

QLR

threshold voltage
factor o f R SC E

0 .0 0 0 2 3 6

NLR

reversed short channel
effect 2

0 .0 0 0 9 3 9

■

LETA

charge sharing
e ffec t c o e ffic ie n t

0 .2 2 7 3 3

NCS

slop e factor
depen dence from
charge sharing

1

1

ETAD

2 .0 3 E - 0 6

■

DL

S IG M A D

C JS

M JS

e ffec tiv e length

secondary D IB L
co efficien t
perim eter com ponent
o f source jun ction
capacitance
area exp on en t o f source
jun ction capacitance

v 05

lateral field
induced m ob ility
reduction factor I

primary D IB L
co efficien t

5 .0 0 E - 0 6

0 .7 6 0 4 6 8

RLX

series resistance
factor

3 .0 m

3 .9 E - 9
F /m

4 .2 E - 9
F /m

*

C JD

perim eter
com ponent o f
drain junction
capacitance

2 .6 7

*

M JD

area exponent o f
drain jun ction
capacitance

0 .0 7

0 .1 9

PBS

perim eter parameter o f
source jun ction
capacitance

0 .4 4 5

■

PBD

perim eter
parameter o f
drain junction
capacitance

C G SO

gate-source overlap
capacitance

1 .1 3 n

*

CGDO

gate-drain overlap
capacitance

0 .7 n

CGBO

gate-bod y overlap
capacitance

370n

*

RG SH

gate sheet
resistance

1 .4 6
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8.2 Physics modelled vs. un-modelled
M o d e lled

N o t m o d elled

Basic bias effect on the channel charge
Mobility that covers all scattering
Series Resistance
Charge Sharing Effect
Drain Induced Barrier Lowering
Channel Length Modulation
Velocity Saturation
Body Doping Non-uniformity
External and Intrinsic Resistance and
Capacitance

Quantum mechanical effects
Gate oxide current
Gate Induced Drain Leakage
Impact Ionization
Non-quasi-static Effect
Length and Width Scaling
Temperature Dependence
Noise
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9.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, technology designed to investigate the feasibility of CMOS process
compatible vertical MOSFET for RF applications was explored both theoretically and
experimentally. The simulation results exhibit a much better device performance than the
fabricated device for both DC and AC aspects. Some important device performance
inhibitors and anomalies in device characteristics were «identified. The underlying physics
of these anomalies were studied with the assistance of analytical, numerical and compact
models, in relation to the fabrication process in order to identify and propose further
improvement to the technology.
The devices in the first batch were vertical MOSFETS with a junction stop (JS)
structure, which was incorporated to suppress impact ionization, bulk punch through and
form shallow top junctions. The device simulation indicates that the 70nm VMOSFET-JS
device with a body doping of 3.0xl018cm'3 and drain/source junctions of 50nm and 30nm
have a fr of 33GHz with an on-current of 380pA/|im at V gs=1.5V and an off-current of
7.6pA/pm. However, the characterisation shows that the best characterized on-current is 18
times lower than this value and 26 times lower than the value of the 70nm technology node
in the ITRS road map. The additional limiting effect of the on-current is proposed to be
due to the presence of additional series resistance connected to the top junction caused by a
native oxide layer between the poly drain and the Si drain junction. Compared to devices
with a thin JS layer, and no JS, it is observed experimentally that devices with 20nm thick
JS structure provide significant suppression of the substrate current and the breakdown
voltage in drain on top (DoT) mode compared to source on top (SoT) mode. This
asymmetry provides strong evidence that the presence of the JS structure results in reduced
junction electric field with in turn, successfully suppresses impact ionization. This batch of
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devices was found to suffer from shifts (compared to theory) and variations in threshold
voltage across the wafer as a result of possible channel length variation, the presence of
fixed oxide charge and the fact that some devices have high interface trap densities at the
top of the sidewall, due to over-etching during the poly-Si gate spacer definition. A
numerical modelling study of short-channel effects (SCE) showed that the junction stop
structure provides significantly better bulk punch-through immunity and SCE control
compared to the conventional vertical device. The simulation results also showed that it is
possible to provide a trade-off between the junction stop and body doping to reduce DIBL
and increase channel mobility which in turn, leads to an improved Ion/Ioff ratio. For body
doping of 5.0x10 cm' and 6.0x10 cm' , the JS gives improvements in I0fr of 58.7% and
37.8% respectively for a given Ion- It is important to control accurately the drain spacer
width which is the key parameter for controlling the depth of the top junction. The
maximum Wdm in a device was shown to be a critical point in the design of optimal the
junction depth. It was defined as the point at which the SCEs saturate with increasing drain
junction depth. In a 70nm device with a body doping of lx l0 18cm'3, this critical point is
about 50nm which corresponds to a drain spacer width of 30nm. To maintain a DIBL and
charge sharing effect induced Vt shift within 220mV, a 5nm drain spacer width is needed.
The second batch comprised ultra-thin pillar capacitors with a variety of FILOX
thicknesses and pillar thicknesses. Well-behaved C-V characteristics on 20nm thick Ultrathin Pillar capacitors with 8nm FILOX indicated the potential for integrating the FILOX
process with ultra-thin pillars which could be used to realize fully-depleted vertical
MOSFETs. However, capacitors with 16nm, 24nm and 37 nm thick FILOX show less
well-behaved C-V plots. At negative gate bias the oxide leakage of 37nm and 8nm FILOX
were about the same where 16nm and 24nm have lower leakage level. The enhancement of
oxide leakage in 37nm FILOX device might be related to a degraded mechanical stress
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problem. Simulations indicate that the thicker FILOX induces more mechanical stress at
the pillar bottom which in turn, may create a dislocation-induced leakage path and so
enhance oxide leakage. The yield of 20nm ultra-thin pillar capacitors was found to drop
from 80% for 20 nm thick FILOX to 50% for 37nm thick FILOX. The ultra-thin pillar
capacitors with 37 nm FILOX and various pillar thicknesses showed a consistency in C-V
characteristics. This consistency provides evidence that the FILOX process has been
successfully applied to ultra-thin pillar devices.
A retrograde body structure was for the first time, designed to be integrated into a
VMOSFET aiming for on-current enhancement while retain SCE control. For a lOOnm
VMOSFET-FILOX, to maintain a maximum threshold voltage shift of 245mV due to SCEs,
the analytical model indicates that the maximum gate induced depletion edge in the body
should be within 50nm. To maintain the mobility, the low doped surface region should be
within 36nm. More accurate 2D numerical modelling indicated that the best retrograde body
profile that can be achieved within the constraints of the current fabrication process is from
5.0 to 7.3 x l0 17cm'3 at the surface to 1.2 x l0 18cm'3 at the edge of Wdm- However, it was
found that the fabricated retrograde body devices had an average body doping level of
io

-1

around 5.0x10 cm' which has resulted in an over-doping of the intended retrograde body
profile. The asymmetrical on-current, DIBL and breakdown voltage measured in DoT and
SoT modes were found to be consistent with asymmetrical body doping level from top to
bottom of the pillar. The leakage current in both gate oxide and gate-to-drain/source overlap
region which has FILOX encroachment segments was found to be dominated by the direct
tunnelling mechanism through the thin gate oxide region. Both gate and FILOX oxides
showed good robustness against dielectric breakdown.
VMOSFET-FILOX devices which suffered from severe FILOX encroachment, exhibited
a deterioration of on-current drivability which was found to be due to the increased series
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resistance arising in the accumulation layer in the lateral junction depletion region,
designated Racc. It was found that avoiding FILOX encroachment above the region that
defines Racc results in significant improvement of the fx. An analytical and simulation
study of series resistance components in VMOSFET-FILOX was presented indentifying
two important parameters, namely the oxide thickness above, and the doping level in the
accumulation layer. These two parameters determine the dominant components Racci and in
turn R<i and Rs and their gate bias dependent characteristics. The series resistance in each
junction was quantified by using an impedance-RF method applied to ‘virtual’ devices
generated from process simulations. By using a 40s RTA time or 15 degree angled tilt
arsenic implantation for source/drain in a 40nm FILOX device, the junction can be
extended further away from the FILOX encroachment around the comer region at the pillar
bottom and therefore the series resistance is reduced compared to a 10s RTA. Despite
thicker FILOX brings advantages in reducing the drain/source-gate overlap capacitances,
the drain and source resistance increases from 581 Q-pm and 479 Q pm for 40nm FILOX
to 1510 iTpm and 4650 Q pm for 60nm FILOX. With a bias condition of V g s = V d s = 1-0

V,

an optimal fx of 14.8 GHz was seen for a FILOX thickness of 40nm which represented a
trade-off between the dominance of series resistance limited Ion and the overlap
capacitance.
The devices in the third batch are VMOSFET-FILOX structures which include a frame
gate contact intended to decrease the gate series resistance and also protect the sidewalls
from poly-Si gate etching induced damage. The simulations calibrated against the
fabrication process, show that for a VMOSFET with FILOX=40nm, the fx at V gs = V d s ~ 1 - 5
V is 24GHz while for a VMOSFET with FILOX=60nm, the

fx

at

V gs = V

ds =

1 -5 V

is

30.5GHz which is a similar value to fx for the advanced lateral MOSFETs at the 0.35pm
technology node according to ITRS road map. Further ideal device simulation with 40nm
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FILOX suggests that with the junction abruptness improved from the original lOdec/nm to
the ITRS requested 2.7dec/nm [9] for a 50nm channel length, the peak fT within gate bias
of 1.5V can reach as high as 99.4GHz. This corresponds to an almost three-generation-hop
in RF performance that can be ultimately achieved with VMOSFETs using a 0.35pm
lithography stepper compared to an advanced Si-MOSFET at the same lithography
technology node if the junction abruptness can be reduced to 2.7dec/um. However, the
highest fx obtained from the measurement for the lOOnm fabricated DGC device was 8.6
GHz, for a double gate device with a channel length of 150nm, a channel width of 24um
and FILOX thickness of 40nm with

V ds = 1-5V

and

V gs= 1-1V

with an drive current of

58.65 pA/pm. By comparing the characterised on-current to the previous simulation result,
the difference suggests that there exists an additional series resistance of 10 kfl um which
is most-likely attributed to the drain/source contact interface resistances. Compared to the
junction resistances presented in Chapter 6, the contact resistance is about 10 times higher.
This is to say that the low fx in this batch of devices is largely due to limitation from the
poor contact resistance. The calibrated simulation provides values for the combination of
gate bias dependent transconductance and gate overlap capacitance, which determines the
maximum fx and its corresponding Vos- The 3D device simulations have confirmed that
double gate devices could provide a higher fx than the frame gate contact structure due to
lower overlap capacitance caused by a smaller gate overlap area. The fr might also be
lowered by the higher junction sheet resistance in lOOnm channel length devices than in
150nm channel length devices due to process variation at the implantation stage. Both the
measured and simulated on-currents suggested that 40nm FILOX devices have a
significant advantage in providing a higher fx over the 60nm FILOX. The reason is
believed to be related to the impact of FILOX thickness on the series resistance as
discussed in Chapter 6.

Well-meshed 3D simulations have further provided results
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indicating that the comers at each sidewall edge bring little impact on wide devices though
higher conduction current density is evident in the comer regions.
In this work a compact model covering both DC and AC characteristics of the device is
constructed based on EKV modelling approach. The DC part of the compact model of the
double gate contact VMOSFET-FILOX with 40nm thick FILOX has been successfully
constructed using the EKV3 modelling tool kit in the IC-CAP platform. However, the
accuracy of the ‘long’ device model is limited by the high series resistance and short
channel effects. A device with channel length of 250nm was used as the best available one
but there was evidence of increased current saturation due to short channel and on-current
degradation arising from series resistance. Despite of this, good fittings of the I d V g , gmand
IdV q characteristics of the short (lOOnm) device over a range of bias conditions have
confirmed an acceptable accuracy of the compact model of the short channel device. Apart
from the series resistance and short channel effect that exist in the Tong device’, the
inconsistency of series resistance and critical velocity of electrons among the long and
short devices potentially adds more uncertainty when attempting to extract a scalable
model. The parameters describing the AC characteristics of the model are extracted from
the measured CV and S parameter plots.

Through the fitting of the measured and

simulated S parameters and its corresponded phase and magnitude curves, the junction,
overlap capacitance parameters extraction are achieved as well as the further extraction of
the gate sheet resistance, gate-to-body overlap capacitance and substrate network
parameters. A full model covers both DC and AC performances targeting on the device
with a lOOnm channel length was constructed. Through the study using the compact
model, it was found that the junction and gate overlap capacitances related parameters at
drain side have much more significant impact on the above three S parameters than at the
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source side. It can be also concluded that a higher drain junction value in VMOSFET
induces higher output impedance in the RF range under high gate bias.

9.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Through the work carried out in this project, some significant results have been achieved
in investigating the strengths and weaknesses of some novel device architectures which
were designed to enhance vertical MOSFET technology. The fabricated devices have
provided evidence that some of the design targets have been successfully realized.
However, there were some design and modelling goals not yet realized in the current
batches. In the next batches, there are some further improvements that can be done over the
existing designs for a better suitability as RF components. Some suggestions for future
device fabrication and compact modelling are:
(A) A further batch of retrograde body devices, both short and long channel length. This
would assure a comparison between the experimental data and the analytical and
numerical designs to see if on-current enhancement can be achieved without
sacrificing excessively the suppression on the off-current.

(B)

To optimise the on-current by reducing the series resistance in the devices with
FILOX=60nm with a RTA time of 40s or 15° tilt angle implantation. The role of
Racci in series resistance can be experimentally identified by comparing devices with
and without these optimisation steps.

(C)

To optimise the cut-off frequency fp value which theoretically can reach a maximum
value of 29GHz for a lOOnm device with 60nm thick FILOX. Double gate contact
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should be used instead of frame gate contact devices for overlap capacitance
reduction. Also very importantly, a silicidation process should also be applied to the
drain/source contact interface in order to achieve the ohmic contact resistance
optimisation. Moreover 50nm channel length should be fabricated to boost fr further
to a value of 25 GHz for an unsilicided device. With a silicidation process, a 50nm
device with 60nm FILOX and without FILOX encroachment problem may exhibits a
maximum fp up to about 60GHz presumably. Meanwhile, the poly-Si gate etch
process step needs to be optimised to avoid damage which results in the creation of
interface states in the channel. A maximum oscillation frequency, fmax extraction
would allow an experimental evaluation of the impact of gate types on the device
power gain performance at RF range.

(D)

To further verify the values of series resistance in a VMOSFET, experimental work
should be carried out on fabricated devices using the RF-impedance method in the
lab

(E)

To achieve an accurate and scalable EKV model. ‘Long’ devices should have a
channel length up to 280nm to 300nm with a body boron doping pushed up to
suppress SCEs. Devices with a 50nm channel length are then needed as the ‘short’
devices for extraction of the short channel related phenomena related parameters.

(F)

Improvements in the process are required to maintain uniformity of sheet resistance
in junctions across the wafers and precise control of pillar height to avoid channel
length variation. To allow realisation of a scalable EKV model, devices with at least
4 different channel lengths with much tighter process variation are required.
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(G)

The feasibility of using EKV3.0 on modelling devices with asymmetrical junctions
and non-uniform body doping needs to be reassessed. This is because the derivation
of the EKV model assumes symmetrical junctions which have equal electrical
influence on the channel charge control, which is not the case in these vertical
structures.

As an extension to the retrograde body design, an ultra thin body vertical MOSFET is
proposed which is compatible with the FILOX process. A simple process flow is shown in
Fig 8.1. In (a), the oxide bulk grown on the P type substrate is etched to form the insulator
body. In (b), the ultra thin undoped amorphous Si body is deposited by LPCVD on an
oxide region. It is followed by a low temperature annealing carried out for crystallization
in the thin body layer while a high dose Si implantation is used to break up the native oxide
at the interfaces. In (c), a thick amorphous silicon layer (150nm) was deposited to form the
region reserved for the top junction. In (e) - (f), the process follows standard nitride fillet
formation and FILOX growth routine. The drain and source are be formed by arsenic
implantation in (g) followed by gate oxide growth, poly-Si gate deposition and etching and
metal contact deposition. The net doping contour of the final device simulation after the
rapid thermal annealing is shown in (h).
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(a) Body oxide etching

(b) Ultra-thin body depo
(c) a-Si layer depo
LTA for Crystallization
Si High Dose Implantation

(e) Nitrite fillet etching

(f) FILOX growth

(g) Drain/source implant

(h) Poly-Si gate, contact deposition followed by RTA
-

---
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Body M
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■
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Fig 9.1 A brief process flow for fabrication of a ultra-thin body VMOSFET structure.

Table 9.1 Performance comparison among the simulated UTVMOSFET and fabricated
VMOSFETs with single gate and double gate contacts.
Ion

lo f f

D IB L

S s ( m V /d e v

(V )

( u A /u m )

(n A /u m )

(m V )

@ V DS= 1 V )

0 .4 2

175

1 .3 9

0

90

V M O S F E T (S G )

0 .3

7 1 .9

5 6 .8

200

180

V M O S F E T (F G )

0 .3 5

159

0 .1 3 7

35

80

VT

U TV M O SFET

*Note that Gate oxide thickness is 3.2 run with a channel length of 230nm.
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From the performance comparison in table 9.1, the UTVMOSFET has excellent
immunity to SCEs similar to that of VMOSFETs with FG and significantly better than
VMOSFETs with single gate contact. It also has significantly the best on-current among
the three devices, due to the low-doped channel region with a reasonable level of off
current. Furthermore, by reducing the channel layer thickness/depletion region width
further, the SCE immunity and off-current in the UTVMOSFET can be further improved.
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Appendix A
Atlas device simulation of VMOSFET-JS with 50nm Xj.
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work.area xl=0 yl=-0.17 x2=0.976 y2=0.4
region reg=l name=substrate mat=Silicon color=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
polygon="0.593,-0.081 0.607,-0.08 0.613,-0.078 0.613,-0.078 0.613,-0.01 0.613,-0.01 0.609,-0.008 0.593,-0.007 0.593,-0.005
0.593,0.005 "\
"0.593,0.075 0.976,0.075 0.976,0.4 0,0.4 0,0.075 0.383,0.075 0.383,0.005 0.372,0.002 0.371,0 0.371,-0.001 "\
"0.365,-0.01 0.363,-0.01 0.363,-0.078 0.363,-0.078 0.363,-0.079 0.369,-0.084 0.37,-0.088 0.37,-0.093 0.593,-0.093 0.593,-0.084"
impurity id=l region.id=l imp=Boron \
peak.value=3.0e+18 ref.value=1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=l default
region reg=2 mat=SiO~2 \
polygon="0.359,-0.156 0.41,-0.156 0.45,-0.156 0.45,-0.153 0.363,-0.153 0.363,-0.093 0.363,-0.078 0.363,-0.01 0.363,0.003
0.12,0.003 "\
"0.12,0 0.15,0 0.36,0 0.36,-0.093 0.359,-0.093"
constr.mesh region=2 default
region reg=3 mat=SiO~2 \
polygon="0.856,0 0.856,0.003 0.613,0.003 0.613,-0.01 0.613,-0.078 0.613,-0.093 0.613,-0.153 0.526,-0.153 0.526,-0.156 0.617,0.156 "\
"0.617,-0.093 0.616,-0.093 0.616,0 0.85,0"
constr.mesh region=3 default
region reg=4 name=gate mat=Polysilicon elec.id=l color=0xfff(00 pattem=0x5 \
polygon="0.36,0 0.15,0 0.15,-0.015 0.26,-0.015 0.26,-0.17 0.41,-0.17 0.41,-0.156 0.359,-0.156 0.359,-0.093 0.36,-0.093"
impurity id=2 region.id=4 imp=Phosphorus \
peak.value=5e+21 ref.value=1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=4 default
region reg=5 name=gate mat=Polysilicon elec.id=l color=0xffTTO0 pattem=0x5 \
polygon="0.616,0 0.616,-0.093 0.617,-0.093 0.617,-0.156 0.621,-0.156 0.625,-0.155 0.715,-0.155 0.715,-0.025 0.85,-0.025 0.85,0"
impurity id=2 region.id=5 imp=Phosphorus \
peak.value=5e+21 ref.value=1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=5 default
region reg=6 name=source mat=Aluminum elec.id=2 \
polygon="0.976,0 0.976,0.003 0.856,0.003 0.856,0"
constr.mesh region=6 default
region reg=7 name=source mat=Aluminum elec.id=2 \
polygon="0.12,0 0.12,0.003 0,0.003 0,0”
constr.mesh region=7 default
region reg=8 name=SiSource mat=Silicon coloi=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
polygon="0.391,-0.001 0.391,0 0.392,0.002 0.393,0.005 0.393,0.075 0,0.075 0,0.003 0.12,0.003 0.363,0.003 0.363,-0.01 "\
"0.383,-0.01 0.385,-0.01"
impurity id=3 region.id=8 imp=Arsenic \
peak.value=1.4e+20 ref. value= 1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=8 default
region reg=9 name=SiSource mat=Silicon color=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
polygon="0.595,-0.01 0.593,-0.01 0.613,-0.01 0.613,0.003 0.856,0.003 0.976,0.003 0.976,0.075 0.588,0.075 0.588,0.005 0.585,0.005 "\
"0.588,-0.007 0.589,-0.008"
impurity id=3 region.id=9 imp=Arsenic \
peak.value=l ,4e+20 ref.value= 1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=9 default
region reg=10 name=drain elec.id=3 mat=Polysilicon color=0xffff00 pattem=0x5 \
polygon="0.593,-0.113 0.383,-0.113 0.383,-0.093 0.363,-0.093 0.363,-0.153 0.45,-0.153 0.526,-0.153 0.613,-0.153 0.613,-0.093
0.593,-0.093"
impurity id=2 region.id=10 imp=Phosphorus \
peak.value=5e+21 ref.value=l 000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
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constr.mesh region=10 default
region reg=l 1 mat=SiO~2 color=0xff pattem=0x2 \
polygon="0.383,-0.113 0.593,-0.113 0.593,-0.093 0.588,-0.093 0.39,-0.093 0.383,-0.093"
constr.mesh region=l 1 default
region reg=12 name=SiDrain mat=Silicon color^OxffcbOO pattem=0x4 \
polygon="0.392,-0.079 0.382,-0.078 0.363,-0.078 0.363,-0.078 0.363,-0.093 0.411,-0.093 0.413,-0.093 0.413,-0.081 0.398,-0.08
0.395,-0.079"
impurity id=3 region.id=12 imp=Arsenic \
peak.value=1.4e+20 ref.value=l 000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=12 default
region reg=13 name=SiDrain mat=Silicon color=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
polygon="0.597,-0.078 0.565,-0.081 0.565,-0.081 0.563,-0.083 0.563,-0.093 0.613,-0.093 0.613,-0.078 0.599,-0.078”
impurity id=3 region.id=13 imp=Arsenic \
peak.value=1.4e+20 ref. value= 1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
constr.mesh region=13 default
region reg=14 name=drain mat=Aluminum elec.id=3 \
polygon="0.45,-0.165 0.526,-0.165 0.526,-0.156 0.526,-0.153 0.45,-0.153 0.45,-0.156"
constr.mesh region=14 default
#region reg=15 name=RetrogradeL mat=Silicon color=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
#polygon="0.383,-0.01 0.363,-0.01 0.363,-0.078 0.383,-0.078"
#impurity id=l region.id=15 imp=Boron\
#peak.value=5e+16 ref.value=l 000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
#constr.mesh region=15 default
#region reg=16 name=RetrpgradeL mat=Silicon color=0xffcb00 pattem=0x4 \
# polygon="0.593,-0.078 0.613,-0.078 0.613,-0.01 0.593,-0.01"
#impurity id=l region.id=16 imp=Boron \
# peak.value=5e+16 ref.value= 1000000000000 comb.func=Multiply
#constr.mesh region=16 default
region reg=17 name=base mat=Aluminum elec.id=4 \
polygon-’0.0,0.4 0.0,0.41 0.976,0.41 0.976,0.40 00,0.4"
constr.mesh region=17 default
base.mesh height=10 width=10
bound.cond lapply max.slope=28 max.ratio=300 md.unit=0.001 line.straightening=l align.points when=automatic
imp.refine min.spacing=0.02
constr.mesh max.angle=90 max.ratio=300 max.height=10000\
max.width=10000 min.height=0.0001 min.width=0.0001
constr.mesh type=Semiconductor default
constr.mesh type=Insulator default
constr.mesh type=Metal default
constr.mesh type=Other default
constr.mesh region=l default
constr.mesh region=2 default
constr.mesh region=3 default
constr.mesh region=4 default
constr.mesh region=5 default
constr.mesh region=6 default
constr.mesh region=7 default
constr.mesh region=8 default
constr.mesh region=9 default
constr.mesh region=10 default
constr.mesh region=l 1 default
constr.mesh region=12 default
constr.mesh region=13 default
constr.mesh region=14 default
constr.mesh region=15 default
constr.mesh region=16 default
constr.mesh region=17 default
Mesh Mode=MeshBuild
refine mode=both xl=0.003 y l—0.1707 x2=0.968 y2=0.3604
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refine mode=both xl=0.3628 yl=-0.0936 x2=0.3857 y2=-0.0096
refine mode=both xl=0.363 yl=-0.093 x2=0.3841 y2=-0.0096
refine mode=both xl=0.36 yl=-0.093 x2=0.38 y2=-0.0096
refine mode=both xl=0.5891 yl=-0.0927 x2=0.6132 y2=-0.0104
refine mode=both x 1=0.5886 yl=-0.093 x2=0.6131 y2—0.0096
refine mode=both xl=0.6 yl=-0.093 x2=0.6131 y2—0.0096
base.mesh height=10 width=10
bound.cond ¡apply max.slope=28 max.ratio=300 md.unit=0.001 line.straightening=l align.Points when=automatic
struct outfile=perfect.str
#tonyplot vmosl.str-set vmosl.set
tonyplot perfect.str
############ go to atlas package ############
go atlas
###### set the device contact ######
contact name=source neutral
contact name=gate n.polysilicon
contact name=drain neutral
contact name=base neutral
###### set material models ######
material taun0=7.3e-7 taup0=7.3e-7 vsaturation=le7
###### set material models #####
models cvt consrh auger bgn fermi print ksp=0 ksn=0 numcarr=2 hhi nearflg ioniz bb.a=1.000ell bb.b=1.9e07 bb.gamma=2.5 bbt.std
kla
Impact crowell
Interface QF=-2.9el2
inttrap e.level=0.3 acceptor density=lel2 sign=le-16 sigp=le-17 degen=12
###### set the method ######
method gummel newton
###### solve the condition bias ######
solve init
###### Bias the gate ######
###### Bias the drain ######
#solve Vdrain=0.1
solve Vdrain=0.05
solve Vdrain=0.1
solve Vdrain=0.25
solve Vdrain=l .0
###### Ramp the drain ######
###### prope field potential & generation ######
###### Ramp the gate ######
solve vgate=-0.05
solve vgate=-0.1
solve vgate=-0.25
log outf=3E1850nmXj(Vdl).log master
solve vgate=-2.5 vstep=0.05 vfinal=2.5 name=gate AC freq=1.0e+6 vss=0.01
#REGRID log doping ratio=6 outf=grid2 dopf=dopxx max.level=2
###### set the output characteristics ######
output e.fieldj.electronj.holej.conducj.total e.velocity h.velocity \
ex. field jx.electron jx.hole jx.conducjx.total ex.velocity \
hx.velocity ey.field jy.electron jy.hole jy.conducjy.total \
ey. velocity hy.velocity flowlines e.mobility h.mobility qss e.temp \
h.temp charge recomb val.band con.band qfn qfp j.disp photogen impact \
tot.doping
###### save the output characteristics to the structure ######
save outf=3E1850nmXj(Vdl).str
###### plot the final results ######
tonyplot 3E1850nmXj(Vdl).log -set 3E1850nmXj(Vdl).set
#tonyplot 3E1850nmXj(Vdl).str -set 3E1850nmXj(Vdl).set
###### extract the threshold voltage ######
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#extract name-'nvt" xintercept(maxslope(curve(abs(v.''gate"),abs(i."drain"))))
#extract name="nvt_ave" (xintercept(maxslope(curve(abs(v."gate"),abs(i."drain"))))
- abs(ave(v.''drain"))/2.0)
#extract name="vt_final" x.val from curve(v."gate",(dydx(v."gate",(dydx(v."gate", ¡."drain"))))) \
where y.val = max(dydx(v."gate",(dydx(v."gate", ¡."drain"))))
###### extract the transconductance ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡#
extract name="max_cur" max(i."drain")
extract name="gm" max(dydx(abs(v. "gate"),abs(i. "drain")))
extract name="gm” max(dydx(v."gate",¡."drain"))
extract name="gm_curve" curve(v."gate",(dydx(v."gate",i."drain"))) outfile="gmcurvel .dat"
tonyplot gmcurvel.dat
extract name="gmdydx" deriv(v."gate", ¡."drain") outfile="dydxl003.dat"
tonyplot dydxl003.dat
¡¡extract name="gmdydx2" deriv(v."gate", ¡."drain", 2) outfile="dydx 1003.dat"
#tonyplot dydxl003.dat
###### extract the capacitances (gate.source/drain) ######
extract name-'c_min" min(c."gate""source" + c."gate""drain")
extract name="c_curve" curve(v."gate",(c."gate""source" + c."gate""drain")) outfile=”cl003.dat"
tonyplot cl003.dat
###### extract the cut o ff frequency ######
extract name-'ft_curve" curve(v."gate",((dydx(abs(v."gate"), abs(i."drain")))/(6.28*(c."gate""source" + c."gate""drain"))))
outfile-'ft.dat"
###### extract on current ######
¡¡extract name="Ion" y.val from curve(v."gate",¡."drain") where x.val=2.0
###### extract leakage current ######
¡¡extract name="Ioff' min(i."drain")
¡¡probe name=substrate_field.dat x=0.5 y=0.01 FIELD
¡¡tonyplot substarte_field.dat
Quit
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Appendix B
ABrief process simulation for VMOSFET-FILOX With 40nm FILOX for series resistance
extraction.
This process uses zero degree drain/source implantation 40s 1100°C RTA
go athena
set nitrideThick = 0.066
set gateOx = 1 2
################################## define mesh...

line x
line x
line x
line x
line y
line y
line y
line y

loc=0.0 spac=0.100
loc=0.9 spac=0.002
lo c = l.l spac=0.002
loc=2.0 spac=0.100
loc=0 spac=0.002
loc=0.15 spac=0.002
loc=0.4 spac=0.002
loc=1.0 spac=0.100

############################# start off material...
######################### p-type wafer...
######################## start of with a boron doped wafer (10hm*cm).

initialize silicon orientation=100 boron resistivity=l space.mul=2
# p-well implant... using pearson model ... for high implant dose preferable turn
on
#################################cluster damage model
########################method high.cone full.cpl cluster.dam

implant boron dose=1.0el4 energy=75 pearson
###############################etch the pillar
etch silicon start x=0.0 y=0.0
etch continue x=1.0 y=0.0
etch continue x=1.0 y=0.370
etch done x=0.0 y=0.370
################################## lOmins 02 gas of drive in anealing

diffus time=10 temp=l 100 dryo2 press=1.00
############################## 30mins nitride gas of drive in anealing

diffus time=30 temp=l 100 nitro press=l.00
tonyplot
strip oxide
################################### stress relief pad oxide growth...

diffuse time=10 temp=900 dryo2 press=1.00 hcl.pc=3
tonyplot
extract
name="pad_sio2"
thickness
material="sio~2"
mat.occno=l
x.val=0.1
datafile="data.dat"
layer
depo nitride thick=0.066 divisions=8
#############################diy etch to leave the nitride fillet on the top o f pad oside
etch nitride dry thick=0.066
etch oxide dry thick=$"pad_sio2'710000
############################ dry etch to leave the nitride fillet on the top o f pad oxide
#define the material viscous for laters thermal step
material oxide visc.0=5.1 visc.E=3.48 weto2
material nitride visc.0=2e3 visc.E=2.5625
oxide stress.dep=t
method viscous
#now grow the FILOX
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junc.occno=l

diffuse time=l .33 temp=l 100 weto2
###########################drain source zero degree implant
implant arsenic dose=6.0el5 energy=100 tilt= 0 pearson
tonyplot
expose the vertical pillar sidewall
strip nitride
#####################define etch machine in simulator
rate.etch machine=wetEtcher wet.etch oxide n.m isotropic= 1.0
etch machine=wetEtcher time=20 min
#####################meshing technique: method gridinit.ox=0.002 grid.oxide=0.002
#####################now gate oxide
diffuse time=12 temp=800 dryo2 press=1.00
#####################poly-gate spacer depostition
deposit material=polysilicon thickness=0.200 division=8 c.phos=le21
######################etch to leave gate spacer
etch polysilicon left x=0.6 thick=0.200
etch polysilicon right x=1.04 thick=0.200
method fermi compress
######################40s 1 lOOdegree rapid thermal annealing ##############
diffuse time=40/60 temp=l 100 nitro press=l .0
######################etch oxide for contact windows ##################
etch oxide left x=0.4
etch oxide right x= l .6
##########################now deposit the A1 contacts #############
deposit alumin thick=0.03 division=2
############etch the track to form the contacts #####################
etch alumin start x=0.4 y=-0.4
etch continue x=0.6 y=-0.4
etch continue x=0.6 y=0.5
etch done x=0.4 y=0.5
etch alumin start x=0.7 y=-0.4
etch continue x=l .6 y=-0.4
etch continue x=1.6 y=0.5
etch done x=0.7 y=0.5
electrode name=gate x=0.65 y=0.08
electrode name=source x=0.1 y=0.36
electrode name=drain x=1.8 y=0.05
electrode name=substrate backside
structure outfile=L100nmFILOX40nm.str
tonyplot L100nmFILOX40nm.str -set L100nmFILOX40nm.set
quit
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Appendix C
Z-parameters results for lOOnm VMOSFET-FILOX with 40nm FILOX using zero degree
drain/source implantation, 40s 1100°C RTA.
Under biases conditions:
VGS=1 V VDs=0V
Re(Z22)
2.15E+03
2.15E+03
2.15E+03
2.15E+03
2.15E+03
2.14E+03
2.13E+03
2.10E+03
2.07E+03
2.03E+03
1.98E+03
1.93E+03
1.87E+03
1.81 E+03

Re(Z12)
1.14E+03
1.14E+03
1.14E+03
1.14E+03
1.14E+03
1.14E+03
1.13E+03
1.12E+03
1.10E+03
1.08E+03
1.05E+03
1.02E+03
9.95E+02
9.63E+02

Re(Z11)
6.75E+02
6.54E+02
6.54E+02
6.54E+02
6.53E+02
6.52E+02
6.48E+02
6.41 E+02
6.31 E+02
6.20E+02
6.06E+02
5.91 E+02
5.75E+02
5.58E+02

lm(Z22)
-9.55E-02
-9.55E-01
-4.78E+00
-9.55E+00
-4.77E+01
-9.53E+01
-1.89E+02
-2.79E+02
-3.65E+02
-4.45E+02
-5.19E+02
-5.85E+02
-6.45E+02
-6.96E+02

Vgs=2V V ds=0V
Re(Z12)
5.41 E+02
5.41 E+02
5.42E+02
5.41 E+02
5.41 E+02
5.38E+02
5.40E+02
5.38E+02
5.36 E+02
5.33E+02
5.29E+02
5.25E+02
5.21 E+02
5.16E+02

Re(Z22)
1.02E+03
1.02E+03
1.02E+03
1.02E+03
1.02E+03
1.01 E+03
1.02E+03
1.01 E+03
1.01 E+03
1.00E+03
9.96E+02
9.88E+02
9.80E+02
9.71 E+02

V

gs

= 3 V

Re(Z11)
3.22E+02
3.23E+02
3.24E+02
3.24E+02
3.24E+02
3.22E+02
3.23E+02
3.22E+02
3.21 E+02
3.19E+02
3.17E+02
3.15E+02
3.13E+02
3.10E+02

lm(Z22)
-2.10E-02
-2.10E-01
-1.05E+00
-2.10E+00
-1.05E+01
-2.07E+01
-4.18E+01
-6.24E+01
-8.27E+01
-1.03E+02
-1.22E+02
-1.40E+02
-1.58E+02
-1.76E+02

V ds=0V

Re(Z22)
7.25E+02
7.28E+02
7.30E+02
7.27E+02
7.30E+02
7.30E+02

Re(Z12)
3.87E+02
3.89E+02
3.90E+02
3.88E+02
3.90E+02
3.90E+02

Re(Z11)
2.32E+02
2.40E+02
2.41 E+02
2.40E+02
2.41 E+02
2.41 E+02

lm(Z22)
-1.04E-02
-1.06E-01
-5.35E-01
-1.05E+00
-5.34E+00
-1.07E+01
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7.29E+02
7.28E+02
7.26E+02
7.24E+02
7.21 E+02
7.18E+02
7.14E+02
7.10E+02

3.89E+02
3.89E+02
3.88E+02
3.87E+02
3.85E+02
3.83E+02
3.81 E+02
3.79E+02

2.40E+02
2.40E+02
2.39E+02
2.39E+02
2.38E+02
2.37E+02
2.36E+02
2.35E+02

-2.13E+01
-3.19E+01
-4.23E+01
-5.26E+01
-6.27E+01
-7.26E+01
-8.23E+01
-9.16E+01
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Appendix D
IC-CAP Setup for f| characterisation and EKV model - DC part extraction
I. f[ Characterisation:
DUTs-Setups | C ircrit | Model Parameters | Model Variables | Macros |
Sele ct DUT /Setup
rfac_W 1 _C23_D 24
j - h21vsvbe
open_swf
bode
open_sï

—

Measure / Smuiate | Instrument Options | Setup Variables | Extract / Optim ize | Plo ts |

dc

1 _C23_D 23
è if ac_W
h21 vsvbe

open_swf
bode
- open_sif
dc
ifac_W 1 _C23_D 21
h21 vsvbe
open_swf
bode
open_sif
!....
rfac_W 1_C 24_D12
h21vsvbe
open_swf
bode
open_sif
dc
rfac_W 1 _C24_D 11
h21vsvbe
opensw f
bode
op ensii
dc
ifac_W 2_C 21_D 11
j— h21 vsvbe

(jc

Export Data...
Import Deate... J
NewInput., j
New Output...

J

__ freq

Mode: V
+ Node G
- Node: GROUND

Mode. F
Sweep Typfl6~ÜONj
Value: h21 start

U nitr'S M U nH

Compliance: TOO Om
I Sweep Type: UN]
¡Sweep Order: 1
Start:; JBSojS t«]
Stop.
# of Points
S te p Sfee: ~ 90 JOOm

Sweep Type: Uh
Sweep Order:
Stop:
# of Points: 3
Step
— Size: 300.0m

___

Mode. V
+ Node: S
- Nodal GROÜNDJ
Unit: SMU3
I Compliance! 1000mg
eep Typffi CON~^M
Value: o.OOO

Mode:
P o rti:
Port 2:
JAC Ground.
Unit:
Type:

Add.. 1 Rename... |
D etach.. |1 Organize... |

II. EKV Modelling - DC and CV Part
DUTs-Set»! I Circuit | Model Paiametm| ModelVanite | Macro«|
Select DUT/Setter
r - _DC_Transistor___
R Large
i idvg
idvg_vdmax
idvd
idvd_vbmax
idvgvd
idvgjemp
i idvg_vbmax_temp
l idvd_temp
idvd_vgmax_temp
idvg_vdmax_temp
S Short
B C_Junction_BD
B C_Junction_BS
B CJDxide
B C_0veriap_G_DS
C_0verlap_G_DSB
B Diode_BD
È- Diode_BS

Measure/ Sfnulate JInstnment Options| Sehf>Variables| Extract/ Optimize| Plots |

J 2Á
Add..
Detach...

Rename... j
Organize...
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By 1

Y
G
D
GROUND
NWA
B

Mode:
To Node:
From Node:
Unit:
Type

j id]
1
D
GROUND
SMU2
M

Appendix E

Brief Introduction to Enz-Krummenacher-Vittoz (EKV) Model
Bases

The EKV model explicitly describes the basic relationships between currents, charges
and biases using a charge-surface potential approach where the variation of inversion
charge with respect to surface potential and gate, drain, source bias conditions are
linearized. In this process, these relations are simplified by using concepts of slope factor
nq and channel pinch-off voltage Vp. The substrate bias is taken as a reference rather than
the source which is used in most of the industry standard models such as BSIM. In an ntype long channel device, the inversion layer charge is related to surface potential ips or Vp
and channel potential V as expressed as below
Q inv —

tiqC0X(i|/s —2i|jb)

Eq. FI

or
Qinv

= nqCox(Vp - V )

where nq is the slope factor with a mathematical definition of nq =

Eq. F2
dQinv, y is the
Cox di|;s

channel potential defined as the electron quasi-Fermi potential as before. The term V is
controlled by the drain and source voltage Vd and Vs- VP is further related to gate voltage,
VGusing the expression below
v g -V fb - 2 i|/ b - yV2*1, b
Vp _= --------------------nq

t-

Eq. ™
F3

where yb is the substrate modulation factor (also known as the body-effect coefficient)
given as
V2qNaEsj
Yb

Eq. F4

nq
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To further simplify the derivation, the potential and charge parameters can be normalized
using equations F5 and F6,
v _ 4; _

_ kT

Eq. F5

-v ——
— Uj ——
xp
q

Eq. F6

<
■linv = ¡ p 2“

^cspec

Where the specific charge factor Q sp ec = —2nUxCox ,
Substituting equation F2 into the Qjnv expression in equation F7 derived from Poisson’s
equation and replacing ij/s with the pinch-off voltage and channel voltage, the inversion
layer charge can then be related to Vp and V with normalisation as shown in equation F8.
Q in v = - Y b C „ x , / U T ( J ^

fc-2iE -V _
F

UT

yj \iTJ

2 qinv + *nqinv = vp - v

Eq. F7
Eq. F8

Since in this model, gate, drain and source are referred to substrate, the drain current is
equal to the difference between forward reverse current components. These current
W

o

components and the total drain current can be normalised by a term Ispec = 2npCox —Uj
and are presented in equation F9. The drain current can then be expressed as equation F10.
12. m
—
mm lL — is.

i<t

if

w

— iispec
i
spec

id = if — ir

Eq. F9
M
Eq. F10

The normalized forward and reverse current are further related to qs and qd which are
normalized charge densities at the source and drain side of the channel:
if = C q i-d v = q* + qs

Eq. FI 1

ir = / ” <U-dv = ql + qd

Eq. F12

Where qs and qd are controlled by the potential differences: v p-va and v p-vs respectively
[114].
By combining equation F8, F10, F ll and F12, a general equation can be obtained
relating drain, source and pinch-off voltage to the forward and reverse current through the
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charge terms. Therefore the current-voltage relations can be summarised in equation F13
of which the detailed derivation is presented in [114].
vp * vs,d = y /l + 4if,r + fn Ç j 1 + 4i^r —l ) - (1 + fnZ )

Eq. F I3

Equation F14 can allow an accurate interpolation of the current between the weak and
strong inversion regimes as follows:
if r = I n 2[1 + exp Vp ”s'd]

Eq. F14

The pinch-off voltage Vp is a function of gate bias Vq as shown in equation F3. As a
result, the EKV model describes the current-to-voltage relation accurately in all modes of
inversion and therefore provides good continuity in describing the transition from weak to
moderate to strong inversion. This is particularly important for analogue and RF devices.
The BSIM models especially BSIM3v3 are known to be inaccurate in the moderate
inversion region [115].
As discussed previously, the charge linearization, parameter normalization and
symmetry of forward and reverse operation are used to derive analytical expressions for
the MOSFET current. Besides the current, most of the physics related parameters in the
model can be derived or related to the inversion charges qs and qd . This leads to a
significant reduction in complexity of the model structure as well as making parameter
extraction a much simpler task with fewer parameters required. Meanwhile, the model
maintains close linkage to the fundamental device physics. These parameters include
transconductance, intrinsic capacitances, mobility, thermal and gate noise, short channel
effects and non-quasi-static effect etc. The most important small-signal parameters are the
transconductances. The transconductances of the drain, source and gate nodes are treated
separately as indicated in equation F I5.
«D =

+ ^ Û V D + f^ A V c = GmsAVs - GmdAVD + GmAVc

Eq. F15

Where Gms is the source transconductance, Gmd is the drain transconductance, Gm is the
gate transconductance which can be related to qs and qd as
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Gms —Gspec<7s

Eq. F I6

Gmd ~ GSpecc{d

Eq. F I7

Gm = Gms - md

Eq. F18

w

Where G$pec — 2nfiC0X — Uj

nq

Thus the transconductance parameter in different operation regions can be related to the
inversion charges at the source and drain ends of the channel and further to the gate, drain,
and source biases according to equation F8 and F3.
When the device is operating at high frequency, the intrinsic part of the MOSFET also
needs to include the intrinsic capacitances to allow modelling of the transient currents at
each terminal of the device. These capacitances can be defined as the variation of gate
charge Qg with respect to variations of the terminal biases AVS, AVD, AVB. The most
important three intrinsic capacitances are defined below, after normalisation
_
gsl

0Qg

_
gai
_

_

a v s Cox
0Qg

_

<?VDCox
3Qg
d V n C 0x

_

n -1 .
n

qs

(2qs + 4 q d + 3 )

3

(qd + q s + l ) 2

Qd

(2q d +4qs +3)

3

(Q d+Q s + l ) 2

Cgsi — Cgdj)

Eq. F19
Eq. F20
Eq. F21

The intrinsic capacitances can also be continuously described between the weak and strong
inversion regions with the help of an interpolation function.
The advanced aspects of the operation of deep-submicron devices such as short channel
effect, vertical and lateral field dependent mobility, velocity saturation, poly-depletion and
quantum effects can also be coupled with the surface potential based model allowing
continuous validation of these phenomena in all operation regions. Full details are
presented in [114,116].
It can be concluded that the EKV model provides analytical, continuous and physically
correct descriptions of inversion charge variation in weak, moderate and strong regions
with respects to bias variations and is more closely linked to the processing parameters.
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This compact model use sufficiently simple expressions with a minimum need for process
dependent parameters and less fitting parameters than other industry standard models. It is
particularly well suited to the design of analogue circuits.
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